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...there is no prescribed route to follow to arrive at a new idea. You have to make
the intuitive leap. But the difference is that once you’ve made the intuitive leap you
have to justify it by filling in the intermediate steps. In my case, it often happens
that I have an idea, but then I try to fill in the intermediate steps and find that they
don’t work, so I have to give it up.

Stephen W. Hawking (8 Jan 1942 - 14 Mar 2018)
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Abstract

Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) aims to change how network operators

handle their network equipment. It also aims to change how end-users shop their

network service. NFV is a paradigm shift of networking which consists of moving

the physical network appliances from hardware to software. This enables providers

to run these network devices in remote data centres. One example of this concept is

that end-users do no longer need to have a stack of residential network equipment.

They can simply move their network devices to the cloud. This concept of virtu-

alising network equipment has the potential to significantly reduce hardware cost,

decrease the time-to-market, expand the lifetime of the network devices and save

operational expenses. However, security remains a major concern for operators

and end-users before they are willing to adopt the technology more widely. The

border security arranged by physical network devices becomes more unclear for

the end-users, and they can easily question who has access to their virtual network

devices. The concept of virtualisation also enables the virtual network devices to

be run at any service provider. Then, this also questions what provider who has

access to what data. If all network traffic from the end-users are going through

multiple services at multiple providers, then the end-user can question, who has

access to what and who can access their data traffic? In fact, the end-users have

very little control over this. However, it is obvious that the privacy of the end-users

is important. They should be able to know what provider who can access their data

traffic, who can access what and whether they share an NFV network service with

someone else. They should also be able to know if their homes are protected from

cyber-attacks.

Correspondingly, the main objective of this research is to provide a mechanism

which ensures the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the end-users’ NFV

traffic. In particular, it aims to secure end-user communication when Internet Ser-

vice Providers are sharing virtual network service platforms between each other.

This includes protecting the integrity of the data traffic and achieving data traffic

confidentiality, which currently is very limited in NFV environments.

The first part of the research contains a study of the security implications of putting
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a virtual networking device into the cloud. This research aims to put a focus on

the aforementioned research challenge and investigate what security mechanisms

which can be used to achieve integrity and confidentiality. This research challenges

the current standards and asks whom the end-user can trust in a multi-provider

NFV environment. Further, this research results in a set of requirements which

must be fulfilled in order to achieve the security objectives.

These security concerns present a major obstacle for NFV adoption. Hence, the

second part of the research presents an architecture of how to overcome these

security challenges. The focus in these studies concerns how the access control can

be achieved by low-level packet isolation and how it can be abstracted to network

orchestration policies. The key elements in this research challenge are how to

exchange keys and how to steer encrypted data packets.

The last part of the research is related to the development of a framework which

supports the confidentiality, integrity and the availability of the data traffic in NFV.

Here, this research aimed to verify that the implementation of the architecture ful-

fils the requirements which were developed in the first part of this research. The

final results show that these requirements are fulfilled. In the context of NFV adop-

tion, this research contribution of access control and confidentiality can affect the

perspective of security and trust in NFV networks for both end-users and operators.

Correspondingly, it can also have an impact on NFV adoption in general.



Sammendrag

Nettverks Funksjons Virtualisering (NFV) tar sikte på å endre hvordan internett-

leverandører håndterer og selger nettverksutstyr. Det tar også sikte på å endre

hvordan sluttbrukere bruker og kjøper sine nettverkstjenester. NFV paradigme-

skiftet består av konseptet med å flytte fysiske nettverksbokser ifra hardware til

software. Dette gjør det mulig for nettverksoperatører å kjøre disse tjeneste i ek-

sterne datasentre. Et eksempel på dette er at sluttbrukere ikke lenger trenger å ha en

stabel med nettverksbokser stående hjemme. De kan enkelt fortalt bare flytte disse

ut i skya. Dette konseptet med å virtualisere nettverksutstyr kan medføre en signi-

fikant endring av utstyrskost, leveransetid, levetid på boksene og det kan også red-

usere logistikkkostnadene. Likevel så er sikkerheten en av de største bekymringene

for både sluttbrukere og nettverksleverandører. Dårlige sikkerhetsløsninger er et

hinder for at denne teknologien blir tatt i bruk. Disse boksene som tidligere stod for

en datasikkerhetsbarriere i hjemmene, blir nå liggende i skya. Disse sikkerhetsskil-

lene blir da ikke lenger like enkle å forhold seg til. Når boksen ligger i skya, så

kan det også stilles spørsmålstegn til hvem som faktisk har tilgang til datatrafikken.

Teknologien åpner også for at disse boksene kan ligge hos flere operatører og da

blir det enda vanskeligere å finne ut hvem som faktisk har tilgang til hva og kunne

vite hvem som kan faktisk se datatrafikken. Faktisk har sluttbrukere veldig liten

kontroll på dette. Det hevdes at dette er en viktig sak for alle sluttbrukere i forhold

til at de har kontroll på sine egne data. De bør kunne vite hvilke skyleverandører

som kan avlytte datatrafikken deres, hvem som kan avlytte hva og hvorvidt de deler

en nettverkstjeneste med andre. De bør også kunne vite hvordan hjemmene deres

er beskyttet mot dataangrep.

Hovedmålet vårt med denne forskningen er å utvikle en mekanisme som sikrer

sluttbrukerne mot disse truslene. Datatrafikken må sikres. Spesielt viktig er dette

når ulike skyleverandører har tilgang til den samme datatrafikken. Teknologien er

i dag slik at alle involverte skyleverandører faktisk har tilgang til alt. Derfor må

løsningen kunne sikre at sluttbrukeren selv kan bestemme hvem som skal få lov

til å se de ulike bitene av datatrafikken. Integriteten av datapakkene må beskyttes

og innholdet i dem må krypteres. Hvis datapakkene er kryptert, så kan brukeren
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selv bestemme hvilken leverandør som skal kunne behandle de ulike bitene av

datatrafikken. Nettverksfunksjonsvirtualiseringsteknologien som finnes i dag har

svært liten støtte for dette.

Den første delen av forskningen inneholder en studie av sikkerhetsutfordringene

rundt dette. Her tar en sikte på å fremheve sikkerhetsutfordringene og undersøke

hvilke muligheter som finnes for å gjøre noe med dem. Dette spesielt med tanke

på å innføre tilgangskontroll og kryptering. Denne forskningen utfordrer dagens

standard og stiller spørsmåltegn til hvem sluttbrukerne egentlig skal forholde seg til

når en skal gjøre en slik sikring mot flere skyleverandører. Et av disse bidragene i

denne forskningen viser at det må stilles en rekke overordna krav som må oppfylles

for at dette kan sikres.

Sikkerhetsutfordringene utgjør et betydelig hinder for at NFV skal bli tatt i bruk.

Derfor er vårt andre forskningsbidrag en løsningsskisse for hvordan dette kan

løses. Fokuset i disse studiene har handlet om hvordan vi kan klare å få separert

datatrafikken og hvordan en sluttbruker kan forholde seg til dette. De viktigste

elementene i denne utfordringen ligger i hvordan vi på en sikker måte kan utvek-

sle nøkler mellom tjenesteleverandørene og hvordan en faktisk kan klassifisere

krypterte datapakker.

Den siste delen i forskningen vår handler om å lage et rammeverk og en demon-

strasjon av en løsning som støtter denne integriteten og konfidensialiteten til data-

pakkene i NFV. Her ønskes det å kvalitetssikre denne implementasjon mot kravene

som ble stilt i første delen av forskningen. Sluttresultatet viste at disse kravene ble

oppfylt. I forhold til at NFV teknologien skal bli tatt videre i bruk, så anses dette

som et viktig bidrag, da dette påvirker tilliten til NFV for både nettverkslever-

andører og sluttbrukere.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
In contemporary operator networks, the network appliances are populated with a

large and increasing variety of proprietary hardware. Launching a new network

service often requires yet another hardware device where the accommodation of

space, power and the integration of a new management tool is becoming increas-

ingly difficult. Additionally, increasing energy costs, integration costs, new staff

skills and relatively low hardware life-cycles, constraint innovations and capital-

isation among network service providers.

Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) aims to address these problems by lever-

aging contemporary virtualisation technologies. Running virtual network appli-

ances in a data centre consolidates hardware types, reduces time-to-market, re-

duces hardware failures and enables a new set of eco-systems and business models.

One of these new eco-systems is related to sharing data centre resources. The NFV

technology enables the virtualised network equipment to be run in multiple data

centres or distributed nodes. Network operators can choose to fully or partly out-

source their data centre resources and dynamically move the network services to

the most cost-efficient data centre. This dynamic deployment of NFV across mul-

tiple domains necessitates a secure interconnection method between the operators

(Figure: 1.1). However, the current NFV networking standards have limitations

regarding protecting the privacy of the end-users, and it has general security vul-

nerabilities [1]. Hence, the main research motivation is to increase the security

level of the NFV networking standards in order to make NFV more adoptable to

the market and for the end-users.

However, six years after the first NFV standardisation effort from the European

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), Whitestack [2] claims that the

3
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Figure 1.1: Interconnected NFV domains

adoption rate of NFV is slow and that the operators are deploying NFV in a ver-

tical approach. A vertical approach implies that each operator is deploying their

own NFV stack without utilising multiple data centre clouds. Whitestack also

claims that it is the vendors and not the operators who are driving the NFV in-

novations [2]. Operators tend to trust their integrators and vendors, where they

buy standalone NFV solutions from them in the same way they previously bought

hardware appliances. As a result, the operators are ending up with multiple NFV

stacks internally in their data centre, which are not interconnected operationally.

These different silos of NFV environments potentially result in more expensive

deployments. This research questions why operators do not seek horizontal inter-

connections of the data centres as the technology promises. The current research

has shown that there is still a lack of security features in the solutions, and there is a

variety of different actors competing for setting the NFV standards. It is assumed

that this lack of standardisation and the lack of trust to NFV security functions

is a signal of immaturity of NFV, which prohibits operators from embracing the

technology.

Eidsiva bredbånd is a Norwegian Internet Service Provider and a funding partner

in this research. They aim to tackle this problem by gaining more knowledge about

NFV, deploying multi-data centre solutions and fully automate service provision-

ing across service providers in a secure manner. They perceive that a part of the

problem is that the operators are stuck in the old business models and that the ser-

vice providers lack trust between each other for these virtualised network services.

One motivation behind the funding of this industrial PhD is, therefore, to investig-

ate the security threats of interconnected NFV environments and potentially sug-
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gest a solution to overcome the problem. These business drivers correlate with the

academic drivers of increasing the level of NFV security. A better understanding

of the security threats is also expected to raise a greater security awareness among

both operators and end-users, which potentially can increase the NFV adoption

rate and set new service demands from end-users.

Eidsiva bredbånd is a regional Internet Service Provider (ISP), which similar to

most other ISPs has a footprint focused on a specific region. This results in a mar-

ket fragmentation, which makes it challenging to deploy cost-effective infrastruc-

ture services across these regions or between countries. Even if most ISPs deliver

similar services, the inter-operator tools for collaborating in service delivery are

limited. This makes inter-ISP service delivery very time-consuming. Similarly,

historical ISP business merging and technology evolution have resulted in a tech-

nology fragmentation internally in many of these companies [3]. This fragmenta-

tion within operators organisations consists of multiple network domains, multiple

equipment vendors and multiple technologies (i.e. optical and coax). They often

have different tools of management and different groups of staff specialised on a

subset of these fragments. Service delivery often requires cooperation across these

autonomous fragments where multiple operational groups represent a major bot-

tleneck for the service delivery speed in these companies. Hence, this represents

a need for securely interconnecting these domains in order to provision services

more efficiently. This applies both between operators and within one operator do-

main. Here, standardising interfaces by using NFV is a key enabler.

Seen from the end-user perspective, interconnecting service providers is also a

motivational factor for the society at large. A competitively market most fre-

quently benefits the end-users. Due to the regional footprint of many network

infrastructures, it can be claimed that the end-users are currently, directly or indir-

ectly, enforced to buy their main network services from their ISP. This applies to

both services, infrastructure and network security. One example of this problem

is how governmental regulations are enforcing network infrastructure owners to

let other operators operate the last-mile infrastructure to the end-user [4]. This is

referred to as open network models. In many open networks, changing the ISP is

a time-consuming process. Following the principles of virtualised networks, it is

possible to share the virtual infrastructure instead of the physical network. Then,

the end-user can change services on-demand across multiple ISPs. However, mod-

ern networks are highly integrated with computational resources in data centres

and many types of infrastructure networks (i.e. access, distribution and core net-

works). Opening up a network to be operated by multiple network and data centre

service providers is potentially a security challenge for both the end-users and

the operators. According to the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [5],
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the end-users require to know about operators having access to their private data,

which implicitly also includes who has access to monitor their internet traffic. An

interconnected network, which includes network services, exposes the end-users’

identity and their usage patterns to multiple providers. Similarly, enterprises using

multi-cloud based network services, requires that cloud service provider one does

not have access to information which is directed to cloud service provider two.

From the network operator perspective, they need to have control over their on-

premise physical network as well as of their off-premise virtual networks within re-

mote infrastructures. Letting multiple operators control the network configuration,

calls for more sophisticated security policies. Hence, it is a fundamental premise

for future network interconnection that horizontal interconnections between net-

work operators tenants are securely modelled and standardised in an automated

manner. However, such interconnection frameworks are also a security threat

themselves.

Correspondingly, this research aims to contribute to ensuring end-user confidenti-

ality and integrity in NFV by securing the NFV data traffic across multiple NFV

infrastructures.

1.2 Aim and Scope
Motivated by the aforementioned business and end-user drivers, this research aims

to utilise the NFV technology to provide secure and flexible virtual network ser-

vices for the end-users in multi-operator networks. In particular, it aims to secure

end-user communication when ISPs are sharing virtual network services between

each other. This includes protecting the integrity of the data packets and maintain-

ing the availability of the network services.

In a general NFV context, ETSI has outlined different areas of research problems

for NFV [6]. The scope of this research is limited to a subset of the general NFV

research problems. In the ETSI model (Figure: 1.2), the research focus is put

around the networking parts of NFV, which this research refers to as the Network

Infrastructure Domain. Hence, this research scope partly correlates with a subset

of the research problems defined by ETSI [7]. In one of the first NFV document

released by ETSI, they defined a set of use cases for NFV [7]. This document

describes different methods of both utilising NFV services and interconnecting

NFV domains from a high-level service perspective. In the first three NFV use

cases [7], ETSI describes how the different components in the NFV model can

be interconnected and accessed across different operators. In these use cases, they

defined three main service models, which reflects the most relevant interconnection

topologies. These relevant models are named: NFV infrastructure as a Service
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Figure 1.2: ETSI model of NFV

(NFVIaaS), Virtual Network Function as a Service (VNFaaS) and Virtual Network

Platform as a Service (VNPaas). For each of these models, ETSI state that: (1)

"The NFVI should provide mechanisms such that VNF instances can only access

the physical and virtual network terminations to which their access is authorised."

(2) "The virtualised environment needs to guarantee complete isolation among

users." (3) "The infrastructure resources need to provide mechanisms to separate

workload from different operators". Within this study, the focus is set on NFVIaaS,

which from a network perspective is perceived to include the other two use cases.

Accordingly, these problem statements are consolidated, and it is hereby stated

that there is a need for access control and confidentiality in the underlying NFV

infrastructure.

Securing communication networks, particularly virtualised networks, is a complex

problem which consists of several interlaced work tasks. ETSI has developed a

security problem statement and a threat model [8] for NFV security in general.

They categorised the different work tasks of NFV security which includes work

items such as privacy concerns, regulatory concerns, multi-layer administration,

sensitive components, management, orchestration and component-specific secur-

ity specification. This study seeks to further investigate one specific aspect of these
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security problems. This security problem is related to the multi-layer administra-

tion of the different interconnection methods between NFV domains and how this

concerns end-user privacy [8].

Figure 1.3: Adversary model of NFV packet security

Focusing on the aforementioned subsets of problem statements in the NFV do-

main defined by ETSI, this research consolidated the problem and developed an

adversary model which reflects the scope of this thesis. Figure 1.3 shows a use

case of three inter-connected ISPs which collaborate in providing virtual network

services for an end-user. The traffic flow from an end-user, which is traversing

multiple domains, is sensitive to packet eavesdropping or packet modification both

in the NFV network and in the Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). Hence, this re-

search aims to investigate how packet confidentiality and packet integrity can be

provided for the end-users in such scenarios. This indicates that there is a need for a

network protocol which can protect the network packets from being eavesdropped

or modified. Further, it also questions how the security aspects of confidential-

ity, integrity, resilience and interoperability can be deployed across multiple data

centres or ISP domains.

This research limits the use-case to include fixed underlying infrastructures only,

primarily based on IP over Ethernet. Mobile services, optical network and satellite

communication systems are not the main focus of this work. From a network

service type perspective, the research focus is put on end-user network services,
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which from a network operator point of view, includes providing network functions

for enterprise users, business users and residential consumers.

1.3 Research Objectives
The aforementioned scope of this research is to contribute to providing automated

solutions for network confidentiality, integrity and availability in interconnected

NFV environments.

The integrity concern questions how we can make sure that an end-user data packet

is (1) not tampered with, (2) not redirected by malicious interceptors and (3) that

it is not a victim of manipulated forwarding tables. These are attack models which

can be used to compromise the high-level security and network service specific-

ation. As a result of this, the attacker can potentially bypass network security

functions which are protecting an end-user.

The confidentiality concern is related to eavesdropping from malicious network

service providers, malicious service functions or other third party eavesdroppers.

Specifically, the eavesdropping vulnerability questions why there is no authorisa-

tion of the end-user traffic going towards the network services. In this context, this

implies a need for isolation and encryption of the end-user traffic.

Hence, the main objective of this research is to provide a mechanism that ensures

the integrity and confidentiality of the end-users’ NFV traffic in particular. Addi-

tionally, this research questions how the availability of the security functions can

be maintained during hardware failures and network service migrations.

In order to achieve this objective systematically, the theme of the main objective

is further divided into consecutive research questions. Consequently, this research

builds upon five steps which reflects the aspects which this research aims to invest-

igate. The steps include (1) identifying the research gap, (2) defining the require-

ments for a solution, (3) suggesting an architecture, (4) implementing a solution

and (5) verify that the architecture works. Based on these objectives, it is defined

a set of research questions which reflect this.

1.4 List of Research Questions
This study was driven by the research questions listed below, which have been

formulated in alignment with the aforementioned motivation, scope and the top-

level research objective.

• Research Question 1 (RQ-1): What are the existing NFV interconnection

methods, what are the security gaps within them and what is the most secure,
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and promising network protocol for interconnected NFV-domains?

• Research Question 2 (RQ-2): What are the security requirements and

constraints when interconnecting virtual network services between Internet

Service Providers.

• Research Question 3 (RQ-3): Which are the required architectural com-

ponents and functionalities, for the enforcement of security control within

interconnected network service infrastructures?

• Research Question 4 (RQ-4): How can a security control implementation

ensure that the end-user privacy is protected by the network service infra-

structures?

• Research Question 5 (RQ-5): Given the results of the previous research

questions, where a suitable reference architecture is developed, how can this

secure architecture be deployed and adopted within the current virtualised

infrastructures and how does the deployment satisfy the security require-

ments?

1.5 Research Method
This research is following the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM)

defined by Peffers et al. [9] as it provides a comprehensive guideline to perform

scientific research. The method starts with identifying the problem and the mo-

tivation. This is followed by abducing the solution’s objective. In the next phase,

an artefact is created, demonstrated and evaluated. This is performed deductively.

Finally, the result of these phases is communicated [10] (Figure: 1.4).

Figure 1.4: The Design Science Research Methodology [9]

The DSRM process is iteratively performed and can be initiated at any stage. This

is reflected in this research, where the deductive steps are performed iteratively.
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Figure 1.5: The DSRM connection in the Research questions

First (RQ-1), the operational constraints for NFV interconnection and forwarding

standards were surveyed. This was driven by the motivation for this research.

Second (RQ-2), this research aimed to define the security requirements and con-

straints for a new solution based on results from research question 1.

Thirdly (RQ-3), a new architecture was developed, aiming to accommodate the

requirements and constraints.

The fourth step (RQ-4) in these studies was to develop a security protocol for

exchanging encryption keys between Network Services based on the developed

architecture. According to the DSRM, this is an iterative step which also includes

design, implementation and evaluation.

The final step in these studies (RQ-5) integrates the previous results into a cus-

tomised NFV environment for a proof-of-concept verification. Accordingly, this

research aimed to verify that the implementation fulfils the requirements which

was developed in the second step. Following the iterative DSRM, it is here also

possible to make architectural changes from the previous steps. This method is

reflected in five consecutive published articles (Figure: 1.5).

1.6 Dissertation Structure
This dissertation is organised into two parts. Part I describes the thesis overview,

while part II consists of five research publications.

Chapter 1 introduces the thesis by giving the motivation for the research together

with the scope and research objectives. It also describes the research method.

Chapter 2 gives background information to the research contributions, while chapter

3 presents the details of the related work. Chapter 4 provides a summary of the

publications and also summarises the total contribution of this thesis. Limitations
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and future work are discussed in Chapter 5, while Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.



Chapter 2

Background

This thesis tackles the challenges of providing network confidentiality in NFV

when interconnecting ISPs’ virtual infrastructures. This chapter gives an extens-

ive background from how the virtualisation technologies emerged from different

virtualisation technologies to how it ended up in the aforementioned research chal-

lenges. It starts by introducing cloud computing and how virtualisation can save

costs and increase network security in cloud infrastructures (Section: 2.1). Fur-

ther, it explains how Software-Defined Networks (SDN) and virtualised networks

are key-enablers for network control and distributed network security. NFV is a

sum of the elements from these technologies (Section: 2.1.2, 2.1.3). Hence, this

chapter also gives a background to NFV and why the traffic steering in NFV has

some fundamental security concerns related to integrity and confidentiality (Sec-

tion: 2.2). Section 2.3 shows how the lack of integrity checks can make attackers

bypass security functions in NFV and how the lack of confidentiality makes the

data traffic vulnerable for eavesdropping. Further, this chapter presents the exist-

ing frameworks which can be used to tackle these research challenges (Section:

2.5). The contributions to this research challenge are focused on interconnect-

ing multi-cloud environments. Hence, the background of the technology trends

in the market is also presented (Section: 2.6). This is followed by a technology-

specific section which describes one of the most important tools in this research -

P4 (Section: 2.7). The final part of this chapter (Section: 2.8) summarises all the

background information.

2.1 Virtualisation technologies
During the last decade, virtualisation technologies such as cloud computing, net-

work virtualisation, SDN and NFV have gained attention. The technologies are

different, but in some aspect, they are overlapping. From a historical perspective,

disruptive technologies are a result of a need for a more flexible service deploy-

13
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ment and a need for a more efficient operational environment of both compute and

network resources.

2.1.1 Cloud computing

In 2001, cloud computing was gaining attention. VMware was the first company

which fully commercialised server virtualisation, where they enabled multiple op-

erating systems to run on one physical server [11]. The virtualisation technology

solved the problem of over-provisioned servers. For example, in 2002, Amazon

claimed that they were only using 10% of their compute resources [12]. Their

cloud computing infrastructure model [13] solved this problem and it also enabled

them to sell and provision on-demand virtual servers from a webpage.

Since then, the concept of cloud computing has evolved to include more than pro-

visioning virtual servers with operating systems. However, the term cloud comput-

ing is still associated with on-demand provisioning of the server-side services [14].

Nowadays, cloud computing is a paradigm and a vision of computing as a utility,

which makes server-side software available as on-demand services. Cloud com-

puting is, therefore, mostly associated as a platform for operators and developers

with innovative ideas. Instantiating a service in the cloud does no longer require

a large capital outlay, personnel expenses to operate it or long provisioning times.

Innovative companies can get their server-side services up and running quickly

without concerning about scaling or costs.

From a service perspective, cloud computing has traditionally used three main

categories of services [15]:

• IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service) is a concept which historically provides

access to hardware, storage, servers and data centre space or network com-

ponents. However, a common way of defining this service is that it gives

the consumer access to the hypervisor on physical servers. This hypervisor

access can either be shared with others (tenants) or the consumer could have

exclusive rights to the hardware.

• PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service) is a service where the provider operates the

operating system and most frequently also the server-side application. In

PaaS services, the consumer is provided access to a software platform where

software code or a software configuration can be deployed on the service.

This is most frequently associated with enabling development frameworks

such as .NET, Ruby or PHP for software developers, where the developers

easily can deploy their code.

• SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) simply provides a software application for the
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consumer. The consumers do not have access to the operating system or the

software application running on the server. The consumer only consumes

the application such as Google Apps, Salesforce or Dropbox.

From the service producer perspective, these different types of services require

automated provisioning of the underlying compute, storage and network resources.

Full automation and orchestration of these services are referred to as a Software-

Defined Data Centre (SDDC). Orchestrating these underlying services has histor-

ically been very complex. Hence, the concept of Hyper-Converged Infrastructures

(HCI) emerged in 2012 [16], based on the concept of putting storage, network and

compute into one physical device (i.e. Nutanix [17] or OpenStack [18]). This en-

ables data centre operators to run all resources in software and scale the data centre

resources quickly by simply adding or removing HCI servers.

In this research, the focus in particular put on the networking part of this provision-

ing. In an IaaS platform, the consumer is often given the opportunity to set up and

configure the network between the server-side services themselves. On the other

hand, for PaaS infrastructures, the service producer controls the network. These

two distinct services set a clear differentiation of where the responsibility of the

network interconnections relies and consequently also the placement of network

security control.

Since 2014, cloud security has become a fast-growing service and now provides

a security protection level which is comparable to traditional IT security systems.

This includes the protection of critical information such as data-leakage and acci-

dental deletion of data and services. However, security, in general, is still a primary

concern for operators and enterprises which move their services to the cloud [19].

The latest security challenge for enterprise operators is multi-cloud operations.

The concept of multi-cloud implies that an operator or an enterprise uses multiple

cloud services in a single heterogeneous architecture. Multi-clouds differs from the

concept of hybrid clouds. Hybrid clouds typically integrate a similar deployment

model (i.e. IaaS) to both a public infrastructure (i.e. Amazon AWS) and a private

infrastructure (i.e. VMWare NSX). A multi-cloud infrastructure implies the use of

multiple public clouds (i.e. Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure) and multiple private

clouds with a combination of different deployment models (Iaas, Paas, SaaS). One

of the main objectives of using a multi-cloud environment is that there is a root

system (inter-cloud) that controls all the other clouds in order to enable one-stop

shopping. Then, the consumer can control the costs and control the operations

from one single point.

Multi-clouds bring new security challenges to the table, such as data locality and

data access. However, first and foremost, the main challenge is network security.
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This includes firewalling each service (Section: 2.1.1), provide network encryp-

tion across multiple domains and operate different types of access networks for

different kind of services. This introduces a need for configuring the network ser-

vices dynamically both within a data centre cloud and across multiple data centre

clouds.

Micro-segmentation and segregation

Network segmentation has historically been a ground pillar in network design.

First of all, it is the foundation of IP subnetting, routing and network efficiency.

However, the concept is also important with respect to network security. In a se-

curity context, segmentation also called "firewall zoning", is a method of dividing

a network into different security zones with different access levels. Historically,

a good security practise has been to have many security zones with small subnets

on the firewall. However, this has always been a compromise between available

resources and the level of security.

Micro-segmentation consists of segmenting the security zones down to very small

parts, preferably one host per segment. This is achieved by virtually distributing

the firewall rules to every access port on physical or virtual switches. SDN is a

technology that enables such infrastructure (Section: 2.1.2). However, the concept

originated from cloud computing. Here, the distributed virtual firewall is asso-

ciated with attaching a virtual firewall to each interface of the virtual machines,

which abstracts the firewall concept from the underlying SDN technology.

In cloud computing, this concept has resulted in a new security paradigm and new

way in perceiving network security. Abstraction layers, virtualisation technologies

and centralised control enables automation of security policies in a new way. His-

torically, firewall operators created firewall rules based on "zoning interfaces" and

packet header attributes only. Now, managing a micro-segmented infrastructure

enables operators to deploy firewall rules on abstract policies such as the name of

the virtual machine. Hence, the security policies are easier to group and manage.

Another advantage of micro-segmentation is that there is no longer need for tenant

segregation (i.e. MPLS VPNs or 802.1q VLANs). This is because the segrega-

tion has implicitly been enforced by overlay networks and the distributed firewall

paradigm. In a networking perspective, this has resulted in network designs which

depreciate small IP segments and moves towards designing networks in large layer

two domains in the data centres.

Correspondingly, the term micro-segmentation has evolved into something which

includes more than segmenting a network into smaller parts. It includes devel-

oping and enforcing rulesets for controlling the communications between specific
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services or hosts. In extent, it is also a matter of definition if the isolation of the

network traffic in micro-segmented networks also should include encryption.

Since the nineties, encrypted channels by the Internet Protocol Security (IPSec)

[20] has been the primary technology of setting up secure channels between net-

work equipment. Firewall operators have for many years used IPsec between the

firewall and other services in order to achieve packet confidentiality and integ-

rity. The underlying SDN technology which enables distributed firewalling lacks

this encryption feature. It requires encryption and keying capabilities in the virtual

switches. This has created a research gap in both cloud computing and NFV, where

the packet confidentiality inside the data centres and between tenants requires at-

tention.

Currently, the packet confidentiality is protected by outer encryption channels

between data centres by the use of site-to-site IPsec channels. However, when shar-

ing services across data centres, it is not only the data centre that must be protected

from the outside world. Internally, both the users and the services, require packet

isolation and confidentiality. This calls for an encrypted channel per service. Op-

erating micro-segmentation across multiple service providers and multiple IaaSs

are challenging if two IaaS platforms run different network technologies. There

are primarily two approaches to solve this problem. (1) Having a top-level orches-

trator which manages the underlying infrastructures or (2) using a network overlay

that federates the network across the IaaS domains. However, combing different

types of cloud services together with different underlying network technologies

meet challenges such as migration of services, network control, network topology

changes and network isolation. One network paradigm that aims to solve these

concerns is Software-Defined Networks.

2.1.2 Software-Defined Networks (SDN)

The need for automating the network configuration in cloud networks emerged in

a concept of SDN. SDN is defined as a paradigm which separates the control plane

from the underlying network data plane. This allows a more efficient control of

both network management and network control. Further, centralised control allows

fast provisioning and network programmability.

The idea of centralised control and network programmability goes back to the late

nineties [21]. However, the term SDN originated from a research article from

Standford in 2009 [22]. This article introduced OpenFlow [23] as a new network

control plane protocol based on the concept of making flow-based centralised for-

warding decisions. Hence, SDN is in the academia often associated with Open-

Flow. However, SDN is not only OpenFlow. The industry uses the SDN term
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more widely, where the infrastructure vendors claim they comply with SDN as

long as they have a centralised controller which distributes network configurations

through Application Programmable Interfaces (APIs). For example, Google B4

[24], Cisco ACI [25], Fortinet’s FortiManager [26] and VMware NSX [27] are all

vendors which use protocols such as OpFlex [28], BGP FlowSpec [29] and NET-

conf [30] to distribute network configuration following the SDN paradigm [31].

Most SDN protocols, such as OpenFlow, OpFlex and FlowSpec for the Border

Gateway Protocol (BGP), only define a framework of how to forward packets on

the data plane. They do not handle equipment deployment and network operations.

In operator networks, such as in cloud computing networks, OpenFlow does not

handle how to set up the basic configurations and how to handle operational aspects

such as troubleshooting and lifecycle management. Additionally, the flexibility

of most SDN protocols is limited to a lack of standardisation. For every new

protocol, the OpenFlow standard must be updated in order to support any new

header attributes, and a new software release must be distributed to the switches.

Open Networking Forum (ONF) [32] addressed these challenges in their stratum

project where they have introduced a set of next-generation SDN capabilities. Here

they defined interfaces such as:

• P4 - A programming language for switches where the programmer can define

a customised pipeline of packet processing and define a customised set of

forwarding rules (However, P4 was not defined by the ONF, see section 2.7

- P4).

• gNMI [33] - Google Remote Procedure Call (gRPC) Network Management

Interface (gNMI) is an interface that uses OpenConfig models for configur-

ations and telemetry

• gNOI [34] - Google Remote Procedure Call (gRPC) Node Operator Inter-

face (gNOI) is an interface for operational management and troubleshooting.

In a cloud computing context, SDN is an important contributor in providing dy-

namic and flexible networks. Especially, the aforementioned next-generation SDN

interfaces open up for a more agile deployment of virtual switches. However, when

interconnecting multiple clouds with different flavours of SDN, the interconnec-

tion standards and the security aspects remain as a challenge. SDN controllers are

mainly designed in a vertical manner, primarily for single controller operations.

Interconnecting multiple controllers across cloud computing domains introduces a

new problem of how to interconnect the SDN controllers horizontally.
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In a multi-cloud environment, it is possible to interconnect the controllers in a ho-

rizontal east-west approach using a protocol such as BGP [35] or SDNi [36]. A

second approach is to use a hierarchical model with abstraction layers by intercon-

necting the controllers in a vertical manner, such as the Forwarding and Control

Element Separation protocol (ForCES) [37]. Here, there are different levels of

abstractions and interconnection methods, where the most common method is to

use a top-level orchestrator to distribute network policy rules to subordinate SDN

controllers. A third approach is to only use one SDN controller and solve the inter-

connection problem by virtualising the underlying physical network and configure

an overlay network. This is commonly known as network virtualisation.

2.1.3 Network Virtualisation

Network virtualisation consists of creating a network within a network. This

concept is often represented as an overlay network which consists of one or mul-

tiple underlay networks. This is very similar to a Virtual Private Network (VPN),

but a virtualised network can also include virtual routers and virtual switches

which primarily exists in the overlay network. The concept of overlay networks

originated from a need in cloud networks with multi-tenancy and IaaS. In the

cloud model, the resources which are provisioned for every tenant are connec-

ted to a virtual network for each tenant. The challenge here is that each data centre

tenant demand a seamless migration between different physical compute hosts.

One example of this is Virtual Machine (VM) migration between off-premises and

on-premises resources. These resources often exist in two different physical net-

works, separated by layer 3 routers. In order to maintain a layer 2 interconnection

between two virtual machines during service migration, the virtual machines must

be interconnected by a dynamic layer 2 virtual overlay network. From an operat-

ive perspective, this is most frequently solved by running a virtual switch on each

physical server/compute node, which is interconnected by the use of a tunnelling

protocol such as the Stateless Transport Tunnelling Protocol (STT) [38], Virtual

eXtensible Local Area Networks (VXLAN) [39] or Generic Network Virtualiza-

tion Encapsulation (GENEVE) [40]. This network overlay concept is referred to

as a Network Virtualisation Overlay (NVO). The standardisations of the different

NVO protocols are mainly driven by an IETF workgroup (WG) named NVO3 WG

[41].

However, even if the concept of network virtualisation originated in intra-data

centre networks, it can also be extended to include multiple data centres which

are defined as federated overlay networks. Federating networks means to share re-

sources among multiple independent networks in order to optimise the use of those

resources. Accordingly, there are two ways to perceive a federated SDN network.

Either by federating the virtual networks as one big NVO with one SDN controller,
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Figure 2.1: Multi-tenancy in virtual networks.

or by using two interconnected NVOs and federating two SDN controllers.

Historically, the main challenge with multi-tenant NVOs was that the virtual switches

for each compute node were controlled by the provider’s SDN controller, where

the tenants did not have any direct control on their virtual networks. This issue

has been resolved by letting each tenant create their own virtual switches [42],[43]

(Figure: 2.1). However, an NVO between multiple cloud providers with different

service models, different hypervisors and different APIs still remains a challenge.

Some of these challenges relate to heterogeneous services, management, orchestra-

tion addressing schemes, differences in overlay protocols, missing standards and

cost models. One organisation that has addressed these challenges is the European

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) through their workgroup of Net-

work Function Virtualisation [44].

2.2 Network Function Virtualisation (NFV)
Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) is a network architecture concept in which

network functions are virtualised. It builds on the idea that traditional network

devices and network services can be moved from hardware appliances to virtual

software instances which are running on commodity hardware in the cloud. The

concept builds on the aforementioned technologies of cloud computing, network

virtualisation and SDN. Similarly, NFV relies on the virtualisation technology in

order to aggregate physical resources into virtual resources of virtual networks,

virtual machines and virtual storage. NFV adopts the on-demand approach from

cloud computing and aims to let the end-user request provisioning of network func-

tions. Examples of such network function include switches, routers, firewalls, load

balancers, Customer Placed Equipment (CPE) and Router Reflectors (RR).
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Running these network functions in centralised data centres transfer the intelli-

gence and the workloads from distributed network appliances into centralised soft-

ware. This enables a more efficient scaling of resources which similarly to cloud

computing saves costs. It also enables the service providers to innovate more rap-

idly and make them enjoy faster time to market for new services.

The NFV concept originated from a whitepaper which was produced after an SDN

conference in Germany in 2012 [45]. The group consisted of representatives from

the telecommunication industry, which also was a part of ETSI. ETSI continued

this work and designed a high-level architectural framework for NFV, which later

has been the origin of the NFV standards. The framework consists of several

guideline documents such as targeted use cases, naming conventions, security

guidelines, standardisation of components and most importantly, standardisation

of API interfaces.

2.2.1 The NFV framework

The NFV framework consists of three main components defined by ETSI [46]

(Figure: 2.2).

• The Virtual Network Functions (VNF), are the software instances of the

network functions. This corresponds to the virtual end-user service in cloud

computing, such as a VM or a container instance. In NFV, a VNF can also

be associated with an Element Manager (EM), which handles the configur-

ations of the VNF attributes such as VM naming and IP address configura-

tions.

• The Network Function Virtualisation Infrastructure (NFVI), represents

the hardware and software which run the VNFs. This is most frequently

associated with the hypervisor domain which controls the compute, network

and storage resources. The overlay network (NVO) is a part of the NFVI.

This means that the NFVI can span over both multiple physical servers in

one data centre or span across multiple data centres.

• The Management and Orchestration framework (MANO) is a collection

of all the components which are managing and orchestrating the NFVI. In

a MANO context, the most important contribution from ETSI, is a set of

RESTful API specifications of how the orchestrations system components

are intended to make intra- and inter-NFV domain communication. The

MANO components are also responsible for resource control and life-cycle

management of the VNFs. The life-cycle management is handled by the

VNF manager, which includes instantiation, scaling, termination and up-

grading of the VNFs. The resource control is managed through the Virtual
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Infrastructure Manager (VIM). Most importantly, this includes the alloca-

tion of NFVI resources such as network configurations. In comparison to

cloud computing, this corresponds to a similar concept of having a template

of a group of VMs with a deployable description of the network connections

between them. This is also often referred to as blueprinting [47].

Figure 2.2: The ETSI NFV reference model [44]

From a top-level NFV-domain perspective, it is possible to interconnect the dif-

ferent NFV components in multiple topologies. This applies both to the com-

munication inside of the administrative NFV domain and between administrat-

ive domains. ETSI has outlined different architectural options which support the

placement of the different NFV functions in different network domains [48]. This

also includes how multiple NFV domains can be interconnected. ETSI originally

split the NFV orchestrator (NFVO) component into two parts in order to describe

the sets of topological reference models. The first two ETSI documents described

how the NFVO could act as a Network Service Orchestrator (NSO) or a Resource

Orchestrator (RO) in a hierarchical composition of multiple NFV domains. In this

model, the NSO represents the top-level orchestrator, while the RO represented the

subordinate NFV orchestrators. One example of this is that one top-level NFVO

orchestrates multiple ROs.

However, a more recent approach to describe topological NFV models and how

to interconnect multiple administrative domains were released by ETSI in January
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2018 [49]. This document simplifies the interconnection models and introduces a

set of naming conventions inherited from cloud computing. ETSI identified that

multi-site and multi-tenant orchestration were the key priorities in describing NFV

interconnection models for ISPs. Hence, ETSI simplified the models. They defined

NFVI as a Service (NFVIaaS) and Network Services (NS) in order to describe the

interconnection models. In order to describe them in more details, they introduced

two uses cases of interconnecting NFV domains.

• The NFVIaas use-case is an example of a service provider (the consumer)

who runs the VNFs inside an NFVI operated by a different service provider

(the producer). Here, the NFVIaaS consumer controls the VNF applica-

tions, but they do not control the underlying infrastructure such as the VIM

and the NFVI. This implies that the provider is using a remote VIM and a

remote NFVI to instantiate their services, but the management of the VNFs

is performed in their own administrative domain.

• The NS use-case gives an example of a service provider who runs almost all

NFV functions in a non-administrative remote data centre. Here the remote

data centre only provides access to an NFV orchestrator interface. This

implies that the consumer does not handle life-cycle management of the

VNF and the consumer must operate multiple catalogues of VNF services.

Interconnecting two or more NFV administrative domains introduce new security

threats, where ETSI has listed ten security objectives for this [48]. Their secur-

ity research objectives are based on a set assumption, where the primary adversary

model is that an attacker can intercept and modify data between two NFV domains.

This questions the security features of the data plane protocol and the access pro-

tection of the API interfaces to the NFV domains.

2.2.2 Service Function Chaining

Service Function Chaining (SFC) is a concept of making a virtual chain of vir-

tual network functions in order to steer the data traffic through these functions hop

by hop. This capability can be used by ISPs to provide a set of virtual network

functions to end-users or network operators such as firewalls and intrusion detec-

tion systems. Setting up an SFC enables operators to create Virtual Links (VL)

between every virtual network service and implicitly apply all these consecutive

network functions to the network packets. In total, this group of functions is called

a Network Service (NS). The SFC can be perceived as the core element in NFV,

which is the enabler of the functionality of letting an end-user move his physical

residential network equipment from his home and into the cloud.
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Figure 2.3: A Service Function Chain (SFC)

Using SDN in the NFV framework can enhance the traffic steering capability

between the VNFs in order to make them dynamically adapt to service require-

ments and network changes. An important differentiation when defining the term

SFC, is to separate the high-level specification of an SFC and the low-level SFC.

The high-level specification of an SFC, the VNF Forwarding Graph (VNFFG), is

defined in the OSS, while the low-level SFC is the actual SFC deployed into the

network. This separation of abstract and concrete SFC definitions is made because

the availability of the resources and the physical locations of the VNFs can vary.

In this thesis, it is defined that; the VNFFG is an abstract representation of how

the VNFs are intended to be interconnected, while the SFC is the actual network

configuration and a result of a rendered VNFFG. However, SFC is not a network

protocol header. In this thesis it is defined as a generalised term for any SFC packet

header, such as the Network Service Headers (NSH). The SFC, the low-level con-

figuration of the network service chain, is the main focus in this research.

According to the SFC specification [50] by IETF, there are two important attributes

to an SFC. (1) The VNF has two virtual interfaces, one for incoming traffic and

one for outgoing traffic. (2) An SFC can have a different return path than the

forwarding path. However, the concept of an SFC has been developed in many

directions by different industry groups, where the approach to an SFC and the

naming conventions are slightly different.

The ONF has focused on using Policy-based Routing (PBR) for enabling the SFC.

ETSI, together with Cisco and IETF, have suggested using Network Service Head-

ers, but the IETF also focus on SFC in MPLS. However, it can be questioned if

all these different technologies are capable of advanced traffic steering between

data centres. Specifically, this research questions if all these technologies are com-

pliant with the aforementioned attributes of the SFC specification (Section: 2.3).

However, what they all have in common, is that they are extracting data out of the

packet headers in order to steer the SFC packets.
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These SFC instructions extracted from the data packets is essential for all the nodes

participating in steering the data packet through the SFC. These SFC instructions

typically only reside within the boundaries of the SFC domain. The SFC spe-

cification defines that a Classifier Function (CF) can add these SFC instructions to

a data packet (or alternatively get the flow specification of the packet path). This

concept of packet classification represents an important difference in multi-domain

network interconnections. In overlay networks across multiple administrative do-

mains, these addressing scheme and network structure are global within the over-

lay. However, in heterogeneous networks which are not using a shared overlay

network, these SFC instructions were historically intended to be removed from the

packet when exiting one domain. Consequently, this results in packet reclassifica-

tion when the packets enter a new administrative domain. The reclassification was

needed due to different addressing schemes, different SFC technologies and differ-

ent control plane technologies. However, it is possible to map the packet attributes

of two different SFC protocols or administrative domains together (Figure: 2.4).

This is commonly known as network stitching.

Figure 2.4: Classification of an SFC

In this thesis, these two concepts are defined as overlay networks and multi-domain

network orchestration (MdO).

A research challenge with an SFC has previously been that the traffic steering

mechanism has to handle state information for each hop in an SFC. This is a net-

work packet forwarding mechanism which is mainly driven by the IETF.

The state problem is exemplified in a use case where a packet traverses the same

router multiple times (such as router B and C in Figure 2.5). These intermediate
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Figure 2.5: State problem in an SFC

routers have to keep track of how many times the packet has traversed the routers in

order to make the correct routing decision. This is a typical SFC scenario. Figure

2.5 shows how router C receives the same IP packet on the same interface twice

when the SFC path is NAT -> Antivirus -> IDS -> Firewall. The first time router C

receives the packet from router B, its’ destination is the antivirus VNF, while the

second time it receives the same packet from router B, its’ destination is router D.

Source-based routing does not solve the problem because the source and the des-

tination in the IP packet do not change along the path (except for the NAT VNF

hop). Neither do source routing based on MAC addresses or interfaces solve the

problem. In a plain layer 2 network, where the routers are replaced by switches,

it is possible to use the source and destination MAC and IP addresses to make the

correct routing decision. However, because the SFC standard also enables to let a

VNF being used multiple times in one SFC, the MAC address is neither possible

to use.

Interconnecting multiple data centres with intermediate routers and shared VNFs

calls for the same problem when an IP packet traverses back and forth between

two data centre sites (Figure: 2.6). Correspondingly, there is a need for a packet

header which keeps track of the SFC hops. There are primarily three solutions

to this problem. One solution to keep track of the number hops, is to create a full

mesh of overlay tunnels between every VNF. This also implies the establishment of

multiple tunnels between pairs of VNFs. A second method is to introduce a packet

header which identifies the SFC and counts every SFC hop (i.e. NSH, MPLS). A

third method is to encode every hop into the data packet, namely Segment Routing

(SR).
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Figure 2.6: SFC state problem between multiple data centres

Segment Routing

The three aforementioned methods are based on two routing principles. (1) Let-

ting each individual router make forwarding decisions based on attributes from the

packet headers and the tunnel interfaces and (2) Letting the packet sender encode

the routing path for every hop into the data packet. In an SFC context, this trans-

lates to stateful and stateless SFCs [51]. The stateful option is to track the SFC

state by determining the next hop based on a packet header attributes (i.e. the TTL

field, a tunnel or a combination of layer 2 and layer 3 headers). On the other hand,

segment routing is a stateless approach for enabling an SFC. Segment routing aims

to explicitly indicate the forwarding path for the packets at the ingress node by in-

serting an ordered list of instructions directly into the packet. These instructions

are called segments and typically contains an address identifier for each router hop.

The Source Packet Routing In NetworkinG (SPRING) working group in the IETF

has defined Segment Routing (SR) for MPLS (MPLS-SR [52]) and IPv6 (SRv6

[53]). Both segment routing options are available as the underlying network pro-

tocol for steering the SFC traffic. The main problem is that MPLS-SR is not widely

adopted in data centre infrastructures and that SRv6 does not support IPv4 traffic

from the end-user. There have been attempts to make NFV SFCs by SRv6 [54],

but IPv6-IPv4 translations are challenging for dynamic NFV infrastructures.

Stateless SFCs are very attractive since it does not require much resources from the

intermediate routers. Neither does it require complicated control plane integration

between interconnected service providers. However, in general, SR is not very

suitable for SFC. The fixed set of SFC hops implemented in a packet is not very

dynamic and secure. SR, in general, also makes re-directions inside VNF com-

plicated. This is challenging because it requires a lot of resources to recalculate

the list of segments for every packet. Most importantly, it is also challenging to
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combine packet encryption with segment routing, because packet encryption also

can encrypt the list of segments (i.e. SRv6 [53]).

Hence, this research is focusing the work on stateful SFC routing, which also

includes an SFC packet header and a corresponding component capable of for-

warding such packets. This component is named the Service Function Forwarder

(SFF). The SFC header NSH and the SFF are discussed in the next two sections.

Network Service Headers

Network Service Headers (NSH) is a protocol specification of the abstract concept

of the SFC header. It provides a transport and topology independent service for-

warding framework customised for overlay networks. The NSH protocol enables

the VNFs to exchange metadata across each other (optional header fields) and it

allows the intermediate forwarders (SFFs) and VNFs to change the SFC path (clas-

sify or re-classify flows). It also aims to provide end-to-end service path visibility,

but it relies on the integration of the overlay networks. The packet header contains

two primary identifiers, a Service Path ID (SPI), which identifies the SFC, and a

Service Index (SI) value, which is intended to decrement for every SFC hop.

Service Function Forwarders

This SFC overlay introduces a new problem in the NFV network. In the tradi-

tional OSI reference model, there are 7 layers which each represent distinct lay-

ers of forwarding responsibilities. Traditionally, the main layers of network for-

warding have been based on layer 2-4, which traditionally have been handled by

switches (layer 2) and routers (layer 3). The concept of this new SFC header

did not fit into this model, and neither was the corresponding packet forwarder

role defined (switch or router). Hence, in the SFC specification, IETF introduced

a new component, namely a Service Function Forwarder (SFF). The role of this

component is to make forwarding decisions based on the destination of the ser-

vice functions. However, due to different sets of SFC forwarding mechanisms,

the specification enables the SFF role to be placed on multiple OSI layers, more

specifically between OSI layers. Most importantly, this new network component

is capable of making forwarding decisions based on the SFC. One perception of

the role of the SFF, is that the SFF makes forwarding decisions based on a new

packet header, the SFC header. However, SDN technologies such as OpenFlow

enables these forwarding decisions to be based on a combination of packet attrib-

utes of multiple packet headers. In this research, the SFC header is referred to as a

generalised new packet header and the SFF as the network component capable of

making forwarding decisions based on this packet header.

Most commonly, the SFF represents a virtual switch placed in each compute node.
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For example, in the Open NFV platform (OPNFV) [55], the SFF is an Open Vir-

tualised Switch (OVS) with OpenFlow support [56] which is placed on each Com-

pute Node. The SFF forwards SFC packet to other SFFs or to the VNF connected

to the Compute Node. In most NFVIs, the SFFs are usually interconnected by tun-

nels between every SFF (i.e. IPsec [20], STT [38], VXLAN-GPE [39], GENEVE

[40]). In the SFC specification, these tunnels are referred to as transports tunnels.

Note: In this context, the phrase "transport" is not directly associated with the

transport layer in the OSI model. Here, this represents a tunnel which transports

the SFC packets between the SFFs.

When interconnecting multiple data centres, the topology of these transport tun-

nels represent different interconnection methodologies. They can for example span

over multiple data centre sites in a common network or they exist in two different

administrative domains interconnected by an intermediate edge router. Running

an SFC between two data centres using different SFC technologies is therefore

challenging. In order to preserve the SFC state of the packet, the data packet must

either maintain the SFC header while it crosses the data centre borders, or the

packet must be re-classified. However, when encrypting an SFC packet, reclassi-

fication and general SFC routing meet a new challenge.

2.3 The SFC encryption challenge
In NFV, the very fundamental concept is that a network packet, arriving from for

example an end-user, has to be processed by intermediate middleboxes (VNFs). In

many cases, the original data-content in a packet from the end-user is not changed

while the packet traverses from one service to another. In order for the packet to be

processed by the VNFs, the packet should preferable be non-encrypted (or by using

SSL inspection on VNF ingress)1. Hence, the research problem is based on the

assumption that end-user data packets are non-encrypted in the SFC. This makes

the packets vulnerable for eavesdropping, manipulation and redirection inside the

NFV data plane domain.

The approach to solve the problem in this research, is by introducing packet en-

cryption and packet integrity checks inside the SFC domain. This is achieved by

enabling packet encryption hop by hop, which is collectively perceived as end-to-

end encrypted.

The second research objective is access control, which implies to isolate the VNFs

from having access to the end-user data packets. This research aims to solve this

by encrypting specific data flows across specific VNF hops. Consequently, the

VNFs, which do not have access to the data, are bypassed. Regardless of the SFC

1Standard SSL inspection resolves the issue of encrypted SSL packets [57, 58].
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routing rules, the access list controls where the encryption keys are distributed and

what VNF which potentially can access the data. In the research use case, it is

defined that the encrypted data is routed through the VNFs.

Figure 2.7: Hop by hop encryption

Hence, this research aims to ensure that the data traffic is secured from eaves-

dropping from all unauthorised parties. Figure 2.7 exemplifies this concept: VNF

A can access the HTTP traffic and not Voice over IP (VOIP) traffic, while VNF

B can access HTTP traffic, but not VOIP. VNF C has access to both HTTP and

VOIP. Currently, this functionality is not supported in the SFC standard from the

IETF [50].

It is mentioned previously that combining packet encryption with segment rout-

ing or SFC headers is challenging. This is because packet encryption can hide

packet data which is needed for the intermediate switches and routers to forward

the packet. However, this highly depends on the technology which is being used

to control the packet forwarding.

This problem is demonstrated by showing 5 examples of packet structures (Figure:

2.8). Note: For simplifying reasons, TCP/UDP is included in the IP header block

in the Figure.

1. Figure 2.8-1 gives an example of a plain IP packet which is encrypted and

contains no SFC header. If the packet is encrypted by IPsec, the SFFs are not

capable of steering the packets based on TCP/UDP port. It is neither capable

of looking up any SFC state in the packet.

2. Figure 2.8-2 shows an example of an IP packet containing an SFC header.
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Figure 2.8: Packet encryption strategies

Encrypting the IP packet then also results in encrypting the SFC header and

makes it similar to packet example 1.

3. Figure 2.8-3 demonstrates how an SFC header can be placed outside the IP

header. Here the packet can be routed based on an SFC header. However,

there are currently no standards of mapping Ethernet MAC addresses to SFC

addresses (such as ARP). Also, when the packet traverses a layer 3 router, the

SFC header is potentially lost.

4. Figure 2.8-4 shows an example of an outer IP tunnel that encapsulates both

the SFC header and the IP header. This simplified packet structure shows

how the outer IP tunnel is transporting the packets between the SFFs. Here,

the outer IP tunnel is only valid per SFF hop. In such a packet structure, it

is possible to apply encryption and isolation measures. Correspondingly, this

research aimed to extend this packet structure by applying encryption and

isolation capabilities.

5. Figure 2.8-5 gives a similar example to example 4, but here with segment

routing being used as a tunnelling mechanism between the SFFs. This prin-

ciple is based on a recent draft from, IETF (June 2019) where they proposed

to combine the concepts of stateful and stateless SFCs by introducing NSH-

based SFC with SR-based transport tunnel and SR-based SFC with Integrated

NSH Service Plane [59]. This is a new alternative solution to the problem

which have not investigated in this research.

The two last examples demonstrate packet structures which makes it possible to

apply encryption and integrity checks. It is possible to apply this to both the inner

and the outer IP packet. Applying it to the outer tunnel can ensure confidential-

ity between every SFF, while encrypting the inner packet hop-by-hop can ensure
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confidentiality for the traffic inside an SFC. However, it does not solve the ac-

cess control problem within an SFC. Using different encryption keys on different

flows within an SFC requires that the different flows also are identifiable in a for-

warding perspective. This is because different encrypted packets must be handled

by different encrypting functions. In this research, this is referred to as the flow

identification problem of encrypted packets (Chapter: 8). Consequently, this in-

formation must be extracted from an attribute in a packet header. This research

aimed to solve this by adding this information into the SFC header.

In summary, this section has shown the need for stateful SFCs, which includes

attributes for identifying encrypted flows for access control. In the context of in-

terconnecting multiple data centres, this raises two additional problems.

First, these SFC identifiers are located in the data packets. Correspondingly, the

packet header identifiers have to be coordinated across all SFFs and to any relevant

encryption function. There must either be a coordinated mapping (stitching) of the

identifiers between different domains or they must exist in one domain (overlay).

Second, it calls for synchronising the network configuration on multiple levels.

This includes both the setup of the underlying SFF tunnels, the setup of encryption

parameters and the setup of the SFCs. This coordination of network configuration

can either be (1) performed on a top-level orchestration level or (2) by an intercon-

nected control plane. Both methods question the need for a vertical provisioning

of network resources.

These problems reflect research question one, two and three, where there is a need

to identify the interconnection method, the requirements and a solution to this

problem. Generally, the need for the distribution of advanced network configura-

tion calls for centralised control and programmability, which reflects SDN capab-

ilities.

2.4 Encryption as a service function
There is currently no specification of how to enable isolation and encryption of

SFC traffic in NFV. The SFC specification [60] only states that the encryption can

be ensured by the NFV transport protocol. In this context, the transport protocol

layer is not the OSI model layer 4, but it is the outer transport layer that transports

a data-packet between two VNFs. This layer often corresponds to the Virtual Link

channel between two VNFs. The transport layer can enable encryption, but the

consequences of applying encryption depend on the transport protocols’ encryp-

tion capability. In most cases, applying encryption to an IP packet results in a lack

of readable headers, which prevents routers from routing packets correctly through

an SFC.
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2.5 SDN in NFV
SFC orchestration is a key problem in NFV [61]. The main problem is the VNF

deployment, where the physical resources, such as VMs and multiple virtual net-

works, must be integrated both vertically and horizontally. One aspect of this, is

the aforementioned problem of the provisioning of multiple network layers. A

second aspect, is that the network and SFC path is dependent on the attributes

of VMs and vice versa. For example, a full network link should result in a re-

provisioning of a VNF in another data centre, while a failure in a VNF application

should result in a reconfiguration of the SFC. This also calls for integrations across

different virtualisation domains, such as compute, storage and networking. From

a networking perspective, Traffic Engineering (TE) is consequently dependent on

more attributes than the traditional bandwidth and latency parameters. It also has

to take data centre attributes into account, such as on-demand resource scaling and

failure recovery. Hence, centralised network control is essential in order to manage

all the resources.

The previous section clearly stated the need for distributed network configurations

on multiple layers. Correspondingly, it is possible to apply the SDN paradigm to

different sets of network resources in different network domains in NFV. SDN can

be used to control the resources inside the overlay network, such as the VNF, or

it can control the resources in the underlying network, such as the SFFs or the

physical switches in the NFVI. Also, it is possible to apply multiple SDN domains

within one NFVI domains.

These demands correlate with the ETSI specifications of SDN and NFV [48]. ETSI

enables the SDN controller to be placed in the VNF, the NFVI, the VIM or in the

NFVO (Figure: 2.9). However, it also questions if there is a need for multiple SDN

controllers which are interconnected vertically.

Originally, NFV in general, introduced a need for combing data centre resources

with network configuration. Hence, NFV is perceived as an attempt to control

both. This need introduced the abstraction layers of NFV, which visualise the

connection between the compute domain and network domain.

In this context, there have been many attempts to achieve this simplified architec-

ture (i.e. T-NOVA [63], UNIFY [64]). The need for consolidation came from dif-

ferent naming standards and technologies in different organisations. The UNIFY

project consolidated the work from ETSI (NFV) and ONF (SDN), which derived

a model with three abstractions layers. The service layer, the orchestration layer

and the infrastructure layer.

The infrastructure layer manages all data centre infrastructure and network re-
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Figure 2.9: NFV and SDN relationship [62]

sources such as OpenFlow switches and OpenStack enabled data centres. The

orchestration layer handles the orchestration of the data centre resources and the

integration of the virtual network resources. The service layer compromises the

orchestration related to Business Support Systems (BSS) and Operation Support

Systems (OSS). Hence, it can also orchestrate different orchestration system. Most

importantly it executes the NFVO and the VNFM functions in order to instantiate

the VNFs and distribute the network configuration.

In summary, there are interconnection models coming from the NFV-side and from

the SDN-side. Together, the different interconnection points are open to different

strategies.

An important premise for these studies is that the answers to the research questions

aim to have an impact on the real world. This implies that a solution to the encryp-

tion and isolation problem in SFCs should be aligned with the latest research and

trends in the market. Choosing an interconnection strategy should therefore not

only be based on research contributions, but it should also be relevant for the mar-

ket.
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2.6 Industry impact on NFV
Interconnection methods of virtualised networks have been continuously studied

since the appearance of Software-Defined Data Centres (SDDC). This includes a

wide range of research domains including cloud computing, SDN, IoT and NFV.

Among these research domains, the research challenges are similar and overlap-

ping, but they focus on different application domains. These research silos are

perceived as a challenge for NFV, but also as a potential for having synergy effects

across these research domains. An additional factor which brings an additional

dimension to these research silos, is that the related work of NFV is not only ori-

ginating from the academia but also from private organisations and the industry.

Hence, with respect to the research question (RQ-1) of identifying NFV intercon-

nection methods, the related work is not only driven by academic contributions,

but it is also driven by trends in the industry. In order to let this academic research

have any impact on the society, it should be aligned with these trends.

ETSI aims to lead, consolidate and coordinate the work of NFV standardisation

[7]. Different research and technology silos have tended to work independently or

in parallel with different focus areas. However, since 2012, ETSI has released over

100 publications (Figure: 2.10) aiming to have one common NFV standard. They

have published consolidation, capability, requirement, architecture and specifica-

tion papers and ETSI is now focusing on consolidation and optimisation. However,

the publications from ETSI mostly include APIs for the NFV components and not

network protocols or virtualisation techniques. This reflects the focus areas of

ETSI, which primarily aims to interconnect both components and data centres by

APIs and not by distributed network protocols. ETSI aims to describe the network

services in an abstract language (i.e. NETCONF/YANG [30], TOSCA [65]) and

to distribute this configuration between the NFV components located within or

between data centres.

While ETSI focuses on interconnections by APIs, IETF and IRTF have a more

network-oriented approach to NFV interconnections by focusing on standardising

network protocols on the data plane. Their primary focus in an NFV context has

been an SFC architecture with an interface between the network and the virtual-

ised services (I2NSF [66]). Similarly to ETSI, standardisation organisation such

as MEF [67] has envisioned the service perspective, while ONF similar to IETF

focuses on network forwarding and network control. On the other hand, standard-

isation organisations closer to the physical network layer, such as optics [68] or

mobile networks [69], have a very specialised focus on how to interconnect the

data centres. For example, 5GPP [69] focus on Software-Defined Radio (SDR)

access networks and how to interconnect them across multiple service providers.
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Figure 2.10: ETSI specifications [6]

They also envision new service concepts, such as network slicing [70], but their

architectural concepts of interconnecting different domains have historically not

been fully aligned with ETSI. ETSI focus on openness of multiple virtualisation

techniques through overlay networks and standardising APIs. The 5G community

is focusing on a uniform communication model between the operators.

A simplification of the main difference is that ETSI aims to use overlay networks

when interconnecting to other operators, while the 5G community aims to use a

common control plane and a common networking standard (MdO). These meth-

ods correlate with the SFC interconnection methods mentioned in Section 2.2.

These interconnection methods are perceived as two different strategies and can

be defined as stratification strategies (Figure: 2.11).

With respect to Service Orchestration (SO) and Resource Orchestration (SO), the

different responsibilities of these orchestration layers are highly dependent on the

top-level stratification strategy. Resource orchestration of a virtual network inside

an interconnected single overlay network is naturally easier than adapting and con-

verting between different network standards in different domains. However, an ad-

ditional network overlay introduces network overhead and operational challenges.

In addition to having different stratification strategies, the different standardisa-

tion organisations also work with different use cases (with different terminologies)
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Figure 2.11: Stratification strategies

which reflects their suggestions of interconnection points and interfaces between

the NFV service providers.

As stated previously, ETSI primarily works with federation across NFVOs, while

MEF works with orchestrating VNF services [67]. Additionally, the Telecom-

munication Management Forum (TMF) [71] work with operational aspects and

naming standards (TMF 633, 640, 641, 645, 653, 656, 677) [71], while the Next

Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) [72] and the 5GPPP [73] work with 5G use

cases for NFV [74].

However, from June 2019, ETSI and 3GPP SA5 [75] are aiming to collaborate

and incorporate the principles from 5G into the NFV standard. This also includes

network slicing.

Additionally, the open-source community has been contributing to making NFV

standards. Their agile development strategy of "code first", has resulted in a set of

successfully NFV applications that uses different API standards.

ETSI aims to consolidate the actors in all these domains, where they aim to collab-

orate with both operators, vendors, standardisation organisation, the open-source

community and the academia.

When ETSI joined forces with the open-source community, the operators also

gained more focus in adopting the ETSI architecture. Hence, the open-source

community have been important contributors in connecting the real world and the

operators to adopt NFV.

Open Source Management and Orchestration (OSM) [76] is now an ETSI-hosted

project set to develop an open-source orchestrator for NFV. The NFV orches-

trator ONAP (formerly OPEN-O) [77] is perceived as the competitor to OSM.

The competition and their different standards did split both operators and vendors.
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European operators and vendors chose OSM, while Asian and North American

vendors chose ONAP. In April 2019, the organisations join forces and are now

working together towards a common NFV orchestration model. During the past

years, there have been many similar consolidations of standardisation organisa-

tions and the open-source community. MEF is collaborating with Opendaylight

[78], while Opendaylight is chosen as the main SDN controller in Openstack [79].

Openstack has for many years been the leading open-source framework for cloud

computing and they were also the origin to the leading open-source platform for

NFV (OPNFV) [55]. Similarly, the NFVO system CORD [80] grew out of the

SDN controller ONOS [81].

This stream of collaborations reflects how the different NFV research domains are

merging. However, even if OSM and ONAP are now collaborating in the NFVO

domain, the NFVI domain is more diverse. Historically, vendors had different in-

terpretations of how to implement the ETSI specifications. ETSI, which aligned

with OPNFV, defined the OPNFV platform as the NFVI standard for interoperab-

ility tests. According to the interoperability tests from ETSI, most vendors are now

compatible [82]. However, research challenges still remain related to the intercon-

nections of NFVI infrastructures, such as isolating virtual services [83], which is

also the research objective in this thesis.

In summary, ETSI tends to lead the work of interconnecting NFVI domains, and

their work on standardising the APIs between different operators seems success-

ful. However, their work on interconnected network domains is open for multiple

models. The platform which tends to be most successful and also most used for

interconnection test is the OPNNFV platforms. For interconnecting these different

NFVIs, the flexibility and openness in the platform is acknowledged. Hence, this

research aims to be aligned with both ETSI and the OPNFV platform.

2.7 P4
The different approaches to segment routing and SFCs have resulted in multiple

standardisation attempts (Section: 2.6) of supporting the underlying network in-

frastructure in the forwarding SFC packet. Also, NFV research, in general, has

resulted in an increasing number of standards, header extensions and API inter-

faces. This introduces a new problem where some standards are developing so fast

that a new version of a standard exists before the last version is implemented. The

background for this problem is that every new protocol typically goes through the

IETF board, which in most cases is a slow process. Additionally, chip designers

usually spend time to implement the new protocols into hardware. However, even

if the process was performed much faster, operators cannot afford to change their

equipment very often.
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Hence, a response to this problem is the Programming Protocol-Independent Packet

Processors (P4). This is a programming language which allows switch operators

to program the packet forwarding plane and implicitly customise the packet for-

warding rules in the switch. It originally appeared in a SIGCOMM CCR paper in

2014 [84], while it is now mainly driven by the organisation Barefoot [85].

The concept of P4 builds on the virtualisation principles from the application pro-

gramming domain, which targets an independent abstraction layer of application

interfaces, which conform a programming framework similar to JAVA and .NET.

This implies that a P4 program can run on any switch and any operating system. It

builds on a Protocol-Independent Switch Architecture (PISA), which ensures that

the switch program can support any packet header format specified in the program

code. From a control-plane perspective, P4 is control plane independent and allows

any control plane agent to dynamically specifically customised flow rules (Figure:

2.12). As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the programming framework is included in

the next-generation SDN framework, but it is currently also widely available on

both virtual or physical switches [86].

Figure 2.12: P4 architecture from p4.org

This research aims to utilise the P4 platform in order to support customised packet

forwarding in a virtualised overlay network. High-level overlay networks can span

over multiple data centres where an operator can deploy virtual SFFs which sup-

ports P4. Hence, this technology is an enabler for advanced packet forwarding

including access control and SFF forwarding of encrypted packets.

2.8 Summary
This section has shown how Network Function Virtualisation has taken concepts

from cloud computing, virtualised networks and SDN and evolved into a virtual-
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isation technology which handles both compute and network resources in multi-

domain topologies. This history has resulted in different perceptions of how the

underlying resources are abstracted. In a networking perspective, this has resulted

in multiple protocol standards and interconnections methods. This is also reflec-

ted by overlapping research areas and application domains between NFV, SDN

and cloud computing. Additionally, the NFV innovations are driven from the aca-

demia, standardisation organisation, the industry and the open-source community.

Hence, there is a need to consolidate the technologies and evaluate the capabilities

and security implications when interconnecting NFV domains.

Simplification of networking, virtualised network services and principles of over-

lay networks with micro-segmentation have resulted in a lack of isolation and en-

cryption capabilities in the NFV. The principle of having an intermediate VNF

implies that the network traffic cannot be encrypted end-to-end. This is because

the intermediate VNFs must have the capability to process the data packets. This

questions if NFV, in general, is ready for the general public if this security problem

is not solved. Hence, this research aims to solve this problem by using principles

from micro-segmentation and introduce isolation and encryption per SFC hop. In

order to achieve isolation and encryption, the solution proposal in this research is

to instantiate multiple tunnels per user, per data centre, per SFC hop and per VNF,

where the network configuration and the encryption-key agreements is automated.

In order to emphasise the aforementioned research objectives (Chapter: 1.3), this

research aims to solve this problem by consolidating the different interconnection

methods and technologies, define the requirements for a solution, create a solu-

tion, implement it and verify the solution by running a proof of concept experi-

ment. This research aims to utilise a new stateful SFC header together with the P4

technology when experimenting on this research objective.
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Related Work

This chapter presents an overview of the related work which concerns this re-

search. The chapter is organised into four parts, which reflects the first four re-

search questions. Accordingly, at first, the related work concerning research ques-

tion 1 is presented, where it is discussed about interconnected NFV domains and

their capability to establish security trust models and exchanging security para-

meters. Second, this chapter continues by presenting the state of the art of the cur-

rent interconnection methods of the SFC data plane. These data plane protocols

set the foundation of how the requirements in research question 2 are extracted.

Third, this chapter presents the most significant research contributions related to

the architecture of the network control planes for SFC. Finally, the related work of

relevant SFC security applications are presented in alignment with research ques-

tion 4. Research question 5 encompass the related work from the aforementioned

thematics.

3.1 API based interconnection of NFV domains (RQ-1)
Integrating NFV into an operator network is a challenging task. It concerns not

only the vertical and horizontal network integration, but it also sets requirements

to the standardisation of virtualised network services. Rosa et al. [87] showed a

typical use case and research challenge, which involves most ISPs when they are

considering providing NFV to their end-users. The use cases consist of having

multiple network domains and multiple data centres, which all must cooperate

in automating network service delivery. Vaishnavi et al. [88] and Naudts et al.

[89] show that the deployment of multi-domain NFV requires an abstraction of

the underlying resources. Together with Rothos et al. [90], they state that it is

the configuration parameters, the performance metrics and the fault management

of the underlying resources which define the top-level interconnection methods.

Hence, the first research question reflects this topic, where it is aimed to survey

41
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the end-to-end security models, the different interconnection methods and their

dependencies.

According to the ETSI specification [91], NFV orchestration relies on the fact that

an abstract high-level VNFFG always must be defined in one OSS domain, while

it is further distributed to subordinate systems. Hence, there is always one top-

level OSS, often an orchestrator, which initiates the provisioning, but the method

it uses to communicate to subordinate systems depends on API standards in these

systems. If all subordinate system used one standard and one network technology,

the top-level orchestration could be simple. However, multi-domain network infra-

structures can contain different network protocols and control interfaces. A design

goal for NFV in order to overcome any of these interoperability issues is therefore

to have a standardisation and openness of the related interfaces. These interfaces

of the NFV orchestrator aims to be abstract definitions, which can be sent to the

subordinate systems, where the orchestrators automatically can provision all ser-

vices and coordinate themselves with the other orchestrators. Neves et al. [92]

refer to this as self-organising networks (SON).

Currently, the models are not SON. They reflect a top-down approach, where top-

level abstract VNFFG specifications, aim to result in an SFC network configura-

tion on the data plane. This is reflected through the modelling work from ETSI and

their attempts to specify NFV service orchestration [93]. ETSI has also modelled

a trust framework between different components [94]. However, there is no secur-

ity model which models the vertical security dependencies between each network

layer. Neither is any model found of how orchestration security affects both control

plane and data plane confidentiality and integrity. However, in 2019, Rebello et al.

[95] explain how the integrity between the NFV orchestration components can be

secured in a multi-domain environment. By the use of Block-chain, they achieved

both vertical and horizontal trust between the NFV orchestration components.

This lack of a security model and component autonomousity is also reflected in

SFC orchestrations. Rotsos et al. [90] and Xavier et al. [96] presents a study where

they surveyed standardisation efforts towards enabling network service orchestra-

tion from an operator perspective. The study confirms previous studies [97], and

shows that there has been a consolidation of orchestration standards. It is shown

that a full automation of the subordinate networks and general orchestration are

challenging.

A similar study was also conducted by Munoz et al. [98], where they also raised the

challenge of having multiple standards. They identified that the underlying reason

is that there are many technologies which can interconnect NFV services across

multiple service providers. The research shows that, due to a wide set of compon-
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ents and abstraction layers, the interconnection of interfaces between the provider

domains can be achieved in many ways [98]. This reflects the specifications from

ETSI and IETF, where they are open for multiple designs in NFV orchestration

and how the components can be distributed. Correspondingly, the main challenge

relies not upon the standardisation efforts from ETSI. It relies upon service func-

tion orchestration, which relates to (1) controlling the SFCs in the network and (2)

managing the VNFs.

First, regarding the SFCs in the network, Hantouti et al. [99] points out that SFC

service orchestration yet has many research challenges and that the academia has

high focus on elements such as SFC path selection [100, 101, 102], SFC decom-

position [103, 104, 105, 104], SFC routing [106, 107, 108], SF placement [109,

110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117], general security [118, 119, 120, 121, 122,

123] and optimization approaches [124].

Second, regarding the VNF management, Rotsos et al. [90] state that one of the

key challenges towards a unified VNF framework is the lack of standardisation of

VNF Managers (VNFM). On the other hand, in 2018, Dutta et al. [125] show how

the academia, ETSI and MEF have contributed to a common standardisation of

interfaces, where they currently also runs periodic interoperability test. However,

it can be claimed that the functionality of the interfaces is currently limited to a

set of a few basic operations. This is confirmed by Dutta et al. [125], which also

shows that dynamic resource management, dynamic allocation, scaling and multi-

vendor interoperability still are key challenges. More specifically, it is no standard

in the Life cycle orchestration (LSO) specification from MEF or from ETSI [93],

which can transfer any SFC isolation or confidentiality attributes to the VNF from

the VNF Manager.

Because the research objective is to ensure confidentiality and integrity in an SFC,

this research is affected by all aforementioned SFC and VNF challenges. Corres-

pondingly, there is a need to abstract and simplify this security objective. It is

no research which has modelled these security requirements, but there have been

many attempts to model the relationships between the network layers and to model

the interconnection points of NFV in general. Quing et al. [126] show that there

is a relationship between the different network layers where they defined the rela-

tionship as a multidimensional cube. This network model can be interpreted as a

clear indication of a vertical and horizontal security dependency.

The modelling of interconnection points between NFV domains are reflected through

research projects funded under the Framework Project 7 (FP7) and the Horizon

2020 program such as METIS [127], MCN [128] , CONTENT [129], T-NOVA

[63], UNIFY [64], 5G-NORMA [130] and SONATA [131]. These projects chal-
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lenge the less defined parameters of the ETSI model and mainly focus on network

orchestration. Most vendors, standardisation organisation and related research

define this multi-domain network orchestration as a part of the ETSI VIM frame-

work [132]. Hence, the network orchestration models mainly reflect how the VIM

controls the network and implicitly how the network control plane is coordinated

among the different network domains.

It is assumed that the network control is profoundly affected by how the underly-

ing network protocols are interconnected and stacked. However, from a data plane

perspective, the SFC can either be provisioned in a virtual overlay network or it can

be stitched together by two different network domains (Chapter 2.6). The stitching

of the SFC is known to lack flexibility and to be operational expensive [133], but

with automated network control and separation, it has the potential of being more

efficient than multiple overlay networks. This is due to the packet overhead. These

two concepts reflect the two strategies of interconnecting multiple SFC domains.

This is previously defined as stratification strategies (Chapter 2.6), which is re-

flected by using overlay networks and horizontal multi-domain interconnections.

However, the modelling of the network is a matter of perception, where differ-

ent researchers and organisations have different approaches to controlling multiple

network domains. From a network control plane perspective, the models are often

referred to as the NFV and the SDN approach. This is exemplified by Medhat et

al. [134] and López et al. [135].

This separation of the network control methods has a history from the standard-

isation attempts from ONF (TS-027 [136]), IETF (SFC Control Plane [137]) and

ETSI (GS NFV-MAN [93]). Historically, the SDN method was aiming to control

only one network domain with a focus on the southbound interface (SBI). Here,

the east-west flow synchronization between controllers was mainly achieved by

the use of SDNi [138] or the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [35]. However,

SDNi is not suitable between different operational domains and BGP had limited

capabilities to control advanced traffic flows. When researchers were faced the

aforementioned research challenges of controlling an SFC across multiple opera-

tional domains, they addressed this challenge by supporting multiple southbound

SDN protocols and multiple APIs on the northbound side of the SDN controller.

Enabling the application plane in the SDN controller, with northbound interfaces,

made it possible to use a hierarchy of SDN controllers and having top-level net-

work orchestrators [134]. This resulted in more standardised northbound APIs,

similar to the objectives of ETSI. It also resulted in synchronized control planes

between the multiple domains allowing them to be perceived as one controller from

the NFVO perspective. The API interfaces enabled an abstraction of the network

control in the SDN controller. This abstraction layer translates different control
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plane protocols into one standard in a vertical manner such as the Forwarding

and Control Element Separation protocol (ForCES) [37], the Control Orchestra-

tion Protocol (COP) [98] and the Application-Based Network Operations (ABNO)

[139]. The downside of an abstraction of network control, is that an abstraction

can potentially result in a lack of information. Related to the research objectives

in the thesis, the current models indicate a lack of a security abstraction, in partic-

ular, SFC confidentiality and integrity. This thesis aims to address this problem by

investigating the low-level SFC forwarding methods (close to the SBI) in order to

identify the attributes needed for making network abstractions.

3.2 SFC forwarding methods (RQ-2)
It was mentioned in the previous section that Munoz et al. [98] have identified dif-

ferent SFC technologies and that Hantouti et al. [99] point out that there are many

research challenges related to SFC orchestration, such as advanced SFC routing.

Most importantly, there is arguably a need for abstracting metadata about the con-

fidentiality and integrity in an SFC. In order to extract this metadata, this research

aims to identify the attributes in the existing data plane technologies. Correspond-

ingly, this research aims to evaluate the existing SFC technologies towards these

research challenges, which in particular includes investigating how secure the cur-

rent forwarding mechanisms are and to survey how related research articles aims

to solve SFC forwarding on the data plane. This reflects research question 1 and 2,

which aim for identifying the security gaps and finding the security requirements.

The related work is split into four categories; (1) SFCs by overlay tunnels, (2) the

flow-based approach, (3) stateless segment routing and (4) stateful SFCs.

1 - A full meshed tunnelled overlay network is an "alternative method" of creating

an SFC. It is possible to set up all the Virtual Links between every VNF with

tunnels (i.e. IPsec [140], LISP [141], GRE [142] or VXLAN [143]). Nakamura

et al. [144] suggested such a method by proposing a "Protocol independent FIB

architecture for network overlays". However, this approach is not investigated,

while it is assumed that the lack of SFC state makes it challenging for the VNFs to

choose the correct SFC path. Additionally, the complexity of managing a very high

number of tunnels is also assumed to be challenging. However, it is considered as

a research opportunity to investigate if the tunnels can be used on an aggregated

level, where the tunnels can encapsulate SFC state data [145], such as NSH.

2 - Another method of supporting a data plane SFC is what this thesis refers to as

the flow-based approach. This method adopts the principles from SDN OpenFlow

and BGP Flowspec [29] and aims to enable SFC forwarding based the attributes

of the originating data packet. This implies identifying an SFC-flow based on

layer 2, 3 and 4 only. The flow-based approach was clearly represented in the
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"STEERING" method by Zang et al. [146]. However, the method lacks attributes

to differentiate the SFCs from each other. Blendin et al. [147], Ding et al. [148],

Abujoda et al. [149] and Zave et al. [150] aimed to reinterpret existing packet

headers and to share SFC information, such as the L2 Ethernet MAC address,

the IP option field, the IP Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) field or the

TCP session field. However, their methods lack the capability of identifying a

flow when for example an SF or an SFF change the packet headers (i.e an HTTP

proxy). Qazi et al. [151] aimed to solve this problem by the SIMPLE method

by processing and correlating the packets in front of the VNF, but the method is

complex and the accuracy is questionable. Hence, the need for any additional

packet header information about the SFC emerged.

In 2014, Quinn et al. [152] introduced the NSH as a data plane packet header

which can contain information about the SFC data path. The protocol is transport

independent, meaning that the NSH header can be encapsulated by i.e Ethernet, IP,

VXLAN-GPE [39], NVGRE [153] or UDP. In the same year, H. Zhang presented

the Service Chain Header [154]. This draft also introduced the roles and com-

ponents for the SFC data plane forwarding. These concepts were abstracted by

J.Halpern et al. [50] that in 2016 followed up by not adapting the protocol itself,

but adopting the concepts of an abstract framework for SFC forwarding, which is

the current SFC standard. However, since 2013, there have been many attempts for

adapting to the SFC framework [155]. There have historically been two research

tracks, namely stateful SFC headers and stateless SFC by segment routing.

3 - Stateless segment routing of SFCs has primarily been driven by the IETF, where

they aimed for utilising MPLS [52] and IPv6 [53]. The method does not require

any additional underlay network, and it has therefore been attractive for telcos in

the 5G domain [156]. Due to its’ lack of state capabilities and the need for a

uniform communication protocol across different domains (Chapter: 2.3), it can

be challenging to integrate and to achieve flexibility. However, this can be solved

by a flexible control plane (Section: 3.3). By August 2019, the IETF has endorsed

the transport-independent SFC encapsulation scheme of NSH, and they are also

encouraging a combination of both segment routing and NSH headers [59].

4 - For stateful SFCs, there have been attempts to overcome the overlay constraint

and the overhead in the NSH header. Jacquenet et al. [157] suggested to include

an SFC header in the IPv6 extension header. While, in 2018, Hantouti [108] sug-

gested to put a compact SFC header encoded in the layer 2 frame. However, most

recently, the related research of stateful SFCs involves utilisation of the NSH pro-

tocol in different application domains, such as G. Li et al. [158] suggested for

optical network. The most related work to the contributions in this thesis, con-

cerns multi-domain NFV topologies and packet isolation in SFCs. Here, Kulkarni
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et al. [159] pointed out scaling issues in NSH in multi-domain topologies. They

suggested to scale down NSH, by the use of what they named Neo-NSH. Later,

IETF released an RFC in 2018 of hierarchical SFC RFC in 2018 [160] which im-

plicitly confirmed the studies from Kulkarni et al. Similarly, in 2019, Hantouti

et al. [161] state the benefits of hierarchical SFCs by mentioning scaling, granu-

larity and management. Hierarchical SFCs was originally designed to allow the

decomposition of network architecture into multiple sub-domains. However, this

research in this thesis is aimings to adopt the hierarchical principle into creating

granular security domains. Further, from an application domain perspective, this

research also aims for creating security function connected to NSH. This is sim-

ilar to what Mehmeri et al. [121] suggested in 5G networks. This research in this

thesis aims to extend this with security functions in order to support granular isol-

ation and encryption. Note: The RFC publication of hierarchical NSH [160] was

published after research article 3 in this thesis, which also introduced hierarchical

NSH. However, the research objective, the content and the application domains in

these publications were different to the work in this thesis.

As a reminder of the research challenge; For all these methods it is possible to use

one global underlay network, such as an interconnected MPLS EVPN [162] or a

Software-Defined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) with IPsec [163], in order to

interconnect the data centre resources into one network domain (Chapter: 2.2.2).

However, it does not solve the SFC forwarding challenge of integrity and isolation.

Openly sharing SFC information in the data packets rises a general security con-

cern since this metadata contains sensitive information, which can be modified by

intercepting actors. Hence, neither the use of a list of segments nor SFC headers

is perceived as secure. This questions the integrity of the NSH packet. The IETF

NSH working group has specified an integrity check mechanism [164] to ensure

that NSH headers cannot be modified. This NSH header verification was limited

to NSH header integrity check only and did not include data encryption. How-

ever, the draft is currently expired and the status of the working group [164] is

not known. Similarly, Wang et al. [122] have suggested Secure In-Cloud Service

Function Chaining (SISC) in order to protect the SFC header by header anonymisa-

tion. However, it does not solve the data encryption or integrity problem.

With respect to packet encryption schemes, a very promising research is the Secure

EVPN contribution by the IETF [162]. The publication in July 2019 suggests IPsec

encryption of layer 2 frames between interconnected data centres. However, the

publication does not yet discuss network isolation of the SFCs.
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3.3 Multi-domain control plane architectures (RQ-3)
Research question 3 aims to suggest an architecture which is able to ensure the

integrity and confidentiality of an SFC. For an SFC packet, this implies to define

a new packet header structure which can be abstracted into a high-level multi-

domain architecture. Based on the aforementioned SFC forwarding limitations

in the NFVO, a multi-domain network control plane gives opportunities which the

ETSI NFV components do not support. Hence, the related work of network control

plane architectures is discussed.

Kulkarni et al. [159] show that NSH does provide an independent service plane and

it enables metadata of the VNFs to be exchanged by tagging specific NSH packets

with security attributes. Therefore, it is assumed that all stateful SFC packet head-

ers, such as NSH, can be used in combination with an encrypted network underlay,

such as IPSec channels [20]. However, a research challenge is how a network con-

trol plane can control security features in encryption applications together with

traffic steering of the SFC packets.

The related work concerning these two topics of combining network control planes

with NSH is categorised into two strategies:

(1) One idea is to use a distributed control plane protocol, which reflects the work

from the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). They introduced BGP for ex-

changing route information for NSH [165]. They suggest using link-state capab-

ilities in BGP, which includes distributing the location of the VNF by the use of

the BGP distribution paradigm. However, the protocol does not yet contain any

information about the location of the encryption or isolation capabilities. Nor does

it discuss the integrity check of the BGP messages [166]. The design also requires

a uniform communication mechanism, where all devices use BGP and understand

NSH. However, it is assumed that the interoperability concern can be solved by

using an overlay network.

(2) A different design approach is to utilise the traditional SDN concepts and ap-

ply centralised intelligence in an SDN application. The SDN concept is a very

common standard in NFV deployment where, most commonly, one controller con-

trols one administrative network. However, in a multi-domain environment, with

multiple network domains of network control, the research challenge is how to

coordinate the SFC flows among the different network domain. In this context,

related architectures which use an SDN application as a top-level network or-

chestrator is discussed. The IRTF Software-Defined Networking Research Group

(SDNRG) defined that SDN encompasses more than OpenFlow [167]. They also

state that among the different SDN research challenges and opportunities, the
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Northbound interface (NBI) in the SDN controller is a key enabler for scaling

the network control [168]. Rotos et al. [90] divided the use of SDN NBIs into

two categories. (2a) APIs concerning low-level flow information and (2b) APIs

concerning high-level abstract network information. The first category represents

the ability of an SDN controller to be vertically stacked. This includes abstracting

low-level network information (from the SBI) in order to let it be managed by a

top-level controller. This is represented by the Common Information Model aka

the CoreModel from ONF [169]. The second category of the NBI typically in-

cludes communication towards the OSS. This research mainly focus on category

one by evaluating related research on how this information is abstracted into an

architecture. This includes architectures capable of abstracting information such

as PCE [170], ESCAPE [171] and ABNO [139], which is now further discussed.

In 2017, Rotos et al. [90] explained how the Path Computation Element (PCE)

[170] can be used in NVF environments. A PCE is a device or a server which

computes the data packet path on behalf of the nodes in the network. When dif-

ferent administrative network domains use different protocols, a node can ask the

PCE server for the path of a packet. It is most commonly used for traffic engineer-

ing in MPLS, but it has also gained attention for optical transport network. In this

research, the use of PCE is most relevant as a top-level topology server in multi-

domain environments. The PCE protocol (PCEP) is also a protocol which can

introduce the concept of state in segment routing. However, PCE is most suitable

for controlling tunnels, such as MPLS LSP tunnels or LISP, as it can aggregate

traffic into these tunnels. However, PCEP can also steer SFCs as represented by

Ku et al. [100], where they demonstrate how PCEP can act as an SDN orches-

trator in a heterogeneous network. The PCEP is also closely related to the Border

Gateway Protocol Link-State (BGP-LS) [172], which delivers network topology

information to topology servers or route reflectors. Vaishnavi et al. [88] show how

BGP-LS [172] can be used across different network domains in order to distribute

SFCs in an SDN context. It is assumed that this approach does scale better than

PCEP alone since BGP can aggregate route information.

The Extensible Service Chain Prototyping Environment (ESCAPE) [171] and ES-

CAPEv2 [173] architecture is based on the UNIFY architecture, which relies on

a similar principle of having a centralised network orchestrator. The ESCAPE ar-

chitecture exemplifies how the southbound protocol from the controller also can

be a protocol such as NETconf [30], OpenFlow or generalised APIs. Note: This

architectural principle was used and extended when evaluating research question

5.

Controlling a network based on Application-Based Network Operations (ABNO)

[139] consist of having a top-level network orchestrator that controls the flows
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in one or multiple network domains. This concept is suitable for interconnect-

ing heterogeneous networks where the top-level network orchestration application

dynamically can extract network information and make an abstract model of the

topology in all subordinate network. ABNO is by design multi-domain envir-

onments where it enables network operator control applications to automatically

provision network paths and access network state information.

In summary, the related work shows that SFC control plane architectures have the

potential of supporting aggregated SFC information, which can be interpreted by

a top-level controller. However, none of the standardised APIs or aforementioned

architectures are considering the integrity and confidentiality of the SFC packets.

3.4 Applications for secure SFC (RQ-4)
Arguably, security is a major concern for operators aiming to deploy NFV services.

It is not possible for the operators to protect all the users’ data. However, the oper-

ators’ service capabilities towards their end-users are essential for them in order to

raise the level of trust from the end-users. This trust is not only reflected between

the operator and the end-users, but it also indicates that the operators must trust

each other. In use cases, when operators are using third party cloud services from

other operators, it can be argued that these setups also conforms a chain of trusts

between operators and end-users. Zhang et al. [15] confirm this statement where

they show that the operators highly depend on the infrastructure providers for data

security. The operators, providing the end-user services, are challenged to set re-

quirements (i.e. Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [174]) towards the physical and

virtual resources. Khondoker et al. [175] show that there are many security threats

and countermeasures in NFV, where the attacks, which are seen on the platform

layer (PaaS) relies upon the trust in the PaaS producers. The infrastructure cloud

services (IaaS) are, on the other hand, more open for global security control on the

network layer. This implies that in IaaS, both end-users and operators can have the

opportunity to observe and confirm the security mechanisms, and not fully rely on

trust only. Hence, this research aims to investigate the security mechanisms in the

IaaS domains. Within the IaaS network domain, which in NFV/SDN is referred to

as resource and network orchestration, the security challenges relate to the security

protection of the data packets, the protection of the NFV components and to the

protection of the VNFs. ETSI claims that this also includes protection from attacks

and misconfigurations [176].

In 2017, Zu et al. [11] presented general security guidelines of NFV and SDN.

They pointed out a wide range of security threats in different domains, such as the

interfaces of the SDN controller and the NFV components. Out of these threats,

the research in this thesis aims to investigate the security applications related to
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protecting the end-user traffic. Specifically, how they ensure confidentiality and

isolation in multi-domain environments. Murillo et al. [11] claimed that integrity,

confidentiality, and availability are partially supported by proper access control,

which is also one of the most important high-level security objective. Access con-

trol in SDN has been studied by the use of FortNOX [177] and SE-Floodlight

[178]. However, Murillo et al. [11] state that FortNOX cannot handle service

chaining because it does not allow multiple VNFs to perform a set of operations on

the same resource. Further, Pattaranantakul et al. [179] presented an access control

framework around the NFVO, which builds on the Moon framework (now termin-

ated). Similar research contributions of cloud access control were also presented

by Zou et al. [180] and Wen et al. [181], but neither of them discusses access

control to VNFs in an SFC. This general lack of SFC access control in the related

research was confirmed by Pattaranantakul et al. [182] and Paladi et al. [183],

where they survey the security vulnerabilities in multi-cloud and multi-tenant NFV

environments.

The aforementioned access control research in NFV consists of two types of access

control. In this thesis, they are grouped into two types of security perceptions. One

perception is access to the operators’ API interfaces, while another perspective is

how network functions themselves can provide security services for an end-user.

These functions are named Network Security Functions (NSF). An NSF represents

a normal VNF which runs a security application. Hyun et al. [123] exemplify such

functionalities through their research contributions, such as providing firewall ser-

vices for the end-users. A specific attribute to the NSFs, is that the end-user is

indented to operate this function by an out of band interface. This means that the

end-users do not have access to manage the function from the data plane, but they

have to access a framework provided by the service provider. It is assumed that

the background for this is that a VNF does not necessarily have an IP address,

which is reachable for the end-users. Also, due to a non-bidirectional data plane

[184], the VNF in an SFC can lack the ability to communicate with other VNFs.

Hence, the service provider can allow the end-users to manage their service func-

tion through a dedicated interface - the Interface to Network Security Functions

(I2NSF) [66]. Various research contribution [121],[123] have been published in

order to utilise this interface and by abstracting security configurations by the use

of NETCONF/YANG [185]. However, an abstract model of access control in an

SFC is not found.

This research aimed to tackle research question 4 by utilising IPsec inside an NSF

and using the I2NSF and NETConf for the management of this security function.

Running IPsec inside an NSF calls for a secure method of distributing the con-

figuration of the IPsec tunnels. Due to the non-bidirectional SFC data plane, and
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various other research challenges [186], [187], the IKE protocol in IPsec is not

suitable for running inside an NSF. This has called for a set of research contribu-

tions in replacing IKE with an alternative protocol, named Software-Defined IKE

(SD-IKE).

In 2017, Vajaranta et al. [188] demonstrated how SD-IKE could be used to load

balance IPsec services in a cloud service environment. Their research lays the

foundation of one of the research contribution in this thesis. Their contribution

was adopted and extended to fit the NFV domain in order to also support access

control and encryption in NFV which were used in research article 4.

Carrel et al. [189] published an IETF draft for using this concept of Software-

Defined IPsec in EVPNs [162]. Currently, the draft does not support multi-tenant

NFV domains and it does not discuss all the protocol attributes or where the en-

cryption service is located.

In the SDN domain, Lopez et al. [190] published a result showing that they also

have been following this research path. In 2019, a month after the publication of

research article 4 in this thesis, they published a very similar work to this contri-

bution [190]. However, their work is oriented towards the application domain in

SDN controllers, while research article 4 is related to isolation and access con-

trol in multi-domain NFV. Their work is acknowledged and appreciated. Parts of

their work can extend the contributions presented article 4. It also confirms the

relevance of the work in this thesis.



Chapter 4

Summary of Contributions

This chapter outlines a summary of the research contributions which tackles the

challenges described in the previous chapters. It shows how this work improves

the security aspects of NFV by proposing a framework which supports access con-

trol and confidentiality in an SFC. First, a list of the published contributions is

presented. Second, this chapter shows how the research questions are tackled by

summarising the main contributions in all related articles. Lastly, a summary of

all research contributions is presented. Further details about the major research

contributions are presented in part II of this thesis.

4.1 List of publications
This thesis consists of five main contributions. These contributions reflect the

research publications and mainly address the research questions in chronological

order. (1) Gap analysis of secure interconnections, (2) requirements, (3) design,

(4) implementation and (5) verification. The first two publications are published

in conference proceedings, while the last three articles are published in research

journals.

4.1.1 List of main publication

1 H. Gunleifsen, T. Kemmerich and Slobodan Petrovic,

An End-to-End Security Model of Inter-Domain Communication in Network
Function Virtualisation, Proceedings of Norwegian Information Security Con-

ference (NISK), Bergen, Norway, Nov 28-30, 2016 pp. 7-18,

ISSN: 1894-7735, https://ojs.bibsys.no/index.php/NISK/article/view/370

2 H. Gunleifsen and T. Kemmerich,

Security Requirements for Service Function Chaining Isolation and Encryp-
tion, IEEE 17th International Conference on Communication Technology
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(ICCT), Chengdu, China, Oct 27-30, 2017, IEEE Explore, vol 4 pp. 1360-

1365,

ISBN: 978-1-5090-3943-2, https://doi.org/10.1109/ICCT.2017.8359856

3 H. Gunleifsen, T. Kemmerich and V. Gkioulos

A Tiered Control Plane Model for Service Function Chaining Isolation, Fu-

ture Internet 2018, vol 10(6), 46; Special edition: Software-Defined Network-

ing (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV),

ISSN: 1999-5903, https://doi.org/10.3390/fi10060046

4 H. Gunleifsen, V. Gkioulos and T. Kemmerich,

Dynamic setup of IPsec VPNs in Service Function Chaining, Computer Net-

works, 2019, Elsevier, volume 160, pp. 77-91,

ISSN: 1389-1286 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2019.05.015

5 H. Gunleifsen, T. Kemmerich and V. Gkioulos,

A Proof-of-Concept Demonstration of Isolated and Encrypted Service Func-
tion Chains, Future Internet 2019, volume 11(9), 183; Special edition: Net-

work Virtualization and Edge/Fog Computing,

ISSN: 1999-5903. https://doi.org/10.3390/fi11090183

4.1.2 List of other publications

In addition to the main contributions, a list of contributions to other areas of re-

search is also presented. These contributions are not a part of this thesis. One of

these additional research contributions reflects on the relationship between SDN

and military networks (Publication 6). These contributions were mainly conduc-

ted due to the research potential of applying the concepts of access control and

confidentiality into military networks. A different perspective of NFV security is

how end-users are aware of the lack of confidentiality and encryption among NFV

service providers. Hence, a survey of the general security awareness among ISP

end-users was published (Publication 7).

6 V. Gkioulos, H. Gunleifsen and G.K. Weldehawaryat,

A Systematic Literature Review on Military Software Defined Networks, Fu-

ture Internet 2018, 10(9), 88; Special edition: Software-Defined Networking

(SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV),

ISSN 1999-5903 https://doi.org/10.3390/fi10090088

7 H. Gunleifsen, V. Gkioulos, G. Wangen, A. Shalaginov, M. Kianpour, M.

Abomhara,
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Cybersecurity Awareness and Culture in Rural Norway, Thirteenth Interna-

tional Symposium on Human Aspects of Information Security & Assurance

(HAISA 2019), Nicosia, Cyprus, July 15-16, 2019, pp 110-121,

ISBN: 978-0244-19096-5, https://dblp.org/db/conf/haisa/haisa2019.html

4.2 Summary of main contributions
This summary of contributions is categorised into five sections. These five sections

reflect the one-to-one match of the research questions, the research method and the

research publications. As mentioned previously, this research is performed in ac-

cordance with the Design Science Research Methodology, where each numbered

step corresponds to one research question with one research publication. Further,

the work in these studies is described by highlighting the associated research ques-

tion and presenting an overview of the results obtained in the related articles.

4.2.1 The gap analysis of NFV interconnection models (RQ-1)

Research question 1:
What are the existing NFV interconnection methods, what are the security gaps
within them and what is the most secure and promising network protocol for inter-
connected NFV-domains?

Relevant Article: Publication 1 - An End-to-End Security Model of Inter-Domain
Communication in Network Function Virtualisation (Chapter: 7)

Contribution summary:
In this article, the different interconnection methods between NFV domains are

analysed. The research shows how the different models result in different methods

of setting up security trusts between NFV infrastructure domains. First, and fore-

most it is identified that there is a need for isolation in an SFC. Second, there also

is a lack of encryption capabilities between the elements in an SFC. In summary:

- The research identified and classified different interconnection models, dif-

ferent standards and SFC technologies.

- It is identified a security gap of a lack of data encryption and isolation

This contribution from 2016 has later been confirmed by other studies [182, 183,

186, 90, 95] as mentioned in chapter 3. These other studies also confirm the re-

search gap which was introduced in this contribution.

4.2.2 Defining requirements and identifying operational constraints (RQ-2)

Research question 2:
What are the security requirements and constraints when interconnecting virtual
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network services between Internet Service Providers?

Relevant Article: Publication 2 - Security Requirements for Service Function
Chaining Isolation and Encryption (Chapter: 8)

Contribution summary: In this article, it was presented a study of SFC isolation

and encryption in interconnected NFV environments. First, this paper emphasised

the research problem from article 1 and investigated the network-specific aspects

of different types of SFC packet forwarding. Second, it presented the requirements

for the problem solution and studied the constraints for securing and isolating the

VNFs in an SFC. Among a list of 14 requirements and constraints, the four most

important elements are listed below:

- There is a need for a new network packet header for encrypted SFCs.

- It is identified that the network control plane needs a corresponding mechan-

ism for routing this new header.

- The new network header must be able to point to an encryption service.

- The encryption service needs an efficient key exchange protocol.

Further requirements and constraints are listed in the article in chapter 8.

4.2.3 The design of an architecture (RQ-3)

Research question 3:
Which are the required architectural components and functionalities for the en-
forcement of security control within interconnected network service infrastruc-
tures?

Relevant Article: Publication 3 - A Tiered Control Plane Model for Service Func-
tion Chaining Isolation (Chapter: 9)

Contribution summary: This article presents an architecture which introduces

isolation and encryption in an SFC across multi-domain NFV environments. This

paper introduces a hierarchy of SFC headers in order to solve the packet isolation

problem in the network domain. In order to solve the confidentiality problem,

it is suggested how the architecture can automate the setup of encrypted tunnels

between the VNFs. However, the article mainly focused on the network isolation

part and the architectural design. For the networking part, it is proposed to use a

hierarchical control plane based on BGP. The use of BGP in each network layer is

reasoned due to scaling. However, in the proof-of-concept implementation in this

contribution, the experiment did only include a test of the layered packet hierarchy

in a simplified static data plane. In summary, the architecture consists of:

- A specification of a new NSH header extension in order to support a hierarch-
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ical data plane which supports packet isolation inside an SFC.

- A specification of a tiered control plane with the following attributes:

Tier 1: A control plane for setting up additional control planes between mul-

tiple NFV domains.

Tier 2: A control plane for NSH which aggregates to Tier 1.

Tier 3: A control plane for setting up encryption with a key distribution centre

dependent of the Tier 2 control plane.

- The architecture presents the overall model, the services of each component

in the architecture, the protocols and interfaces between these services.

- The architecture also outlines the need for a new key distribution protocol and

raise a new research challenge regarding this.

The implementation of the data plane was only conducted with static packet for-

warding configuration. According to the top-level research method, the main im-

plementation was planned in the next research contribution. Hence, this paper did

not include any specific implementation of neither the network control plane nor

the key distribution method during this work. However, this is raised as a research

challenge for the next article in this thesis.

4.2.4 An implementation of key distribution for encrypted SFCs (RQ-4)

Research question 4:
How can a security control implementation ensure that the end-user privacy is
protected in the network service infrastructures?

Relevant Article: Publication 4 - Dynamic setup of IPsec VPNs in Service Func-
tion Chaining

Contribution summary: This research publication describes a novel mechanism

for the automated establishment of dynamic VPNs in NFV. Due to the lack of a bid-

irectional data plane in SFCs, this paper presents a new key distribution mechanism

which can replace traditional IPsec-IKE. The contribution contains an architecture

which presents a new way of utilising SDN in NFV. A bootstrapped mechanisms

in a separate control plane automates the distribution of IPsec keys in a new way.

The measurements show that the implementation performs better than traditional

IKE in virtualised environments.

- This article introduced an Authentication Centre (AuC) for authenticating the

endpoints of the Virtual Links in NFV.

- It presented the concept of virtual Security Associations in NFV, named Software-

Defined Security Associations (SD-SA)

- A new architecture based on RESTconf was proposed, which was described

in depth by services and interfaces.
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- It was made a performance evaluation of the architecture.

This research contribution was mainly focused on the key-distribution mechanism

and the automation of setting up encryption services in NFV.

4.2.5 A verification of the implemented design (RQ-5)

Research question 5:
Given the results of the previous research questions, where a suitable reference ar-
chitecture is developed, how can this secure architecture be deployed and adopted
within the current virtualised infrastructures and how does the deployment satisfy
the security requirements?

Relevant Article: Publication 5 - A Proof-of-Concept Demonstration of Isolated
and Encrypted Service Function Chains

Contribution summary: This article presents a comprehensive view of the de-

veloped architecture, focusing on the elements that constitute a new forwarding

standard of encrypted SFC packets. It summarises the work from the previous

contributions and presents the closing experimental results of how the presented

implementation of the architecture fulfils the requirements defined in a use case

scenario. This use case is based on the requirements defined in research article

number two. This implementation, which is the fifth of the main contributions

in this thesis, builds on the elements from the architecture in research article 3

and 4. Correspondingly, the networking design from article 3 was combined with

the security and cloud service implementation from article 4. Additionally, an

implementation of a dynamic forwarding and routing design was added in order

to create a full implementation. In total, the implementation reflects an architec-

ture for on-demand provisioning of encrypted and isolated SFC using P4, NFV

and SDN architectural principles. Furthermore, this article unifies the previous

research results by presenting how previous contributions inter-operate towards

providing secure SFCs. The presented results highlight the capacity of encryption,

access control and micro-segmented SFC in NFV. Throughout an extensive ana-

lysis of the implementation, it was successfully verified that the implementation

fulfils most of the requirements defined in research article 2. The summary of the

main contributions in this research article is as follows:

- A use case was created based on the requirements in research article 2. This

use-case was used to verify how an implementation fulfils the security re-

quirements of access control and encryption.

- A hierarchy of SFC headers was successfully implemented in a P4 switch,

which had the ability to be dynamically controlled from a centralised network

controller, by the use of RESTConf.
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- The use case scenario was tested with three episodes, which included the

operational aspects of provisioning, resilience and integrity. Further, it was

verified that the implementation had fulfilled the requirements which were

defined previously.

This final implementation of the architecture proposed to use RESTconf between

the network controller and the virtual switch. This is a different technology to what

proposed in the architectural article (Article 3). This was a practical decision due

to a lack of suitable development frameworks. It is arguable that the underlying

communication protocol of SFC route distribution is not of great importance of

the research contributions. The most important element of research article 3 is the

architecture which reflects the interaction between the components. This has not

changed. However, it is of great interest in future work to evaluate how different

routing protocols affect the performance of the architecture. It is also discovered

that there are elements in the contribution which have room for performance im-

provements. Chapter 5 elaborates about these concerns.

4.3 Thesis research contribution
The main objective of this research, as stated previously (Chapter: 1.3), was to

provide a mechanism which ensures the confidentiality, integrity and availability

of the end-users’ NFV traffic. This problem was tackled by dividing it into five

research questions, which resulted in five main research contributions. In sum, the

thesis contribution consists of this collection of the aforementioned contributions.

In total, the final research contribution is proposing an architecture which supports

confidentiality and access control by providing network isolation and encryption.

This is supported by the final proposal of a security framework, which includes

a centralised network controller with coordinated authentication and authorisation

mechanism of the SFC elements in multi-domain NFV environments. The isola-

tion part is achieved by using a hierarchy of SFC headers, while the confidentiality

part is achieved by using distributed IPsec tunnels. By successfully following the

DSRM method, the research challenges were tackled by iteratively improving the

architectural design throughout a consecutive line of contributions. In the end, this

resulted in an implementation following modern technology trends such as REST-

conf and P4, which was verified towards a set requirements. In total, this research

effort is perceived as an incremental, but important, contribution towards access

control and confidentiality in NFV.
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Chapter 5

Limitations and recommendations for future
work

This chapter includes an evaluation of the limitations of the published articles and

general recommendations for future work. Accordingly, this chapter evaluates how

the collection of research contributions have fulfilled the answers to the research

questions in this thesis. Further, this thesis seek to propose research directions

which can enhance the existing results in the research publications in this thesis.

This chapter is organised into 5 sections which each discusses future work and

research limitations for each research article respectively.

5.1 Evolution of NFV models (RQ-1)
In the first research contribution (Article 1), one of the research objectives was

to survey the existing interconnection models and technologies. This was per-

formed in order to identify if access control and confidentiality were supported in

multi-domain NFV environments. This survey did not identify any solution for the

problem while it published a brief taxonomy of the relevant standards and tech-

nologies. Due to a rapid growth in research contribution in the field of NFV and

SFC, the number of technologies, contributing vendors and architectural models

have evolved since this contribution.

This reflects a general observation, where it is noticed that the research articles

in this thesis are connected to a research community which is evolving relatively

fast. These research contributions have been conducted during a period of four

years, which reflects how the early publications get less relevance during the years.

However, even if the technologies in the research community has evolved, the

research results and their conclusions are still valid. Mainly, it is the related work

which gets outdated. This is reflected throughout all of the research articles in this

thesis. Hence, this thesis aimed to compensate for this lack of related work in the
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research articles by presenting an extensive chapter of related work in this thesis

(Chapter 3).

Further, there are elements in the research articles which in retrospect is evaluated

as less precise. There are elements, such as naming conventions, which have been

affected by standardisation organisations, new technologies, new upcoming stand-

ards and consolidations of vendors, organisations and research projects. This is

addressed in chapter 2 and 3.

The most important limitations in Article 1 is listed as follows:

- The article lacks an up-to-date taxonomy of the related work. Most import-

antly, the most recent technology of segment routing with NSH [59] is not

considered.

- The article also lacks an up-to-date taxonomy of the current research chal-

lenges, which is addressed in chapter 3.

- It is noticed that the simplified model of horizontal and vertical security is

open for misunderstanding. It does not clearly show that there can be multiple

control planes for different data planes and service planes. However, the main

objective of the model is still valid as it shows the importance of reflecting the

high-level abstract security objective into a data plane protocol, which fulfils

the abstract VNFFG definition.

- In the NFV technology table in Article 1 (Table: 7.2) there is a clear opening

for misunderstanding of the encryption column for the control plane. Here,

the objective of this column is simply to address whether the control channel

can be encrypted or not.

For future work, this work of identifying research challenges within the security

and access control in NFV is considered as a continuous task. However, in this

research article, it is claimed that Block-chain has a research potential for solv-

ing the chain of trust problem in the NFV model. Recently, Rebello et al. [95],

demonstrated that Block-chain could resolve the problem of both vertical and ho-

rizontal trust between the components. This research contribution solves a part of

the research problem, which is not investigated in this thesis. However, their trust

model was only set for the orchestration plane and was not reflected on the data

plane or in SFC orchestration component.

5.2 Consolidation of requirements (RQ-2)
The second publication (Article 2) presents the requirements and constraints for

the architectural components and their functionalities in order to support microse-

gmented SFCs. Hence, this article clearly replied to the research question. How-

ever, the requirements which were specified in the publication were very gener-
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alised to all interconnection models. During the development of the architecture,

additional requirements were raised, which were added in the fifth article. The list

of limitations in the requirements specified in this second research contribution is

as follows:

- In this article, it is listed 9 requirements and 5 constraints. However, in the

verification paper (Article 5), it is only referred to 8 requirements. It is ar-

guable that the fifth research contribution addressed all these requirements,

but three of the requirements in Article 2 were not explicitly discussed in

Article 5. These requirements were related to dynamic tunnels, encryption

flexibility and overlay networks. The overlay network requirement is not dis-

cussed, because it is a very fundamental functional requirement for the tiered

architecture. Similarly, dynamic tunnels is also a very fundamental require-

ment which is included in the other requirements of hop-by-by encryption,

isolation and key distribution. Neither was the flexibility in encryption types

discussed. However, it can be claimed that this requirement is fulfilled by

the virtual architecture itself. Since the architecture was based on an IaaS

infrastructure with virtual encryption services, the encryption service is by

design flexible. Additionally, due to a consolidation of other related work

[183, 90, 95], the naming conventions of the requirements are redefined in or-

der to accommodate and consolidate to more generalised requirements. For

example, instead of requiring "a new east-west communication channel", the

requirement is renamed to a more generalised term, namely "control plane

flow distribution".

- In this article, it is also raised the need for more specific requirements. How-

ever, due to the findings in research article 3 and 4 , the requirement list in

Article 5 was altered to be more generalised in order to support different ar-

chitectures and network abstractions.

- During the work with the architecture in Article 3, 4 and 5, it was also dis-

covered additional requirements which should have been claimed in this art-

icle. Scaling and performance are major concerns. This was addressed by

making performance tests in Article 5, but such requirements are questionable

if they should be included in a requirement list. This is because performance

demands are evolving over time and are very difficult to define.

- The figure which explains the packet encryption is not clear (Chapter: 8.2).

The underlying protocols were omitted and it is not clear why some packet

examples are not demonstrating encryption. This figure was updated in the

related work chapter in this thesis (Chapter: 3).
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5.3 Architectural iterations (RQ-3)
In the third research contribution, which proposes an architecture (Article 3), the

research objective was to suggest an architecture which supported the requirements

from the previous research contribution. It is claimed that the architecture supports

the requirements, which is provided evidence for in the final research contribution

(Article 5). However, this third contribution is not fully aligned with Article 5.

The list of differences and limitations is here presented:

- In this article, it was suggested to use BGP as a distribution protocol for the

BGP Link States in the VNFs. This is a method which in retrospect is con-

sidered challenging to get standardised. However, it can be claimed that the

selection of the routing protocol does not affect the general architecture. In re-

search article 4 and 5 this is changed from BGP to RESTconf. It is assumed

that RESTconf is easier to adapt to different schemes of routing protocols

among operators. On the other side, it is questioned if RESTconf is capable

of scaling in larger environments. A RESTconf approach clearly requires a

centralised control centre which can monitor configuration changes. Hence,

it is of great interest to measure how different routing protocols can support a

hierarchy of SFC headers.

5.4 Lack of security features (RQ-4)
The fourth research article contains an implementation of a key distribution mech-

anism. The related research question indicated a full implementation of the ar-

chitecture, but only a subset of the overall architecture was presented. This lack

of implementation is responded to by presenting a full implementation in Article

5. This article was instead fully devoted to the key distribution implementation in

the overall architecture. Implementation specific details resulted in a more extens-

ive description of the architectural design, which naturally extends the capabilities

in the original architecture presented in Article 3. While evaluating this research

contribution, it is discovered that the architecture has room for improvements.

- It is noted that Lopez et al. [190] published a similar research contribution a

month after article 4 was published, which points out some attributes which

was not consider. It was observed that there was a lack of a Diffie-Hellman

mechanism in the key distribution scheme of SD-SA. This is a definite im-

provement in the distribution of the keys. Research article 4 has limited the

research scope by assuming that the control channel by RESTconf was secure,

and therefore it was also assumed that no further protection by key derivation

was needed. However, it is realised that even if the RESTconf channel is se-

cure, the keys should also be protected from other entities, such as malicious
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instances of the VNFs.

- Compared to the previous research publication (Article 3), it was made a

slight change in the top-level key distribution architecture. The original ar-

chitectural design suggested a mechanism based on KINK. However, it was

discovered that KINK did not support IKEv2 and that the KINK endpoint ad-

dresses are not easily distributed by the KINK protocol. Due to this lack of

features in KINK, the architecture was modified in this research article (Art-

icle 4). This architectural change reflects the iterative approach in the DSRM

research method.

5.5 Evaluation of the final result (RQ-5)
The fifth research contribution aimed to verify how the implementation of the ar-

chitecture fulfilled the aforementioned requirements. This research contribution

answered to this by presenting an extensive evaluation by a use case with different

scenarios which reflected the requirements. Most of the requirements were ful-

filled, but there is, in particular, one requirement which is only partially solved.

Additionally, it is identified that there are security implications which go outside

of the architecture which is not considered. In total, the list of evaluations is as

follows:

- The performance of the architecture is questionable. This is also one of the

requirements which was not fulfilled. However, it is excepted that hardware

accelerators for P4 potentially can solve this problem.

- Through the executed studies of encrypted SFCs, it is identified that the Qual-

ity of Experience (QoE) from an end-user perspective is a crucial element for

NFV adoption. The results have a great potential for improvement both re-

garding hardware accelerators and integrated QoS.

- Another part of access control, which is not studied, is how abstracted se-

curity policies for access control can be structured in the NFVO domain. It

is assumed that the orchestration system should be able to check for invalid

security policies defined by end-users or operators.

- It was only tested a few very simple packet injection mechanisms. Hence, it

is highly suggested to investigate the architecture for more security vulnerab-

ilities. For example, how replay attacks and general packet crafting can result

in misconfigurations or a breach in the access control.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Securing a multi-domain NFV environment from eavesdropping, and supporting

access control by isolation, is a task intertwined with a multitude of challenges.

The challenges arise both from the characteristics of the components that consti-

tute the network, and the attributes in the network packets. During these studies,

this has been examined by aiming for the attainment of providing a framework

which supports this security goal. Within this context, these studies were targeted

towards both a data packet forwarding mechanism and a key distribution scheme

in the NFV environments. The studies were conducted in five consecutive steps,

where the research contributions identified the security challenges, set the require-

ments, made an architecture, implemented the architecture and verified it towards

the requirements.

Accordingly, the first two results of these studies highlight the security challenges

and requirements for confidentiality and fine-grained access control in SFCs. The

different interconnection methods were analysed and showed how trust between

orchestrating NFV components defines the fundamental security relation in any in-

terconnected NFV environment. It was identified that the high-level abstract defin-

ition of a distributed security policy in NFV is crucial for the underlying security

features. Further, the lack of security policies for isolation and confidentiality is

reflected in all abstraction layers. Consequently, the incorporation of the inform-

ation flow between the horizontal cross-domain and the vertical cross-NFV layers

is essential. The low-level description of the SFC was specifically targeted, aim-

ing for defining the security requirements for isolation and confidentiality within

these chains. The different security aspects of the different abstraction layers were

surveyed and most importantly, the underlying packet forwarding schemes were

analysed. This research identified a set of security attributes which reflects the

security objective of access control and confidentially. The extraction of these se-

curity requirements contributes to an alignment of research challenges, a direction
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of further research and it accommodates a base for implementation verification.

Further, these studies have proposed an architecture which incorporates the afore-

mentioned requirements of isolation and encryption in an SFC. Within these stud-

ies, it is listed a set of service components and interfaces which supports a hier-

archy of interconnected components and control planes. This is accommodated by

a multi-layered SFC header which enables isolation of SFC packets. The network

control of these SFC packets is reflected in a hierarchical control plane architec-

ture. Further, it is also proposed a virtualised encryption service, which distributes

encryption keys by a new protocol customised for NFV environments.

Finally, within these studies, an implementation of the architecture was tested to-

wards the aforementioned requirements. It was created a use case with three epis-

odes which reflected the requirements. By using overlay networks, virtualisation

technologies and programmable switches, the architecture was implemented in a

customised NFV environment. It was successfully verified that the architecture

supported the different scenarios in the use case. This final result summarises the

work from the previous contributions and also summarise the work of this thesis.

These research contributions incorporate a small part of the NFV security chal-

lenges in general. However, the contributions open up for further investigation of

access control and isolation in NFV. This is not only referring to security, but also

other aspects of NFV such as management and operation. Service provisioning,

end-user quality of experience, packet forwarding optimisation and standardisation

of the abstract security policies are all important research areas, which are essen-

tial to the deployment of a fully functional NFV environment supporting isolation

and confidentiality.
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Abstract
This paper presents a new end-to-end security model for interconnected

Virtual Network domains. Network Function Virtualization (NFV) has

gained wide attention among Internet Service Providers during the last

years. The standardization work from ETSI has outlined a common frame-

work for Network Function Virtualization, open for multiple combinations

of inter-domain communication. The communication methods consist of

multiple NFV interconnection technologies and interfaces, that open up

for a variety of NFV models and increased complexity. From an Internet

Service Provider (ISP) perspective, the ultimate goal is to be able to freely

interconnect NFV services with other ISPs in a secure and automated man-
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ner. Hence, this paper presents an abstraction model of the current NFV

end-to-end network transport mechanisms for inter-domain communica-

tion, to model the end-to-end security. The general work within the NFV

domain is driven by multiple research contributors where academia, stand-

ardization organizations and the open-source community further develop

the technology. To verify the model and contribute avoiding research silos,

it is also important to classify the related research. We use the presen-

ted model for such classification of NFV interconnection mechanisms. By

categorizing the differences between the NFV interconnection layers, we

show that the model can be used to identify the security gap for secure

network channels in NFV.

7.1 Introduction
Network Function Virtualization is based on the concept of moving Network Func-

tions (NF) from distributed hardware (aka middleboxes), into centralized servers.

Examples of such functions are DHCP server, firewalls and Intrusion Detection

Systems etc [1]. When these functions are virtualized, moved off-site and central-

ized, the network traffic needs to be redirected to the centralized servers and also

redirected between multiple instances of such functions. This paper investigates

the end-to-end security of redirecting such traffic.

Security is still a major obstacle to NFV and cloud computing [2]. Network oper-

ators in Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and enterprise networks have to ensure

data privacy and integrity to a high level. Lack of security features slows down

the adoption rate of this technology. NFV has its origin in cloud computing where

resource sharing and multiplexing are essential for the business. An important se-

curity aspect of NFV networking is isolating resources and the networks between

customers. Lack of such isolation brings security risks to users and operators. The

ongoing NFV standardization work shows multiple examples of how to logically

separate the traffic inside an NFV Infrastructure [3]. But, when the traffic exits the

administrative domain, multiple transport technologies (see Table 7.2) and types of

inter-domain interfaces exist (Fig. 7.1). This makes standardization and security

work challenging.

This paper addresses two challenges related to NFV interconnection and end-to-

end security:

(1) Determining the types of NFV interconnection protocols that can be used in a

secure environment, as well as the way how they can be classified and how they

support network isolation and encryption.
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(2) Explaining the dependency between the related protocols needed to set up the

Virtual Network Functions, and determining whether potential protocol depend-

ency affects the end-to-end security.

In this paper, we respond to these challenges by defining an abstract network model

of protocol relations. Then we use this model to group the different interconnec-

tion protocols and show the dependency between the groups. The structure of the

paper is the following. In Section 2 we give a short background of the related

work. In Section 3 we introduce the necessary technical details of the NFV frame-

work and in Section 4, we define the modelling and classification criteria of NFV

interconnection methods. Then we present a four-layered security model of inter-

connecting NFV networks in Section 5. The technology classification is given in

Section 6. Section 7 concludes this paper.

7.2 Related work
Within the research area of interconnecting NFV domains, European Telecommu-

nications Standards Institute (ETSI) aims to lead and coordinate the work. How-

ever, private organizations, as well as researchers from industry and academia,

work in parallel or in cooperation with ETSI. The research areas are split into re-

search silos, which represents the telecommunication providers, datacenters and

non-telco based cloud computing networks. The organizations that contribute to

NFV inter-domain communications are summarized in Table 7.1. Their specific

work on interconnection technologies is covered Section 6.

7.3 The NFV Framework
In 2012 a group of seven telecommunication operators called for research action

of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and selected the ETSI to be the home

of the specification. By 2016, 290 companies, including 38 of the world’s leading

telco operators have joined the research group. ETSI aims to produce requirements

and specification guidelines. They have published 40 documents so far, of which 7

are related to security [16] and 5 are related to network interconnection architecture

[17].

One of the objectives of ETSI NFV is to separate the virtualized network func-

tions from the physical infrastructure and management. Hence, the ETSI NFV

architecture consists of three key components [17] :

• Virtal Network Functions (VNF) - The instances of virtualized machines
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Organization Type Track Contribution Description
ETSI [1] Std.org Telco. Architecture &

Requirements

Top level framework

5GPP [4] Std.org Telco. Architecture &

Application

Study mobile standardiza-

tion

IETF SFC [5] Std.org Telco. Protocols & Mod-

els

Service chaining and Proto-

cols

IRTF NFVRG

[6]

Std.org Telco. Architecture &

Requirements

NFV in general

ONF [7] Std.org Datacenter Protocols & Mod-

els

OpenFlow standardization

Supercloud

project [8]

Academia Cloud Architecture &

Requirements

Self service and end-to-end

security

CleanSky ITN

[9]

Academia Cloud Architecture &

Requirements

Datacenter consolidation

Mobile Cloud

Netw. [10]

Academia All Architecture &

Requirements

Datacenter for mobile net-

works

UNIFY [11] Academia Telco. Architecture &

Requirements

Unified NFV Platform

T-NOVA [12] Academia All Architecture &

Requirements

Open Network & business

with NFV

OpenStack [13] Open

Source

Cloud Solutions OpenStackAPI for distrib-

uted NFV

OpenDaylight

[14]

Open

Source

Datacenter Solutions SDN platform with NFV

solutions

OPNNFV [15] Open

Source

Telco. Solutions OpenStack platform with

NFV

Table 7.1: Related research

• NFV Infrastructure (NFVI/NVI) - The physical and virtual infrastructure

• NFV management and orchestration. (NFV MANO) - Management and

control of NFV

NFV brings together different industries, where each of them has their separate

specifications and techniques. The NFV architecture aims to create functional

blocks with interfaces to create a reference model for NVI. Hence, the ETSI mod-

els are closer to a reference model than to a protocol specification. Yet they lack

information about secure channels and dependency between the components. Re-

cently, ETSI has published documents related to reliability in order to show de-

pendencies [18], but the dependencies with respect to end-to-end security have

they not considered.

7.4 Modelling and classification criteria
We here define the deficiencies in the current ETSI model related to interconnect-

ing NFV domains. These deficiencies are the basis for the attributes and classifiers

in our new model. This section gives a background for these classification criteria.
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Figure 7.1: The ETSI model simplified [17]

Location of Network Control: Regarding network interconnections, the ETSI

model does not specify where to run the network control. ETSI has proposed to run

Software Defined Network control either in a VNF, in the Network Infrastructure

domain or in the Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM) [19]. This implies that the

ETSI model is open for multiple combinations of inter-domain communication.

It is considered that network control intercommunication dependencies are not

modelled by ETSI.

Network Service Chaining dependencies: According to ETSI, a Network Ser-

vice is a collection of Network Functions that defines the end-to-end behaviour and

forwarding paths of the Network Functions [20]. An important goal of ETSI NFV

is that these forwarding paths and Network Functions are dynamically created and

traffic is routed across multiple networks automatically. This means that a cus-

tomer can have chained network services from multiple service providers, that are

transparent to the end user. The Management and Orchestration document [20]

describes the attributes of chained network services with Virtual Links and how

they can be abstracted. Abstractions of end-to-end security dependencies between

multiple Virtual Links are not contained in the ETSI documents.

Security dependencies between protocols: ETSI has stated many security chal-

lenges related to NFV [2], but only one document[16] discusses the security chal-

lenges of interconnecting NFV domains. [16] is a trust and topology guidance.
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It does not investigate relations between NFV interconnections with respect to

security levels. We claim that the end-to-end security requirements in different

topologies will be different depending on the type of communication channels

between NFV components (VNFC). The reason for this, is that each NFV interface

should be secured and relations between them should be modelled. This is close to

the protocol relation between IP forwarding and IP routing. End-user data-plane

traffic (VNF-VNF) communicates on a different channel than control-plane traffic

(VNFC-VNFC). The data-plane traffic flow is dependent on the management layer

to configure and establish the data path. Hence, a separation of communication

layers and a model of their dependencies are needed. For example: a security

breach in network control or key distribution systems also invalidates the end-to-

end security in end user traffic.

Traffic isolation: A key problem in virtualizing a network is that a channel is not

secure if it is not end-to-end and implicitly shared.

Figure 7.2: Virtualized network

When virtualizing networks, multiple overlay networks are created (Fig. 7.2). A

typical solution is to create one secure channel between every NFV domain. This

channel is referred to as the Virtual Link, and can potentially include management

traffic as well as end-user traffic between the domains. Hence, the channel integrity

is only ensured from outside of the NFV domains. One expected future scenario

is that NFV will be widely adopted where most Internet Service Providers run

interconnected NFV; if everyone has joined the NFV VPN, then the NFV network

is considered as open and shared. Additional secure channels will therefore be

needed. These channels must be secured and isolated on an individual level.

7.5 A security model of interconnecting NFV networks
To categorize the different methods to interconnect domains, this paper presents

a four-layered model. The model reflects four types of communication channels
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Figure 7.3: The Network Abstraction Stack

between NFV domains. It shows that the communication channels depend on

each other and that they represent different levels of network abstraction. The net-

work transport (1) is the low-level end-users communication flow between VNFs.

The network control layer (2) handles topology and routing information. These

need to be exchanged for the transport layer to work. The Service Management

layer (3) is an abstraction of the communication needed to instantiate VNFs and

Service Chains (SC) [20]; it is dependent on network control. The NFV do-

main layer (4) manifests a new contractual top-level end-to-end interconnection

interface between NFV operators. The lower layer communication channels have

one upper layer dependency, while one upper layer communication channel is re-

sponsible for multiple lower layer communication channels. For example, a net-

work control channel can be used to configure multiple datapaths, while a specific

datapath must be controlled by one master controller. The presented model reflects

the fact that a security breach in the communication on the upper layers also inval-

idates the secure channels of all the underlying layers. Hence, end-to-end security

has a new vertical aspect in addition to traditional horizontal end-to-end security

(Fig. 7.3). Therefore, this dependency must [21] be validated for every layer. (see

Section 7.6)

It is possible to add additional underlying layers to represent the physical infra-

structure, or to add additional middle-layers to represent multiple levels of service

abstractions. The presented model does not make any restrictions in the number of

layers. It uses four layers to simplify the protocol classification and to symbolize

the hierarchy and the chain of dependencies in the horizontal and the vertical axes.

7.5.1 Security Association topologies

ETSI suggests a trust guidance [16] between the NFV components, but they do

not have a model of trust dependencies between the NFV components. Trust is
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highly dynamic and a security framework with dynamic trust relationships must be

defined. This paper suggests using the presented model to show the relationships

in trust dynamics. Trust is the confidence and the reliance in the integrity of a

remote entity and it is often a human decision made on an abstract level [22].

This abstract confidence in trust makes the network abstraction model suitable for

modelling trust.

The model (Fig. 7.3) shows multiple layers of communication that are dependent

on each other. All the layers represent different security levels and implicit trust

levels. This leads to a vertical chain of trusts between the layers. Correspondingly,

the communication between the ISP domains shows the horizontal chain of trust

(i.e when a VNF traverses multiple ISP domains). In a chain of trust, a root of trust

must be defined. ETSI has suggested that the originating VNF should have the root

of trust [16]. This suggestion does not fit the model, and we claim that the root

of trust must be redefined. This is because the trust of the VNF is defined before

the instantiation of the VNF on the very top-level of the network abstraction stack.

Then, after the VNF instantiation, the originating VNF can create consecutive trust

relations with other VNFs.

This paper defines horizontal and vertical trust relations as Security Associations

(SAs) similar to IKE [23] and X.509 [24] relations. The SAs are used to establish

the secure channels. To ensure end-to-end security between multiple channels, our

model shows that a hierarchy of SAs is needed. The root of trust is defined as the

top-level SA.

Different NFV topologies make multiple combinations of the vertical and the ho-

rizontal SA axes and create multiple abstract network topologies. A common to-

pology is a federated NFV network. A federated model implies that there is a

master component in the model, which controls multiple subordinate components.

This does not change the SAs in the security model, but it shows that one upper

layer can have multiple SAs in subordinate layers. In federated hierarchies, sub-

domains do not need to implement the whole abstraction stack. However, in an ISP

inter-domain communication model all the layers will be present. In a federated

sub-domain model with smaller number of abstraction layers, the highest layer in

each sub-domain possesses the domain specific top-level SA (Fig. 7.4).

An intermediate model differs from a federated model. In an intermediate model,

an interconnected system answers on the behalf of another interconnected system.

Since the trust and security requirements differ between ISP domains, it is not pos-

sible to make horizontal trust chains without defining the end points. An interme-

diate model requires an additional horizontal end-to-end channel of trust. Without

end-to-end SAs, it is assumed that a channel is not sufficiently secured. However
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Figure 7.4: Interconnections to federated models

Figure 7.5: Intermediate model with trust

the network abstraction model opens up for trusted end-to-end connections as long

as the highest level of abstraction has a horizontal end-to-end SA between them.

The underlying layers can therefore trust the top-level SA. For the intermediate

operator, a top-level one-to-one SA is needed from the origin ISP (Fig. 7.5). The

distribution of the SAs is considered to be connected to the Service Graphs [25].

The Service Graph sets up the chain and the forwarding paths between the VNFs at

the origin ISP. This ISP can also set up the corresponding SAs in a similar manner.

This also opens up for the Service Graphs to use SA attributes in the forwarding

path calculations. This allows the ISPs to define requirements and policies about

secure paths, which ensures VNF integrity and confidentiality when the traffic tra-

verses intermediate networks.

The intermediate models show the importance of secure channels, security chains

and horizontal trust. Autonomous Systems of ISPs have multiple interconnection

paths where a traffic path can alter between many different transit ISPs (Fig. 7.6).

It is expected that some ISPs will have support for network control interaction

and others will not. Therefore, the configuration of a path depends on the net-

work transport (i.e tunnels or flows) and the network control (i.e. SDN or MPLS
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Figure 7.6: Multiple paths intermediate model

SR/PCEP). These technologies are discussed in the next section.

7.6 Model classification
It is expected that an implementation of the model can be established through

a policy framework and supported protocols. But, most importantly, the real

life technologies need to be verified with respect to where and how they fit into

the model and how they support isolation and encryption with SA dependencies.

Hence, a technology classification is needed for each layer.

7.6.1 Network Transport

The network transport layer is the first level of abstraction. A requirement for NFV

to work, is that a virtual network between the NFV domains is established. This

virtual network consists of NFV Virtual Links [20] that interconnect the NFV do-

mains and create a virtual network (i.e. overlay). The virtual network is created to

make end-user traffic traverse through multiple Service Providers’ NFV services,

without the need of modifying the IP addresses in the original IP packet. The

transport technologies reflect the research silos defined in Section 2. Simplified,

the cloud computing network providers’ offer tunnelling and hardware virtualiza-

tion(1), the telco research tries to solve this by additional network layers(2), while

the datacenter research tries to make networks based on OSI layer two(3).

Cloud based networking: In cloud-based networks, static or dynamic tunnels

are set up between the datacenters. Typically Internet Protocol Security (IPSec)

or Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels. These tunnels are often set up

between the datacenters and additional virtual tunnelling is used inside the tunnels

to separate individual service flows. This results in two levels of virtual network

transport. The individual channels must [21] also be secured and will have a de-
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pendency to the underlying channel. This corresponds to the network abstraction

model where a higher level of abstractions have SA dependencies upwards in the

model. A challenge is that end-to-end encryption for every channel and software

based network devices require a lot of computational power, packet overhead and

the underlying datapaths are not known.

Additional layers: The key problem is that with VNF forwarding, the IP pack-

ets cannot follow the standard routing table. A native IP packet will traverse and

potentially flow back and forth between multiple NFV service providers before it

reaches the standard Internet routing table. To reduce tunnelling overhead, the

telco industry has suggested to solve this without tunnelling, but by using ad-

vanced routing. This requires the packet to have additional headers that the routers

can base their routing on. One solution is to use additional headers such as Net-

work Service Headers (NSH [26]). Another solution is to use Multiprotocol Label

Switching segment routing (MPLS-SR) [27]. (1) NSH natively (without transport

tunnels) requires that the routers can read NSH headers. (2) Segment routing has

evolved from IETF source routing (SPRING) [27]. It allows the network operator

to specify a network path from ingress to egress without using a standard interior

gateway routing protocol (MPLS SR/PCEP [28]). This requires interconnected

flow control, which the standard Internet Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) tables

do not contain today. NSH is the only technology that has suggested an overlay

framework for a secure channel between the VNFs [5]. IETF has specified a re-

quirement list for the security extension, but it does not contain any suggestion for

vertical security dependency.

Layer two interconnections: Layer two tunnelling (i.e. vlan, 802.1ad, 802.1ah,

NV-GRE, STT, VXLAN) [29] has a history of not being sufficiently secure. The

protocols do not have any encryption support natively, and need additional tunnel-

ling for that. In a global perspective, most of the protocols have no global address

space and do not scale very well. Federated domains are implicitly required. Se-

curity considerations such as overwriting MACtables or MAC-to-VTEP mapping,

packet insertion and packet sniffing, also makes the protocols vulnerable in respect

of end-to-end security.

Discussion: The tunnelling protocol makes interconnections with intermediate

Service Providers simple, since the end-to-end tunnelling does not require inter-

mediates to do more than routing the tunnel. The downside is that intermediate

providers will not be able to run security features such as mitigating DDoS or of-

fering QoS on different NFV flows and the MTU will in most cases be limited.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the tunnelling mechanisms are a transit tech-

nology until flow based routing, such as segment routing [27] is supported more

globally.
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7.6.2 Network Control

The Network control layer in the abstraction model refers to the configuration of

the network. In its simplest form, it can be a human communication between two

network engineers setting up a network between them. The engineers can agree

on a "Security Association" and also configure every network flow manually. But,

this is not agile and not necessarily fault resistant.

Vertical communication: In NFV Service Chaining, control and configuration

of network flows are essential. The ability to signal an NFV traffic path, without

using standard destination routing, requires tunnels or flow-based routing.

This paper refers to Software Defined Networking (SDN) as the ability to separate

the control plane and data plane traffic. In the abstraction model, the network con-

trol layer is responsible for control-plane traffic; the network control layer sends a

control signal to the network devices to let it forward packets based on the cent-

ralized flow table. This type of signalling also follows three research tracks; data-

centers (i.e., OpenFlow [30]), telco (i.e., PCEP [28]) or cloud computing (i.e.,

OpenvSwitch tunnels [15]).

With centralized control follows the ability to control tunnel state transition, path

optimization, repolicying etc. But most importantly, SDN makes the network con-

trol accessible through an API in the controller. This makes the network more

abstract and programmable with south-, east-west- and northbound interfaces.

Vertical communication from the controller to the network devices affects the end-

to-end security. SSL is a standard OpenFlow mechanism to establish these secure

network device control channels, but lacks a system for secure key distribution

to ensure two-sides authentication. Enhanced options such as the SNBI imple-

mentation of OpenDaylight [14] with TPM security can help to ensure two-sides

authentication, but only towards the transport layer. No standard for a chain of

trust in upwards communication has been defined.

Horizontal communication: Interconnecting two network control domains with

respect to SDN does not have many implementations. Primarily there are three

ways: (1) making an overlay (FORCES, ALTO, CDNi, I2RS) [30], (2) using an

east-west interface ( i.e. SDNi[14] ) or (3) making a specific protocol (i.e. NSH

[26]). East-west interfaces and overlays [14] give a remote peer access to control

the whole network. This can be granulated by fine-grained access control, but is

difficult to maintain. East-west interfaces also require a distribution of data and

states of flows between the operators, that however do not scale. SDN partitioning

[31] research has tried to solve the amount of shared resources needed for SDNi

[14], but it has resulted in complex access control and policy lists, that are difficult
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to operate. Network Service Header signalling has the potential of being scalable,

but the instantiation of the tunnel is not specified, other than that it belongs to

the network control layer ( i.e. OpenFlow, PCRF, Netconf/yang , custom) [3].

This leads back to SDN controller interconnections and leaves a gap in the secure

communications on the control-layer.

Discussion: It is debatable whether the interconnection of the control-planes is ac-

tually needed and beneficial in the presented abstraction model. It can be claimed

that the NFV datapath will be instantiated from the service management level and

trigger the network control layer configuration for each domain. This is true if the

transport layer tunnels the traffic. If it does not, every forwarding device needs

to be aware of the datapath and topology updates. Component topology also sets

requirements for secure channel separation for network control. ETSI is open to

let the SDN component be run in both a VNF (1), in the infrastructure domain

(2) or in the VIM (3). In distributed models such as intermediate or federated

models, where network control is outsourced from the datacenter, it is important

to differentiate the network control traffic from the data-plane and service control

layer. This is to ensure separation of the different organizational roles and different

business roles for ISPs.

ETSI has no guidelines for interdomain communication on network control level,

but it can be interpreted that they consider this as service-management traffic that

belongs to the management layer. This conflicts with their statement about reliab-

ility and lack of responsiveness on the management layer [18].

7.6.3 Service Management

The service Management layer is responsible for the lifecycle management of a

Virtual Network Function. This is comparable to the Management and Orchestra-

tion (MANO) component in the ETSI model. This paper considers all MANO and

VNFC-VNFC traffic to be classified as service management traffic.

Interconnecting these components can be implemented by: standardization of pro-

tocols (1) or implementation of an APIs such as overlay application or distributed

APIs (2). Additionally, the data attributes in the inter-domain communication need

a common description. Currently, this communication layer is not standardized

and it has no security guidelines. But, multiple research groups work on different

models.

Protocol standardization: No standardized network protocol for this layer is

found, but IETF has suggested a NSH extension protocol [5]. Dataformat stand-

ardization is currently a challenge for designing such protocols. Data format

standardization organizations such as: Topology and Orchestration Specification
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for Cloud Applications (OASIS TOSCA) and TMforum Information Framework

(SID), work specifically with the portability of NFV services and are the leading

standard aligned with the ETSI guidelines [32].

Distributed API and overlays: The open-source community of OpenStack has

an Infrastructure-as-a-Service approach to the orchestration layer (HOT - Heat Or-

chestration Templates) [13] and suggests using cascading of the OpenStack API.

Extensions and modifications of the OpenStack platform, such as OpenMANO and

OPNFV, have also suggested APIs for interconnection. Currently, the open-source

environment runs multisite projects [13], but the project has focused on federated

models and not models with interconnection between autonomous systems.

Discussion: Recent research [33] shows that interconnections on this layer have

functional challenges like lifecycle management, long processing time of both dis-

tribution of state information and calculation of Service Graphs.

ETSI started the work on reliability in January 2015 [18] and reliability iscurrently

the area of most research. The dependencies between the orchestration compon-

ents are complex and difficult for operators to manage. This corresponds to the

security challenge associated with multiple secure channels between operators. In

addition to model security, this paper suggests using the presented security model

to also be a basis for function behaviour for interdomain communication inter-

faces. This would enable aggregation of security policies and automation in the

establishment of secure channels.

7.6.4 NFV domain-level

The NFV domain-level in the security model is a new representation of the con-

tractual top-level peering between two ISPs. This paper suggests that; when two

ISPs want to use NFV services from each other, they need to set up one top-level

interconnection between them. This channel can be used to configure a secure

NFV domain relation, and should ultimately contain all data needed to set up the

underlying channels. Regarding security, this layer should also be responsible for

generating SAs for lower stack layers.

Discussion: There are examples of ISPs [34] that have made custom APIs for their

network, allowing customers to integrate with their API and set up network ser-

vices and peers on demand. These examples could also be considered as "stand-

ardization suggestions" on a subordinate level such as the service management

level, but are in fact a top-level integration with no service or control channels.

The disadvantage is that this makes the application responsible for all network-

and service-control. This does not scale for NFV interconnections and makes the

API integrations custom and complex.
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Class Attributes Description

Abstraction
layer Sub class Research

silo
Upper layer
support

Isolation
sup-
port

Encryption
support

Security
chain
support

Technologies in
class

Research
status

Transport
Cloud based
networking

Cloud
comp.

Yes, but no
standard

Yes
Yes,
IPsec

Can have
OpenvSwitch+
GRE/IPSEC

Implemented

Transport
Additional
Layers

Telco.
Yes, but no
standard

Yes Not yet Not yet NSH,MPLS Implemented

Transport
Layer-2
interconnec-
tions

Datacenter
network

Yes, industry
proprietary

some
No, need
tunnels

No
VLAN, VXLAN,
STT, NSX, NV-
GRE, L2VPN

Implemented

Transport Plain IP All No some Yes No IP+flowcontrol
Not work-
ing

Control SDN overlay
Cloud
comp.

Yes, but no
chain

Yes
Not
known

not
known

FORCES, ALTO,
CDNI, I2RS

Implemented

Control
SDN east-
west

Datacenter
Yes, but no
chain

Yes
Yes, ssl
and tun-
nel

No
OpenFlow,
OPFlex ,SDNi

Implemented

Control
Specific Pro-
tocol

All
Yes, but no
chain

Can
have

Can have No
MPLS SR/PCE,
new NSH

Ongoing
work

Control
Custom
Software-
Control

All
Yes, but no
chain

Can
have

Yes, ssl
and tun-
nel

No
OSVDB,
PCRF,BNG,
Netconf/Yang

Not known

Control
Abstracted
API

All Not relevant
Can
have

Can have Can have
(OSS/VIM,
NorthB-SDN,
Custom)

Do not
scale

Service
Protocol
standariza-
tion

Telco. No Not yet Not yet Not yet
NSH, TOSCA,
SID

No spe-
cification

Service Overlay API
Cloud
comp.

No
Can
have

Yes, ssl
and tun-
nel

No OpenStackAPI Implemented

Service
Distributed
API

Cloud
comp.,
Datacen-
ter

No Not yet Not yet Not yet
OpenStackAPI,
OPNNFV, Open-
MANO

Ongoing
project

NFV
domain

NFV Ap-
plication

None Not relevant
Can
have

Can have Can have
Industry propriet-
ary (Colt, NSX)

No spe-
cification

Table 7.2: Summary of the NFV technology classification

7.7 Conclusion
Traditionally, end-to-end security is ensured by end-to-end network channels with

integrity and encryption. In NFV, there are more than two parties involved in

the communication, where the use of traditional end-to-end security methods res-

ults in complex setups of network flows. We have created a model that shows

there are network security dependencies between the NFV components in a hori-

zontal and vertical manner. The model includes a new top-level integration point

on domain-level, that opens up for automation and simplification when deploying

NFV interconnections between two ISPs.

The model is also used to classify the research and the NFV interconnection tech-

nologies. The technologies have been evaluated with respect to isolation, encryp-

tion and ability to communicate up, down sideways in the model. It is shown that

the current research silos do not have a common end-to-end security framework

and that most technologies lack integrity and encryption. This leaves a security

gap in the ETSI NFV model.
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From autonomous systems, such as ISPs, NSH is the most promising transport

technology that can support the model, but it still lacks support for encryption,

integrity and control-layer protocols.

We have introduced a chain of Security Associations (SA) between the NFV com-

ponents as a possible solution to ensure end-to-end security. Due to lack of dy-

namics in standard security frameworks, we suggest future work to focus on de-

veloping a framework for automatic key distribution of SAs such as block-chains

or key tokens [35].
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Abstract
This paper presents a study of Service Function Chaining (SFC) isolation

and encryption in interconnected Network Function Virtualisation (NFV)

domains. The adoption of NFV deployments is currently designed to be

implemented within trusted domains where overlay networks with static-

ally trusted links are considered to enable network security. We challenge

this statement and introduce a security problem related to Virtual Network

Functions (VNF) confidentiality and isolation. A data-flow that traverses

through a chain of Virtual Network Functions (VNF) cannot be end-to-

end encrypted when each VNF must have access to the data-flow. This

restricts both end-users and Service Providers from enabling end-to-end

security and VNF isolation to their NFV flow. Therefore, there is a need

to encrypt the data-flows on a per flow basis. In this paper we present the

discovered security problem, set the requirements for the problem solu-
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tion and study the constraints for securing and isolating VNFs in a Service

Function Chain.

Keywords: Network Function Virtualisation, Service Function Chaining,

Network Service Headers, Network Encryption, NFV

8.1 Introduction
In a Service Function Chain (SFC) [1], all Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) are

designed to have access to the content of a datastream. We challenge this concept

and state that VNFs should not have access all the data in an SFC. To prevent

data from being eavesdropped, an end-user requires an SFC with the capability

of isolating the different Virtual Network Functions from each other. We also

define that the end-user requires that the traffic is encrypted for each Virtual Link

[1] in the SFC. The SFC specification does not allow such isolation. Neither is

encryption of Virtual Links supported without additional transport protocols. To

allow such functionality, we define a security problem and study the functional

security requirements to support such a model.

This paper is organised into four parts. First, the security problem and the related

work is presented (Section: 8.1,8.2). Second, the requirements for such a model

are presented (Section: 8.3). The constraints and solution possibilities with the

existing technologies and specifications are presented in Section 8.4. Finally, we

conclude the paper (Section: 8.5).

8.1.1 The Security Problem

The figure (Fig.8.1) shows a classical inter-domain SFC example in NFV, where

third-party VNFs are allowed to intercept and modify the user traffic.

The end-user has agreed to allow the NFV providers to run a set of Virtual Func-

tions. Provider A establishes an SFC and classifies i.e. VOIP and HTTP traffic

to follow one SFC path. The user wants to make sure that the VNFs only have

the right to modify their respective parts of the data traffic. Hence, we aim to

ensure that the data traffic is secured from eavesdropping from all unauthorised

parties. For example, VNF A can access the HTTP traffic and not VOIP traffic,

while VNF B can access VOIP traffic, but not HTTP. VNF C has access to both

HTTP and VOIP. Currently, this is not possible and every VNF has access to all

services defined by the SFC.

Because destination based IP routing does not work for NFV service chain rout-

ing, the standard encryption methods of the Internet Protocol (IP) are no longer

easily applicable. The main problem is that VNFs are not the destination of the IP

packet, but they are middleboxes the packets must traverse. In fact, an IP packet
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Figure 8.1: The eavesdropping problem in Service Function Chaining

can potentially traverse unmodified through the SFC. To ensure that the IP packets

traverse all the VNFs, the network must support flow-based routing that routes IP

packets based on more attributes than only destination IP addresses. To ensure

per-user and per-flow encryption, each data-flow has to be individually and differ-

ently encrypted based on a set of flow classification attributes such as destination

IPaddr, source IPaddr, port, etc. These are the same attributes used for NFV clas-

sification [1]. However, if the packets are encrypted, the NFV classifiers are no

longer capable of classifying or routing the packets according to the flow specific-

ation. Hence, the route path of the packets must be determined before the packets

are encrypted. This makes the first hop in the service chain, the classification ser-

vice, responsible for the encryption and the routing mechanism of the encrypted

packets. The SFC architecture has no solution to enable such encryption, and that

implies that there is a security gap in the architecture.

The need for additional encryption services also includes a need for automation for

secure channel configuration. The number of encrypted channels grows exponen-

tial with respect to the number of VNFs and VNF traffic access levels. Therefore,

automation in key creation is needed to support a larger scale of secure channels.

To enable automation, the encryption channel must also be identified. The SFC

specification [1] does not contain any method to verify if a Virtual Link is encryp-

ted. It has no encryption identifier for the different flows and it has no architecture

for key agreement automation.

Hence, an architectural challenge and a gap in the SFC model is discovered with

respect to 1) VNF isolation in a single SFC and 2) SFC encryption automation and

validation. This paper suggests a set of requirements to the problem solution and
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discusses the constraints of existing technologies.

8.2 Related Work
There is currently no specification of how to enable isolation and encryption of

SFC traffic in NFV. The SFC specification [1] only states that encryption can be

ensured by the NFV transport protocol. The transport protocol layer is not the OSI

model layer 4, but the outer transport layer that transports a data-packet between

two VNFs. This layer often corresponds to the Virtual Link channel between two

VNFs. The transport layer can enable encryption, but the consequences of apply-

ing encryption depend on the transport protocols’ encryption capability. In most

cases, applying encryption to an IP packet results in a lack of readable headers,

which prevents routers from routing packets correctly through an SFC (see Sec-

tion: 8.4.3). Hence, the related work primarily concerns the transport protocols and

their capability to do flow-based routing in combination with encryption. There are

currently three main methods to route SFCs. 1: The flow-based approach (Open-

Flow/BGP FlowSpec) [2], 2: Additional header encapsulation (NSH,MPLS/SR)

[3], [4], 3: Tunnelled overlay networks (IPsec/l2TP) [5].

Figure 8.2: Methods to encapsulate and route NFV traffic
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1) The flow-based approach: Flow-based networks can enable simple SFC rout-

ing by reading packet information from a plain IP packet (Fig.8.2.1a). A flow-

based routing approach, commonly used in for example OpenFlow networks, is

to enable a global address space for flow-based routing and distribute the flow

specific routes across all NFV Providers. This can be enabled with a common

protocol such as FlowSpec BGP [2]. It requires that flow-specific attributes are

exposed in the packets and that they are uniquely identifiable for routers across

multiple domains. Encrypting packets will hide attributes such as UDP/TCP ports

and it makes flow-based routing impossible (Fig.8.2.1b). However, in some cases,

such as IPSec ESP transport mode, OpenFlow can make route decisions of en-

crypted traffic [6]. For advanced SFCs, such as multiple occurrences of the same

VNF in an SFC, there is not even enough information in a plain unencrypted IP

data packet to make precise routing decisions. Therefore, additional packet header

encapsulations is specified by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).

2) Additional header encapsulation: By putting on an additional header to layer

2, 3 or 4 packets, the routers can perform a new form of flow-based routing based

on the information found in an additional inner or outer packet header. The most

common additional headers are Network Service Headers (NSH) [3] and Multi

Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) label headers [4]. Common for both these tech-

nologies is that all the related routers must support routing based on these headers.

Because not all routers support these different headers, encrypted outer overlay

tunnels can be established between routers that support one of these technologies.

The additional headers themselves do not enable any encryption features, but they

only ensure SFC routing.

Network service headers (NSH) is a technology that supports routing and route

path integrity of SFC. The IETF NSH working group has specified an integrity

check mechanism [7] to ensure that NSH headers cannot be modified. This NSH

header verification is limited to NSH header integrity check only and not to data

encryption. The NSH working group suggests to use an outer transport network

encryption with an NSH integrity check to enable security. If the transport of NSH

is encrypted and the inner NSH header is verified as correct, then NSH can be per-

ceived as a technology that supports hop-by-hop encryption in SFCs (Fig.8.2.3b).

However, when NSH is put on top of IP without an outer encrypted transport pro-

tocol, encrypting the IP packet also includes encrypting the NSH header. That im-

plicitly hides the additional header for the routers (Fig.8.2.2a/2b). The only valid

alternative is therefore to use an overlay transport network to setup encrypted links

between every NSH-aware [1] router. Such additional overlay tunnels only enable

hop-by-hop tunnels that are not known to end-users. Hence, end-to-end encryption

is not supported.
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IETF has also suggested solving the SFC in NFV by using MPLS label headers.

When utilising segment routing for MPLS (MPLS/SR) [4], MPLS can encapsulate

an encrypted packet with a chain of MPLS labels (Fig.8.2.2c). Since this is an

outer transport header, the inner content of the MPLS packet can stay encrypted

without loosing the routing information. That makes it possible to route an en-

crypted packet according to the SFC path. Unfortunately, when the packet leaves

the MPLS domain to another service provider and needs reclassification, the rout-

ing information can get lost if the packet is encrypted. Seamless MPLS tries to

solve that problem, but it requires a uniform MPLS network with inter-domain

agreements of routing, that does not easily support a global SFC architecture.

Segment routing for IPv6 [8] gives encryption support in the IPv6 protocol itself.

However, during encryption, the header is replaced and the segments are lost.

3) Tunnelled overlay networks: A tunnelled overlay network is typically archived

by setting up IPsec tunnels [5] between every instance of VNFs or between NFV

data-center routers (Fig.8.2.3a). Without an additional routing mechanism such as

flow-based routing or the use of additional packet headers, there is currently no

common policy method to direct service chained traffic in and out of such overlay

tunnels. Neither can multiple encrypted flows be differentiated from each con-

troller. Hence, tunnelled overlay network must be used in combination with a

flow-based routing mechanism.

8.3 Requirements
The solution to the problem is clearly to enforce encryption and to extend the num-

ber of encrypted channels over the Virtual Links. Enabling such functionality does

not fit the current SFC architecture and it sets additional requirements for new com-

ponents to support instantiation of new encryption tunnels. This section discusses

these requirements to fully enable VNF isolation with SFC traffic encryption.

8.3.1 Dynamic Tunnels

Currently, cross-domain encrypted SFC transport links between NFV Service Pro-

vider’s data-centers are primarily set up manually. However, when the number

of domain participants, VNF services and links grows, it does not scale to set up

encrypted tunnels manually. Multiple secure tunnels between service providers,

such as one secure channel per Virtual Link, dramatically increase the number of

tunnels to maintain. That does not scale with respect to changing keys and setting

up and removing secure tunnels. The setup of secure channels must be automated

in such a way that manual input is not needed. This means that we need an open

distributed system with the ability to authenticate both ends of the secure chan-

nels. An additional trusted control channel is required to instantiate such dynamic
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secure tunnels.

8.3.2 New Identifiers

There is a need of new identities to be able to authenticate each Service Provider

and their NFV services. The identities must be individually connected to a set of

encryption keys. The identifiers are associated with an IP flow, an NFV service ID,

Virtual Links and an NFV Service Provider ID. This means that endpoints of the

secure channels have different characteristics with different identifiers than Virtual

Links. These encryption identifiers need to be defined.

8.3.3 Service Function Chaining Integrity

The problem description (Fig.8.1) shows that end-to-end security is needed in SFC.

In NFV service chains, the middleboxes are authorised to have access and alter

some parts of the user data, that compromise the end-to-end integrity and con-

fidentiality paradigm. Nevertheless, the middleboxes are the only actors that are

authorised to modify the data. The end-user wants to ensure that the authorised

middlebox is the only party that has this access. Therefore, the integrity must be

secured in such a way that the end user can specify that the involved VNFs can

only read and modify what they are allowed to do. Specifically, what IP flows the

VNFs can access and the end users ability to get information about how the Virtual

Links are encrypted. Additionally, it must be ensured that the flow-specific routes,

the SFC paths and the SFC packet headers cannot be modified by unauthorised

parties.

8.3.4 Flexibility in Encryption Types

Every Service Provider that offers NFV services must announce their service cap-

abilities to other Service Providers to be able to automate encryption setup. En-

cryption algorithms and protocols continue to evolve. Hence, the NFV services

must support a set of different standards that easily can be extended. It is expected

that multiple encryption methods must be supported by different SCFs, but also

different encryption per hop should be possible. Therefore the encryption capabil-

ities for each Virtual Link must be agreed upon during SFC setup and not strictly

be limited to one encryption method.

8.3.5 A New East-West Communication Channel

When Internet Service Providers interconnect to utilise each others NFV services,

their security policy often implies that the SDN controllers cannot be federated

for flow-table sharing. The SDNi protocol [9] is designed to control multiple SDN

domains of one operator only. This means that the Virtual Network Function Com-

ponents (VNFCs) cannot share one global network controller across NFV operator
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domains. When the VNF Forwarding Graph [1] cannot be controlled globally,

there is a need for a new protocol to interconnect the network controllers. Cur-

rently, non-federated SDN controllers can only communicate east-west by BGP-

related protocols such as PCEP [10] or BGP FlowSpec [2]. These protocols do not

contain any information relevant to the setup of dynamic encryption channels with

SFC routing. Hence, in addition to for example BGP FlowSpec, a new east-west

communication channel is needed to exchange SFC route attributes.

8.3.6 Multi-protocol Support

To support multiple types of transports and encryption methods, there must be a

configurable choice in the setup of the secure channels and the key agreements.

First, the transport mechanism of the service chain must be agreed upon, then

the protocol-specific encryption related to the transport can be exchanged. This

multilevel setup of Virtual Link transport and encryption tunnels must be a part of

the new east-west communication channel between the network controllers in the

different domains.

8.3.7 Key Management Service

Key Distribution Services (KMSs) are needed to distribute the keys of the encryp-

tion protocol setup to all encrypted links in an SFC. KMSs have the advantages

that they support a large number of peers and open up for a more flexible and scal-

able encryption setup. On the other hand, a KMS such as Kerberos [11], is based

on a single server and a single root of trust. The architecture must support multiple

KMS servers that all can be trusted. That requires a secure distribution of trusted

KMSs between the different network domains.

8.3.8 Hop by hop encryption

The VNF isolation problem (see Section: 8.1.1) indicates that data encryption is

needed between the different VNFs. To allow backwards compatibility with stand-

ard encryption protocols, a model must support pairwise hop-by-hop encryption of

specific flows. This implies that every Virtual Link must be split into multiple en-

cryption channels in a flow-based manner. One option to enable VNF isolation

in a standard SFC architecture [1] is to branch every hop in the SFC (Fig.8.3.2).

Branching is allowed according to the SFC specification [1], but branching every

VNF is not preferred since it breaks the whole concept of SFC. If branching was

used to solve the isolation problem, then merging would also be required. Merging

branches should be avoided according to the specification [1]. Therefore, SFC

branching cannot be used to support flow-based encryption. Hence, additional

flow-based encryption tunnels inside the Virtual Links are required to archive isol-

ation. To maintain the SFC and enable encryption of specific flows, the encrypted
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tunnels must also be capable of bypassing the VNFs that are not allowed to modify

the data flow (Fig.8.3.3). To be able to support such an architecture, the SFC spe-

Figure 8.3: Examples of Service Function Chaining with encryption

cification has to include flow specific rules that specify what VNFs to bypass. The

bypass traffic is in this setup encrypted. To be able to classify encrypted bypass

traffic, the encrypted packets must contain enough readable packet information

to make them classifiable. That means that the SFC packet headers themselves

cannot be encrypted because it prevents VNF bypassing and flow-based routing.

8.3.9 Reliance

The routes in the underlying network may change dynamically, but the SFC path

cannot be dependent on network topology changes. This also implies that the en-

cryption keys cannot change for every route change. On the other hand, VNFs may

become unavailable and the SFC is required to change its path. That means that

encryption keys must also change. It is important that an encryption architecture

supports such topology changes. To minimize packet loss during network or VNF

application failure, backup encryption tunnels should be preconfigured to ensure

fast reroutes. The control plane is not responsible for defining the SFC, but it re-

ceives the SFC route information from the service plane. To allow fast reroutes,

the control plane should also be populated with SFC backup paths. Then, the con-

trol plane can be allowed to make SFC path alterations during network failures.

Making backup paths of all possible combinations of VNF failures creates an ex-

ponential set of extra tunnels and a lot of computational overhead. However, a set

of allowed bypass backup tunnels defined in the service plane, is an opportunity

that can increase the resilience of the SFCs.
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8.4 Architectural Constraints and Opportunities
This section discusses the most important constraints and possibilities related to

the defined requirements.

8.4.1 Encryption as a VNF Attribute

The SFC specification states that the network routing and the SFC should not be

mixed with the VNF application [1]. That means that the encryption service can-

not be an attribute of the VNF itself. This is because one VNF can occur multiple

times in an SFC and therefore it may have multiple Virtual Links and encryption

interfaces. This implies that the encryption of data traffic inside the VNF is against

the specification and limits the use of encryption software inside the VNF applic-

ation.

8.4.2 Double Encryption Avoidance

If the Virtual Link transport protocol enables encryption, such as an IPsec channel,

then encryption is supported by the Virtual Link itself. If no isolation is needed,

then there is no need for additional encryption. It is assumed that "no need" for

isolation is the most common end-user requirement. Therefore, encryption per Vir-

tual Link can in most cases be enough to protect SFCs from eavesdropping. If the

Virtual Link is encrypted either by an outer transport protocol or by the protocol

itself, that information should be announced to the network controllers responsible

for the encryption. To avoid additional and unnecessary encryption, this informa-

tion is an important attribute to the Virtual Link. Hence, the characteristics of this

Virtual Link transport and the quality of the encryption level can be announced

between the network controllers. Virtual Link protocols such as MPLS/SR and

NSH do not support encryption by themselves. However, NSH is able to perform

header integrity checks [7] that raise the security level of the Virtual Link trans-

mission. This is in fact also a security attribute to the Virtual Link and the SFC,

which can also be announced between the controllers. Knowing this information

gives possibility to allow the Service Providers and end-users to set requirements

to their SFC.

8.4.3 Header Visibility

The requirement section stated that encrypted traffic over a Virtual Link must con-

tain readable packet classification information (see Section: 8.3.8). Encrypting a

packet over a Virtual Link will hide OSI layer 3 to 7 packet information, that is

important for SFC classification and routing. Therefore, the packets must be classi-

fied before they enter the encryption service. To preserve the classification inform-

ation after encryption, the classification data needs to be preserved as readable in
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the packets even after encryption. That means that encrypted packets must be ex-

tended with additional readable SFC headers. This fact constrains the SFC routing

solution outcomes down to the use of MPLS/SR and NSH headers only. However,

encrypting packets with such additional SFC headers also has constraints. Service

Function Chaining with the use additional SFC headers can be utilized by put-

ting on the additional header outer or inner to the IP layer. SFC headers inside

IP (i.e. NSH over IP) require a new SFC-aware encryption protocol that does not

encrypt the SFC header. Such an architecture requires extensions to the classical

IPSec specification, where encrypted packets must contain more readable packet

information next to the IP header, such as readable SFC headers inside an IPsec

packet. This is not a problem when the SFC headers are put outside the IP header

such as MPLS. However, headers outer to IP requires that the headers must be vis-

ible for everyone contributing to an SFC. When a packet leaves an MPLS domain,

this header information can be lost. This implies a practical constraint, because

it enforces a global routing mechanism for outer headers such as a global MPLS

network.

8.4.4 Computational power

The dynamic tunnel setup and the flow encryption services increase the need of

computational power. The massive amount of encrypted channels can both slow

down the link performance and overuse data-center resources. It is possible to

offload the service plane for encryption processes by utilising data plane resources,

but this does not reduce the total resource consumption in a data-center. However,

a control plane instantiated encryption service is closer to hardware, which gives an

opportunity for hardware encryption assistance. It is expected that a programmable

data plane [12] becomes more available on enterprise switches and routers. When

this hardware is combined with control plane flow control, hardware accelerated

encryption is considered feasible.

8.4.5 MTU Increasing

Encrypted data packets often include an increase in the Maximum Transfer Unit

(MTU) and implicitly also resulting packet segmentation. This is considered nor-

mal in any encryption setup. However, an introduction of multiple additional en-

cryption layers on the data plane with resulting packet segmentation, can result in

lower performance of packet forwarding.

8.5 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a security gap in the NFV architecture related to Virtual

Link isolation and encryption in inter-domain topologies. That resulted in a set of

requirements to a problem solution. We also elaborated about the architectural
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constraints related to existing standards and technologies. We conclude that there

is a security gap in the SFC specification and that a set of new requirements has to

be a part of this specification.

We aim to continue our work with the solution to the problem by focusing on a

solution architecture with automated tunnel setup and cross-domain Key Manage-

ment Services.
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Abstract
This article presents an architecture for encryption automation in intercon-

nected Network Function Virtualization (NFV) domains. Current NFV im-

plementations are designed for deployment within trusted domains, where

overlay networks with static trusted links are utilized for enabling network

security. Nevertheless, within a Service Function Chain (SFC), Virtual

Network Function (VNF) flows cannot be isolated and end-to-end encryp-

ted because each VNF requires direct access to the overall SFC data-flow.

This restricts both end-users and Service Providers from enabling end-to-

end security, and in extended VNF isolation within the SFC data traffic.

Encrypting data flows on a per-flow basis results in an extensive amount

of secure tunnels, which cannot scale efficiently in manual configurations.
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Additionally, creating secure data plane tunnels between NFV providers

requires secure exchange of key parameters, and the establishment of an

east–west control plane protocol. In this article, we present an architec-

ture focusing on these two problems, investigating how overlay networks

can be created, isolated, and secured dynamically. Accordingly, we pro-

pose an architecture for automated establishment of encrypted tunnels in

NFV, which introduces a novel, tiered east–west communication channel

between network controllers in a multi-domain environment.

Keywords: software defined networks; service function chain; virtual net-

work functions; border gateway protocol; traffic isolation; key manage-

ment services

9.1 Introduction
This article builds on the need for end-to-end encryption and traffic isolation between

services in Network Function Virtualization (NFV) with Service Function Chain-

ing (SFC), for which no automation method or standardization currently exists.

In a chain of multiple NFV services, the intermediate Virtual Network Func-

tions (VNFs) aka middle-boxes require access to the content of the data-stream,

which makes end-to-end encryption impossible. In a simplified example of sim-

ilar nature, a caching HTTP proxy server must have access to the HTTP content

in order to be able to cache. Therefore, in order to enable encrypted SFCs, the

middle-boxes must take part in the encryption services. Enabling secure chan-

nels in such setups relies on establishing hop-by-hop secure channels, which are

collectively perceived as end-to-end secure.

We argue that, by adopting this encryption principle in SFC, a sum of hop-by-hop

secure channels can enable end-to-end security. Furthermore, we argue that, in a

dynamic NFV environment where the VNF can move between data-centers and

change order in an SFC, the establishment of secure channels must be automated

and the integrity of each hop must be verified dynamically, in order to allow for

scalability and dynamic adaptation. Accordingly, in this article, we propose a new

architecture with an additional data packet header with a corresponding new east–

west communication protocol on the control plane (Figure 9.1). The architecture is

presented in a top–down approach, focusing and discussing at four primitive levels

of abstraction for completeness, namely: 1—Model, 2—Service, 3—Protocol and

interface, 4—Implementation.
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Figure 9.1: Extended east–west communication for Network Function Virtualization.

This article is organized as follows: the Introduction section is followed by an

overview of related work in Section 9.2. Section 9.3 presents the top-level archi-

tecture and model of our contribution. The functionality of the components in the

architecture is presented in Section 9.4, while Section 9.5 explains the communic-

ation between the services. The Implementation Guidelines in Section 9.6 give a

short overview of how a subset of the most important components can be imple-

mented and a simulated proof of concept. Section 9.7 simulates a proof of concept

implementation and discusses the limitations of the architecture. Sections 9.8 and

9.9 suggest future work and conclude this article.

9.1.1 Research Challenges

Figure 9.2 shows where end-to-end user traffic can be eavesdropped on in an SFC.

NFV is designed to be flexible and simple where most intermediate NFV services

are perceived as transparent network services. Hence, the common end-users are

unaware of the potential of traffic eavesdropping in an SFC. In multi-operator and

multi-tenancy NFV networks, we argue that end-users need to know which oper-

ators require access to their traffic. In addition, we assume that the end-users want

to apply security policies to their SFCs, which would specify what type of SFC

traffic each operator can access. We argue that the end-users require the flexibility

of both allowing a subset of the VNFs to have access to all their data traffic, and

letting other subsets of the VNFs have access only to a specific type of traffic. Cur-

rently, such traffic isolation within an SFC is not possible; end-to-end encryption

is also not supported within an SFC.
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Figure 9.2: The adversary model.

This article introduces an architecture that isolates and encrypts SFC traffic between

the different VNFs, which requires the automation of the encryption setup. Enfor-

cing the network traffic through encryption services requires a new east–west pro-

tocol for network routing and for key derivation. Hence, this article also suggests

a protocol and a procedure that can automate this dynamic routing and encryption

setup.

Figure 9.3 shows different approaches in routing SFC traffic. This is mainly re-

flected by plain flow-based routing (Figure 9.3(1,2)), the use of additional SFC

headers (Figure 9.3(3,4,5)) or by using transport tunnels (Figure 9.3(6,7)). Run-

ning common encryption services on the Internet Protocol (IP) layer introduces an

SFC routing problem because the packet encryption hides or changes the meta-data

information such as the destination port inside the IP packet (Figure 9.3(2)). This

lack of meta-data makes flow-based routing with i.e., OpenFlow difficult without

using additional packet header tagging such as Network Service Headers (NSH)

[1] or Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [2]. Hence, the packets must be

classified before they are encrypted and a packet tag must be applied to the IP

packet in order be able to route the packet correctly. Our solution to this problem

is to put an SFC header in front of the encrypted packet and encapsulate it by a

transport tunnel running between the NFV providers (Figure 9.3(7)).
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Figure 9.3: Encryption possibilities.

Another related problem when not using SFC headers such as NSH or MPLS is

how to ensure the state of an SFC packet. Figure 9.4 shows that an SFC can

traverse back and forth between two NFV Service Providers. The example shows

how the network device B must know if an incoming packet from the tunnel has its

destination to VNF 2 or VNF 4. Since the IP headers of the SFC packet normally

do not change, the packet must be tagged by meta-data or be tunnelled.

Figure 9.4: Flow identification problem.

This need for SFC packet headers excludes most SFC technologies that are not

using additional SFC headers from being applied in combination with IP encryp-
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tion. This also excludes other methods that do not allow the use of NSH or MPLS.

Hence, this article focus on using NSH as both an SFC packet forwarding and a

routing mechanism.

9.2 Related Work
Both our previous work [3] and other related research [4] have identified many

technologies in order to interconnect NFV services across multiple service pro-

viders. The research shows that, due to a wide set of components and abstrac-

tion layers, the interconnection of interfaces between the provider domains can

be archived in many ways [4]. From an orchestration layer perspective, the most

common approach is to have a top-level single component that orchestrates sub-

systems. However, in addition to interconnecting the Service Providers through a

common orchestration plane, it is also possible to offload the orchestration plane

by interconnecting domains at other abstraction layers.

One method to interconnect Service provider domains is synchronizing the control

planes between the providers to allow them to be perceived as one. For network

control systems, all the network resources are perceived as one single SDN pool,

while, for NFV, the Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI) is per-

ceived as one single pool [5] as well. Examples of such technologies are SDNi

[6] or the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). The problem with these methods is

the dependency on the data plane, where different domains use different routing

protocols or different types of SDN controllers. Another method is to provide

an additional control plane abstraction layer that translates different control plane

protocols to one standard such as the Forwarding and Control Element Separation

protocol (ForCES) [7] or the Control Orchestration Protocol (COP) [4]. This in-

troduces an additional overhead and also requires the involved partners to support

the abstraction layer standard.

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) suggests intercon-

necting multiple domains on the Management and Orchestration layer with less

focus on an east–west control plane protocol [8]. Furthermore, they aim to let the

orchestration plane configure multiple control planes as they are multiple autonom-

ous systems. Implicitly, ETSI aims to minimize the use of an east–west control

plane protocol, while allocating the network intelligence and service routing on

the orchestration layer. Their architectural guidelines [8] do not exclude a control

plane to control plane protocol. However, a control plane protocol gives other op-

portunities that the orchestration layer does not support. Kulkarni et al. [9] shows

that a control plane protocol such as Network Service Headers does provide an

independent service plane, it opens up for exchange metadata of VNFs, and it en-

ables the possibility to classify and tag packets independent of the other packet
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headers. This also aligns with the need for SFC headers when running encryption

as stated in the Introduction section (Section 9.1.1). SFC protocols that support

additional SFC headers such as Network Service Headers (NSH) and Multipro-

tocol Label Switching (MPLS) [2] can be used in combination with an underlay of

existing encryption protocols such as Internet Protocol SECurity protocol (IPSec).

If the SFC header is preserved unencrypted along the SFC, it is possible for the

routers to do SFC routing decisions, according to the control information con-

tained in these headers. This makes it possible to run encryption services in front

of the VNFs and still preserve routing information in the data packets.

The idea of using such a control plane protocol reflects the work from the Internet

Engineering Task Force (IETF), where BGP is used for exchanging route informa-

tion for NSH [10]. This NSH BGP control plane specification from the IETF lays

the foundations for the architecture presented in this paper. However, BGP does

not yet contain any information about the setup of encrypted SFC channels, while

it offers no details about how the integrity of the attributes can be protected [11].

We extend this specification by introducing new encryption attributes to BGP and

new Key Management Services (KMS).

IETF has suggested one expired Request For Comments (RFC) draft on a mech-

anism that supports the integrity of NSH headers [12], but this does not support

per-flow encryption nor automation between multiple domains. Therefore, we

aim to extend the NSH header integrity check approach by introducing additional

upper and lower control plane channels for scaling, automation and encryption.

From the encryption perspective, no new protocols have been found for encrypting

SFCs. However, associated encryption technologies have research potential. An

upcoming technology such as the Software Defined Internet Key Exchange (SD-

IKE) [13] opens up new possibilities by running individual encryption per flow

that is controlled by an SDN controller. Currently, SD-IKE is specified for the use

in a single controller domain only, enabled by OpenFlow (OF). It does not work

between two different SDN domains because of a missing control plane protocol

and the lack of common SFC flow identities [14]. However, if an SFC-aware con-

trol plane protocol between an SDN controller is developed for this technology, it

is possible to use one common encryption engine that encrypts every SFC flow in-

dividually. Due to the lack of inter-domain communication standards of SD-IKE,

the architecture proposed in this article uses an alternative approach. We propose

that each VNF is connected to a standalone encryption service that is only used

once in one SFC.

No further research has been found that discusses per-user encryption of SFCs.

Neither have any protocols or related research been found that supports encryption

setup or key exchange mechanisms between multi-domain VNFs.
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9.3 The Architectural Model
In this section, we present the proposed architecture at the highest abstraction level

(Model), discussing the required entities, their relations, and their high-level func-

tionalities. As presented earlier, the proposed architecture aims at SFC isolation

enabled by automation of encryption channels. The architecture is based on nested

SFCs, utilizing BGP to announce domain-specific information about network con-

trollers and their respective encryption services. This information is again used

to negotiate encryption services and keys for the purpose of securing the nested

SFCs, maintaining a clear distinction between packet forwarding and tunnel con-

figuration. Hence, the main components in the proposed architecture are:

1. Data-plane components for transitive SFC classification and forwarding. The

SFC specification refers to these components as Classification Functions (CF)

and Service Function Forwarders (SFF), that needs modification to support

nested SFCs.

2. Control plane components for information sharing, with BGP and key distri-

bution for encryption setup. The main components here consist of a Software

Defined Network Controller with the BGP capabilities.

3. Management and Orchestration (MANO) applications, in order to orchestrate

and provide encryption services to automate the set up of VNF isolation.

The architectural model in Figure 9.5 exemplifies how VNFs in an SFC can be

isolated and encrypted in accordance with the proposed architecture, conforming

to the SFC specifications [15]. This example reflects data plane packet forwarding

of four Service Providers in a modular SFC. In summary:

1. The incoming data packets of the Voice Over Internet Protocol (VOIP) and

the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) are classified according to the spe-

cific (VNF A>B>C>D) SFC path. Since the SFC path is predetermined by

distributed route tables, the SFC headers are added to the packets.

2. Due to VNF isolation requirements, the packets are classified and forwar-

ded based on two layers of SFCs. Hence, the first classifier is also adding

the second isolating SFC header. For this example, two inner SFCs are estab-

lished: one for VNF A>B>D–HTTP components and one for VNF A>C>D–VOIP

components. This ensures that, with respect to routing, VNF B and VNF C

are isolated from each other.

3. To ensure the encryption of the packets, each hop in the inner SFC paths must

be encrypted. Hence, the network controller is distributing the SFC paths to

traverse sets of pairwise encryption services. The network controller is also

distributing the encrypting keys per link.

4. The packet forwarding continues with consecutive encryption > processing
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> decryption sequences, in accordance with a distribution of pairwise keys

among the providers, and with SFC header modification per hop. Pushing

and popping of additional SFC headers ensure that the SFC path is main-

tained. The SFC path is therefore an end-to-end encrypted tunnel, implemen-

ted as interconnected chains of hierarchically encrypted links, where, in the

presented example, providers A-B-D can access only the HTTP component,

and providers A-C-D only the VOIP component of the SFC.

Figure 9.5: The architectural model.

In order to provide the required functionalities for these operations, the following

modifications have to be integrated into the overall architecture.

9.3.1 The Data-Plane—A Hierarchy of SFC Headers

To be able to isolate and encrypt traffic between different VNFs, an encryption

service has to run at all ends of every VNF in the SFC. Furthermore, to ensure

compatibility with the SFC specification [15], the encryption services are separated

from the VNF and the Service Function Path (SFP) itself. Hence, the proposed

architecture introduces additional encryption tunnels in the SFC model, which are

identified as inner SFC tunnels, and defined by the SFC header 1 (Figure 9.6),
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while SFC header 2 corresponds to the original SFC header in accordance with

the SFC specifications [15]. It must be noted that the Virtual Links (VLs) are

layered headers and are not implemented as communication tunnels, but they can

be perceived as virtual tunnels from an architectural perspective. In practice, the

SFC layers are placed below the IP layers in order to enable IPsec encryption. As

previously mentioned, this is because encryption of an IP packet with SFC headers

inside would hide both SFC header and the classification data [16].

We define the SFC header 1 to constitute the Encrypted Link (EL) and to let the

SFC header 2 define the Virtual Link (VL), while the transport layer is named

the Transport Link (TL). All of these packet headers need routing information

associated with them, which is defined by a tiered control plane (see next Section).

From an OSI-model perspective, we define the two new SFC layers to belong

between layer two and layer three (Figure 9.6). The Transport layer is according

to the SFC specification [15] referred to as the layer that transports SFCs. Here,

we define the transport layer to be an IPsec tunnel.

The SFC header 1 is always associated with an Encrypted Link that consists of an

inner SFC with one hop only. Due to the static nature of the inner SFC header

1, this information is placed as an extension of the original SFC header 2 and not

a next-protocol header. For SFCs enabled by NSH headers, this means that one

NSH header can contain both SFC 1 and SFC 2 headers. Section 9.6 shows how

the original SFC header of NSH is extended to include inner SFCs identifiers by

introducing a new type value of the NSH header.

Figure 9.6: Additional Service Function Chaining layer.

9.3.2 The Control Plane—Tiered Tunnel Automation

To enable the automated creation of the encryption tunnels, a common control

plane is required across the VNF Providers. This is similar to the current use of

BGP as a global common control plane for internet traffic routing among Internet

Service Providers. Such a control plane for NFV service chained traffic must sup-

port the exchange of service capabilities, flow-specific routes, and service chains.

In principle, keys and VNF associations must be distributed between every Service

Provider contributing to the SFC, in a per-hop > per-NFV service > per-user basis,
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while sharing such information globally imposes scalability limitations.

Therefore, the control plane is defined architecturally as a three-tiered control

channel with a key set-up mechanism. Figure 9.7 presents the tiered control chan-

nels within the control plane, between the providers A and B of the previous ex-

ample. This tiered concept follows the IETF SFC [15] standardization and the

BGP control plane RFC for NSH [10]. However, it extends the functionality by in-

troducing three tiers of control plane routes that reflect the hierarchy of data plane

headers. Next, Tier 1, 2 and 3 functionality is explained.

Figure 9.7: Multiple levels of communication channels.

Tier 1—Datacenter Sharing

The first tier exists in a global IP Virtual Private Network (IPVPN) where the NFV

providers share their control plane attributes such as the network controller and

their external Transport Links (Figure 9.7). The address of each network controller

is announced to all peer controllers in the VPN, along with routing capabilities and

connection properties in order to define how to connect to them. This information

about the association between domains and their Transport Links is required in

order to ensure routing support of SFC headers between the domains. In addition,

since encrypted tunnels to a destination VNF are configured on the control plane,

each controller must know which controllers to connect with, in order to set up the

Virtual Links (VL) and consecutively inner Encrypted Links (EL).

For this purpose, every peer in the VPN serves as a proxy for the aforementioned

information to others with normal BGP route distribution algorithms, so this in-

formation can be further used to set up a full mesh of Transport Links between

datacenter domains (Figure 9.8). Figure 9.8 also shows an example of Provider A

and C establishing a Transport Link between them based on the route information

sent by proxy from Provider B.
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Figure 9.8: A full mesh of Transport Link tunnels.

A new multi-protocol BGP (mBGP) [17] address family is required because the

BGP peers announce new types of IP routes that must not be mixed with regu-

lar BGP IP routes. This applies both to Transport Links and Network Controller

routers. Consequently, new Address Family Identifiers (AFI) [17] and new Sub-

sequent Address Family Identifiers (SAFI) [17] have to be defined by the Internet

Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA), to ensure a global identification of which

IP routes a network controller is responsible for. Furthermore, the use of a stand-

ard Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [18] with BGP to secure the origin

of the BGP speaker is required for distributing the public keys of each network

controller, in order to provide identification, confidentiality and integrity of the

network controllers and distributed routes.

Tier 2—The Announcements of VNF Locations and SFCs

The second Tier is a full mesh of one-to-one control channels between all network

controllers involved in an SFC. The channels are utilized to exchange information

about the route locations of the VNFs that reflect the SFC header 2 routes. The

BGP announcements are split into two parts. The announcement of the location of

the VNFs and the announcement of the SFC.

The full mesh of Transport Links allows BGP route distribution of flow-specific

routes to be scaled down, since the routes are transmitted only to relevant network

controllers, according to the network topology established in Tier 1.
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Tier 3—The Announcements of Transitive SFC Routes and Encryption Service Loca-
tions

Tier 3 is responsible for establishing and managing the inner SFC Encryption

Links. The route distribution is similar to Tier 2 and is also a process consist-

ing of two parts. The announcements of the location of the encrypting services

and the SFC announcements of the next hops in the SFC. These routes are an-

nounced over a separate Tier 3 BGP peering interface. The Tier 3 routes must be

clearly distinguished from Tier 2 routes. Hence, a new BGP address family (AFI

and SAFI) is also suggested to be defined for this Tier. The components of Tier 3

are therefore similar in nature to those of Tier 2, but they serve a distinct purpose

and therefore must refer to a new address family.

The SFC header for Tier 3 is in this context not SFC subsystems such as nested

SFCs where the inner SFCs belongs to a sub-chain of SFCs in RFC 7665 [15]).

The Tier 3 SFCs are transitive, meaning that they always coexist with the upper

SFC layer and contribute to routing decisions for both Tiers 2 and 3. To differen-

tiate SFC subsystems from inner SFCs, the Tier 2 SFC header must also contain

information about the type of the next SFC header. When using NSH, this means

that both inner and outer SFCs must exist in one NSH header. Hence, it is a header

extension and not a next protocol header.

Finally, an important prerequisite is that the encryption services are already run-

ning before the announcement of the Tiers 2 and 3 SFCs. Hence, Tier 3 SFC

announcements need to be announced before Tier 2 SFC announcements. This

also reflects the fact that information about Tier 3 SFCs must exist in Tier 2 SFCs,

which is explained in the Protocol and Interface Section 9.5.

Encryption Automation

The control plane is also responsible for the setup of encrypted channels between

the VNFs. In this architecture, we suggest automating the exchange of encryption

keys. We define that it is the origin Service Provider in an SFC that is respons-

ible for key distribution and tunnel automation. A Key Management Server on the

control plane is defined to distribute the setup of the secure channels. The key dis-

tribution depends on the SFC and is therefore dependent on the order of the VNFs

and how they are routed. Hence, a key distribution protocol that supports dynamic

endpoint configuration and the negotiations of encryption keys from a trusted third

party authentication server is needed. Section 9.5 suggests a simplified prototype

of such a protocol where two random endpoints contact a third party server to

receive instructions on how to establish a Security Association for IPsec.
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9.3.3 The Management and Orchestration (MANO) Plane

To enable the automated VL encryption and VNF isolation with network redund-

ancy, the architecture suggests having the network intelligence in the control plane,

which implies that the Management and Orchestration plane (MANO) is less de-

clarative about the network configuration. Instead of relying on the MANO to

instruct the control plane about the locations of the VNFs and their corresponding

encryption services, the control plane directly utilizes BGP and Key Management

Services in order to configure the network dynamically. This enables the MANO

to be less declarative about the network configuration, and enforces the control

plane to have imperative services that can be dynamically reconfigured based on

physical changes without MANO dependencies.

We simplify the ETSI reference model and only focus on new top-level services

on the orchestration plane. The services include enabling VNF isolation and en-

cryption that are the only parts that are relevant for the control plane components.

Hence, the architecture is focused around the control plane where the ETSI MANO

components such as the Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM), the VNF Manager

and the orchestrator are not taken into account. The NFV MANO components are

aggregated into one orchestration plane application, which enables a set of service

requests, which are discussed in the next section.

9.4 Services in the Architecture
This section discusses the services that constitute the proposed architecture, be-

ginning with the end-user services enabled by the orchestration plane, followed by

the service components on the control plane and the data plane.

9.4.1 Service Components on the Orchestration Plane

The end-user orders a set of services (VNFs) from the ISP in a web portal, and

while being unaware of the data-center location of each service, he wants to en-

sure that integrity and confidentiality are preserved in the SFC between the VNFs.

The end-user requires both checking if the infrastructure is capable of delivering

the services and also placing an order of service provisioning. This implies that

the end-user can do four new types of service requests provided by the orches-

tration layer with respect to isolation and encryption: 1—Request of encryption

capabilities per VL, 2—Request of isolation capabilities per SFC, 3—Request of

provisioning an SFC with encrypted links and 4—Request of provisioning transit-

ive encryption services to enable VNF bypass in the SFC (Figure 9.9).

These simplified end-user services are utilized in an application such as a web-

shop in the Operation Support System (OSS) domain (Figure 9.9). The practical
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result of such service requests ends up in a list of VNFs connected to an SFC,

which also includes an inner SFC specification. These are called Network Service

Descriptors (NSD) [19] and are stored in a repository. This architecture focuses

on hierarchical SFCs and encryption services, assuming minimal modifications

of the ETSI model in the form of NSD extensions. However, modifications of

the NSDs are required in order to support a description of encryption services

(encrypting VNFs). Additionally, an extension of the NSD describing the VNF

Forwarding Graph Descriptor (VNFFGD) is needed, in order to support hierarch-

ical SFC descriptors. A type extension of the Virtual Link Descriptor (VLD) is

also needed to describe inner Encryption Links for Tier 3. The orchestration ap-

plication provisions the VNFs towards all relevant Service Providers, as well as

provisioning backup VNFs for redundancy, while it distributes the relevant iden-

tifiers during the VNF instantiation. Furthermore, the control plane is responsible

for selecting what VNF instances will participate in the SFC. The necessary NSD

extensions are described in the Protocol and Interface section (Section 9.5). In

summary, the orchestrator maintains the following functionality:

- Interpret end-user requests of VNFs and SFC in order to create the NSDs,

- Calculate where it is most efficient to run the VNFs,

- Consider any VNF constraints,

- Verify that it exists a Transport Link between every Service Provider that

participates in the SFC,

- Ensures that the encrypting VNFs are co-located with normal VNF during

provisioning,

- Provision VNFs at all Service Providers,

- Generate a pass-phrase (PSK) per VNF instance to enable authorization of

the VNFs. When the VNF is provisioned, this key is submitted as a VNF

application parameter.
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Figure 9.9: Services in the orchestration plane.

9.4.2 Service Components on the Control Plane

An interconnected multi-domain control plane protocol is the main contribution

of this article. The most important services in the control plane protocol are the

BGP services that exchange SFC route and the encrypted path information (Figure

9.10). This section explains the route distribution services and the surrounding

control services.

The two main components of the control plane are the network controller and the

Compute Node (Hypervisor) BGP services. The architecture is not based on tradi-

tional imperative SDN such as OpenFlow or distributed Open Virtualized Switches

(OVSs) on the Compute Nodes, but it uses a declarative SDN method by the use of

the BGP route distribution. Hence, the network controller is distributing SFC flow

routes over BGP in order to inform all Compute Nodes about how to forward SFC

packets. Every Compute Node announces its connected VNFs in order to let the

network itself calculate the correct SFC paths. Similar to the BGP control plane for

SFC [10], every Compute Node acts as a BGP speaker to announce its connected

VNFs. Since the network controller knows the location of the VNFs, it can distrib-

ute the SFCs for both Virtual and Encrypted Links to every Compute Node. This

section explains the functionality of this BGP service, how the edge VPN gate-

way connects the remote Service Providers and how the Key Management Server

(KMS) can automate the setup of tunnels.
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Figure 9.10: Services on the control plane.

The Network Controller

The network controller application is the main controller of all other services. It

holds a control application and a Service Function Renderer that interprets the

SFC provisioning. This architecture requires that the NFV orchestrators have pro-

visioned all the VNFs, while the network controller is responsible for the network

provisioning. According to the SFC RFC [15], the first SFC controller is respons-

ible for setting up the SFC. The Service Function Renderer service selects the

instantiation of an SFC path. Service Functions in an SFC may become unavail-

able or the physical constraints may alter the most efficient path. Hence, the SFC

specified by the user can be different from the instantiated SFC path (aka Rendered

SFC). For example, if a VNF is down and a policy allows the VNF to be bypassed,
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then the corresponding Encrypted Links must also be bypassed. In this architec-

ture, the network controller is simplified for supporting the following services:

- Mapping the instantiated VNF IDs to their Compute Node locations,

- Populating the KMS server with identities (see Section 9.4.2 - Distributed

Key Management Services),

- Populating the Tiers 2 and 3 agents with the rendered SFC,

- Orchestrating Transport Links, Virtual Links and Encrypted Links,

- Recalculating SFCs for optimization or VNF bypassing during a network or

Compute Node failure.

The Tier 1 BGP Service

A Service Provider establishes a peering with a remote data-center by a contractual

Service Agreement. This agreement is established by an abstract level on the or-

chestration layer and is practically set up as BGP peering between the Service Pro-

viders. This article recommends having the BGP peering in a private IP-VPN, but,

theoretically, it can be a public Internet connection with extended BGP features.

Next, dynamic configuration attributes such as the network controller type, net-

work controller address and data-center to data-center Transport Link are shared

over this BGP peering. This information gets distributed to every BGP agent in

the network. The second stage of the Tier 1 setup is to establish data-center to

data-center Transport Links that are normally set up using VPN connections. A

VPN link defines the Transport Link between data-centers, which ensures that the

underlying network is transparent to packet forwarding and that does not require

intermediate network elements to be able to read SFC headers. The architecture

suggests using one VPN gateway to terminate all Transport Links.

From the SFC routing perspective, the VPN gateway is the next hop for SFC pack-

ets going to a remote data-center. The next hop is determined by the VNFs loca-

tions of which are distributed by BGP in Tier 2 (Section 9.4.2 - Tiers 2 and 3 BGP

Peerings). For direct peerings, this VPN tunnel is optional. The main purpose

of this BGP service is to inform all network controllers about remote Transport

Links (Provider A must know that a Transport Link exists between providers B

and C). This means that, if no VPN tunnel is needed, the Edge gateway still has to

announce that the Transport Link is established in terms of a direct peering such

as a direct cable. The Tier 1 agent can verify that the full mesh of Transport Links

exists, while it holds a table of the domains (AS numbers) that it is directly or

remotely connected. The Tier 1 control agent is responsible for:

- Sharing network information over BGP,

- Instantiating Transport Links,
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- Populating the Tier 1 BGP with Transport Links,

- Serving an Application Programming Interface (API) towards the orchestra-

tion layer for end-user services regarding capabilities of encryption and isol-

ation.

Tiers 2 and 3 BGP Peerings

The BGP control plane for SFC [10] intends to let every Compute Node announce

their virtual services (VNFs) as Service Function Instantiated routes (SFIR). In

order to let the network itself calculate the correct SFC paths, the Tier 2 control

agent can inject the Service Function Path Routes as a Route Distinguisher (SFPR-

RD) and distribute them to the Compute Nodes. This route distribution enables

each virtual router agent in the Compute Node to calculate the next hop in the

SFC. Hence, the Compute Nodes virtual Tier 2 agent can calculate and change the

SFC headers Service Path Index (SPI) field, in order to reflect the next hop in the

SFC.

By introducing an additional layer of Encryption Links (Tier 3), each Compute

Node also needs to distribute information about their encryption services. The en-

cryption VNF identities announced from the Compute Node we define as Service

Function Instantiated Routes with encryption services (SFIR-E). Accordingly, the

controller announces the corresponding SFCs that contain the routing information

about the encrypted SFC and its relation with the outer SFC, namely the Service

Function Path Routes with Encryption Route Distinguisher (SFPR-E-RD) (Figure:

9.11).

Figure 9.11: Border Gateway Protocol announcements.

The main roles of the Tiers 2 and 3 network controller agents, are to translate the

rendered SFC into BGP routes. Since BGP also can contain redundant routes, the
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redundant routes are also calculated and distributed according to what redundant

VNFs have been provisioned. An additional functionality of the Tiers 2 and 3 con-

trol agents is to serve the encryption setup procedure with location information.

The automated Encryption Link procedure is based on pre-provisioned VNF ser-

vices that are configured to contact a common KMS service in order to exchange

their encryption keys. Hence, the route messages of SFPR-E-RD must be popu-

lated with encryption information (public keys) by the Tier 3 control agents. The

control agent makes sure that the VPN tunnel is set up before the route is an-

nounced by polling information from a Key Management Service. In summary,

the Tier 3 control plane is responsible for:

- Distributing route information of how to route the SFCs to other Compute

Nodes—this also includes redundant routes,

- Translating the SFC into BGP messages,

- Serving the KMS server with information from BGP, such as identities and

encryption keys.

Distributed Key Management Services

One key problem in the current NFV architecture by ETSI [20] is that no trus-

ted party is defined for the case when multiple Internet Service Providers want

to agree on a shared pair of keys. Furthermore, there is no domain name sys-

tem, in order to locate the VNFs in order to use URL identities and keys such as

SSL. However, the BGP announcements enable the Service Providers to share a

Key Management Server (KMS) and to announce the public keys for every peer.

We define that the Service Provider that originates the SFC manage both the SFC

and the KMS server for all VNFs in an SFC instance. We define the encryp-

tion endpoint identities as the endpoint routes, namely Tier 1—Transport routes

from VPN gateways, Tier 2—SFIR and Tier 3—SFIR-E. The Key Management

Server holds a mapping of the pair of routes that constitutes these links. In the

example, the endpoint RD = AS3:82.147.30.1,211 is paired with the endpoint RD

= AS4:82.147.30.2,212 and together they form an Encrypted Link. For Tier 3, the

KMS server is responsible for pairing these endpoint identities and mapping them

to a corresponding IPSec Security Association (SA). The control plane applica-

tion populates an “identity table” with the basic information of the domain (AS

number), the VNF ID and the VNF provisioned PreShared Key (PSK). Dynamic

information such as the KMS server and the Compute Node locations are popu-

lated from BGP. When this information is in place, the KMS server populates the

table with a certificate (Figure 9.12). Note*: Tier 2 encryption and VNF authen-

tication are considered redundant if Tier 3 is in use. Hence, Tier 2 encryption can

be skipped if Tier 3 is enabled.
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Figure 9.12: Key Manangement Service identities.

Tier 1 authentications use the remote AS as the authentication identity, while Tiers

2 and 3 use a concatenated string of domain (AS number), Compute Node and VN-

FID as the authentication identifier. For example, AS1:82.147.30.1,111. Note*:

The global VNFID is not sufficient as an identifier since VNF migration to another

Compute Node requires the keys to be changed.

For Tier 3 authentications, there is a clear KMS server authority that is assigned

by the origin Service Provider in the SFC. Tier 1 authentications have, on the other

hand, two potential KMS servers. By design, the first Service Provider that needs

an SFC to a remote Service Provider initializes the connection. If both Service Pro-

viders instantiate a VPN tunnel simultaneously, two Tier 1 VPN connections can

exist. BGP then automatically selects the most preferred transport route. There-

fore, the Tier 1 control agent can optionally shut down the second tunnel.

The KMS controls all the keys in the architecture. It contains the primary keys

that are set up during VNF provisioning and it derives dynamic keys for the setup

of secure channels. Common for all tiers is that two pairs of public and private

keys are used to set up a secure connection between the peer, while a shared secret

(PSK) is used to authenticate the peers. For the Tier 3 encryption link, an additional

SA is derived according to the KMS protocol explained in Section 9.5.2 - Key

Management Service Interfaces.

Figure 9.13 shows a summary of the different keys that can be used. It shows that

every VNF gets their unique certificate and authentication key during provision-

ing that corresponds to a unique KMS server certificate and an authentication key

(PSK). The SA between the VNF and the KMS is established from these keys. Fur-

thermore, the SA directly between the peers is instantiated dynamically over the

existing SA between the KMS and the VNF. These are SA that are dynamically
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derived from the primary keys from the KMS and VNFs.

The main functionality of the KMS server can be summarized as:

- Give two random endpoints (VNFs) instructions about how to set up a secure

IPsec transport mode channel between them,

- Authorize both endpoints based on their identifiers, a PSK and their certific-

ates,

- Serve the setup of Encrypted Links, Virtual Links and Transport Links by a

key exchange protocol.

Furthermore, explanations of the KMS server protocol is explained in Sections 9.5

and 9.6.

Figure 9.13: Overview of the encryption keys.

The Edge VPN Gateway

To enable the automated establishment of data-center to data-center Transport

Links, an Edge VPN gateway is used for this purpose. Because this gateway has

the responsibility of establishing Transport Links, it needs a southbound config-

uration interface towards the network controller. This configuration consists of

a tunnel interface that includes a pointer to a KMS server. However, the VPN

configuration can also consist of a full IPsec tunnel configuration defined by the

orchestration layer or it can also be configured manually. The network control-

lers southbound configuration interface to the External VPN gateway is a domain
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specific choice, where RESTconf [21] or Command Line Interface (CLI) are most

common and recommended to use. Furthermore, if a VPN tunnel setup with a

KMS server configuration is possible, this is announced over the Tier 1 BGP peer-

ing. The External VPN gateway contains BGP peering interfaces for all tiers. This

enables both an exchange point of SFC routes between the Providers and it makes

the VPN gateway capable of routing SFC packets.

It is optional whether the Tier 2 and 3 peerings are established over the VPN tunnel

or if it is a multi-hop BGP peering. However, from a security perspective, the

peering is more protected if it runs over the VPN connection. It is also optional

if the Tiers 2 and 3 peerings run as one or two peering instances. Since they use

different address families, it is preferable to use one peering. To enable the scaling

of Tiers 2 and 3 routes, it is suggested to use a BGP route filter to only allow

direct peers to be announced over the BGP link. This means that Provider A only

receives Provider B SFIRs from the Provider B peering, where Provider B not will

proxy Providers C SFIRs to Provider A. In summary, the Edge VPN gateway must

be able to:

- Dynamically establish the Transport Link to other data-centers by terminating

VPN interfaces,

- Route SFCs to the corresponding Transport Links,

- Filter SFIR and SFIR-E routes for relevant peers.

9.4.3 Service Components on the Data Plane

Figure 9.14 shows the data plane services running on the Compute Nodes. They

consist of Classifier Functions (CF), Service Function Forwarders (SFFs), Encryp-

tion Services, VPN gateways and VNF applications, which will be further ex-

plained in this section.
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Figure 9.14: Services on the dataplane.

Classification

Before a packet enters the NFV domain, it must be classified according to what

SFC it belongs to. Typically, the classification is based on source IP address and

destination (TCP/UDP) port, but it can also be based on any attributes of layer 2 or

layer 3 headers. The classifier adds the SFC headers to the packet, utilizing a look-

up table of mappings between SFC identifiers and packet classification attributes.

Because the packet encryption hides the TCP/UDP ports, this architecture assumes

that it is only the classifier in the beginning of an SFC that does the packet classi-

fication based on non-SFC headers. Furthermore, SFC forwarding requires that the

SFC header uniquely identifies the packet for each SFC hop. On the other hand,

SFF proxies require that the SFC headers are removed before the data packets en-

tering the service functions. In order to be compliant with SFF proxies, uniquely

identifiable interfaces between the service functions and the SFFs contribute to the

re-classification of SFC traffic that is traversing an NSH proxy.

The result of the classification is a combination of inner and outer SFC identifiers

that corresponds to traditional classification rules based on IP. For example: Source

IP 82.147.41.42 with destination port 80 is mapped to SFC header 1 with ID 10
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and SFC header 2 with ID 20, while source IP 82.147.41.42 with destination port

5060 is mapped to SFC header 1 with ID 10 and SFC header 2 with ID 30.

Service Function Forwarder

The architecture reuses the principles from the BGP control plane protocol RFC

draft [10] to let Service Function Forwarders (SFFs) be responsible for forward-

ing SFC packets and to announce their connected Service Functions. This RFC

suggests using one SFF per Compute Node, but, since the architecture includes

an additional SFC header, the SFF must also be able to read double-tagged SFC

headers. Therefore, it is suggested to extend the RFC draft to include a hierarchy

of SFFs per Compute Node. This is achieved by having one SFF to handle SFC

header 1 forwarding decisions and one SFF to handle the forwarding of SFC header

2. Figure 9.14 refers to these two components as SFF1 and SFF2. Both SFFs send

and receive SFC routes from a network controller over BGP and is responsible for

forwarding packets containing SFC headers according to the revised SFC routes.

This enables the SFFs to make dynamic forwarding decisions based on the SFC

routes received from BGP. The hierarchy of SFFs on the same Compute Node im-

plements the requirement [16] that SFC encryption services must be co-located

with the VNFs. This makes it secure that encryption services for a VNF cannot be

moved to a different Compute Node without also moving both the VNF and the

encryption service together.

Encryption Services as VNF

The encryption service is implemented as a VNF in terms of a Virtual Machine or

as a container application, but it can also be a separate service per Compute Node

running as a hypervisor component. It is suggested that the application that runs

inside the VNF is a simple IPsec service running in transport mode. The architec-

ture assumes that not all VNF applications are able to read SFC headers. Hence,

the encryption and decryption application expects incoming data packets to have

the SFC headers stripped off. In addition to data plane forwarding, the VNFs must

have the capability to be managed in respect of IPsec application configuration.

ETSI suggests not using the Element Managers (EM) [19] for VNF configuration.

Therefore, the architecture suggests having an out of band network interface to

the VNF instances to handle the KMS protocol and the key management. This is

implemented as a separate key management network interface in the VNF/Virtual

machine. The IPsec application key management service is therefore not affected

by SFC routing. The encryption application is preconfigured with a KMS iden-

tifier and PSKs as VNF startup parameters. Furthermore, Security Associations

(SA) are derived from the KMS service (see Section 9.4.2 - Distributed Key Man-

agement Services). The type definition field in the NSD can be used to tag the
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VNF as a special encryption VNF by following the standard NSD model (Section

9.4.1). However, a separate boolean field that defines whether the VNF is a traffic

encryption service or not is recommended as a future NSD standardization.

9.5 Protocol and Interfaces
This section explains how the defined services communicate with each other and it

specifies the most important interfaces and parameters that are exchanged between

them. The orchestration plane, the control plane and the data plane interfaces are

described by highlighting their main interfaces.

9.5.1 Orchestration Interfaces

The services on the orchestration plane are defined in the previous section (Fig-

ure 9.9). In this simplified architecture, we omit the webshop interface and parts

of the orchestration plane provisioning. Hence, the interface to and from the or-

chestration layer is simplified to only include the functions needed for network

provisioning. This includes provisioning SFCs, Transport Links and VNFs. Ad-

ditionally, we have included the capability interface, which is required to obtain

information about remote Transport Links between third-party Service Providers.

Provision SFC

The provisioning function interface receives an NSD file that we have formed as

a simplified pseudo-YAML file format supporting both the ETSI NFV and the

TOSCA [22] standard. Here, the messages are compressed in a simplified propri-

etary manner to visualize the content of the configuration exchange. Hence, the

messages do not match syntactically with the YAML format (Figure 9.15). The

relevant information elements in the messages are:

- The Virtual Network Function Descriptor (VNFD), which in this prototype

describes the instantiated Virtual Machines global identifier (VNF-ID). The

VNFD also includes a description of whether the VNF is a normal VNF or

an encrypting VNF (EVNF). Additionally, it includes a new Preshared Key

variable (Key), which is a field that must be standardized. This is suggested to

be standardized in the TOSCA VNF Configurable Property name-space [22].

- The Virtual Network Function Forwarding Graph Descriptor (VNFFGD),

which describes the SFC. The format of the VNFFGD needs to include both

the inner and the outer SFCs. For Proof of concept purposes, we simplify the

orchestration message to one new custom file descriptor as pseudo-YAML

(Figure 9.15).
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Figure 9.15: SFC provisioning message from the orchestration layer.

Get Capabilities

This interface obtains information about the Transport Links. The response in-

cludes a list of the BGP tables for Tier 1 formatted also as NSDs.

Provision Transport Links

The orchestration plane receives a new SFC and calculates all Service Providers

that participate in the SFC. If a Transport Link does not exist, the orchestration

plane is responsible for setting up this link. If the Transport Link is set up manu-

ally, the orchestration layer informs the control plane in order to enable the BGP

announcements of the Transport Link. If the link does not exist, an NSD is sent

to the other orchestrator. This NSD can contain a full VPN configuration, but in

the architecture the message is simplified to only contain the domain (AS number)

and a Preshared Key (PSK). Furthermore, each control plane instructs the Tier 1

agent to set up the Transport Link by the use of a KMS server.
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Provision VNFs

A VNF provisioning message goes between the providers’ orchestration plane.

This message is also constructed as NSD, but in this paper it is simplified to a

pseudo-YAML format (Figure 9.16). When all Service Providers have provisioned

their services according to the NSD, each Compute Node will inform the related

controllers about VNFs’ locations. Therefore, it is only the origin Service Provider

that needs to know the SFC. The other controllers only provision the VNF. For the

VNF encryption services, the Preshared Key (Key) is also attached.

Figure 9.16: A Virtual Network Function provisioning message.

9.5.2 Control Plane Interfaces

The services on the control plane are defined in Figure 9.10. This section explains

the interfaces between these control plane services.

Control Plane Application Interfaces

The control plane application is the main application in the architecture, but, from

a service interface perspective, it only has two main interfaces towards the orches-

tration layer. Interfaces that the control plane application implements are perceived

as interfaces held by other services, explained in the following sections. The main

interfaces for the control plane application are:

- An NSD interface for incoming requests from the orchestration plane. This

includes the NSDs for SFC, the VNFs and the Transport Links.

- A service capability interface to get information about the Transport Links

to inform the orchestration layer whether the Transport Links exist and how

they are established. This service is reflected from the orchestration plane and

proxies the BGP route table to the orchestration plane as an NSD.
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Tier 1 Interfaces

The Tier 1 BGP service sends BGP messages to other network controllers, while

the control agent listens for service request for Transport Link maintenance (create,

delete, get, modify). Additionally, the control plane application and KMS server

reads the announced BGP messages, which means that the Tier 1 agents have three

interfaces.

- A BGP speaker service running on the network controller. The BGP messages

consist of two new address families. The new address families are reflected

by the announcement of the network controllers and the announcement of

the Transport Links (Figure 9.17). The address families are defined as Net-

work Controller routes (NCR) and Transport Link routes (TR). These BGP

messages are distributed globally.

- A configuration interface to inject new Tier 1 routes. The Tier 1 control agent

receives a “create Transport Link” message from the controller application,

and it injects a Transport Link route into BGP.

- A Get-Capability interface, which transports the BGP table to a YAML format

that consists of all Transport Links.

Because of the tiered architecture of BGP announcements, the Tier 2 and the Tier 3

routes are automatically withdrawn if the Tier 1 Transport Link goes down. Hence,

no further distribution of error handling messages is needed from the Tier 1 control

agent.

Figure 9.17: BGP announcements Tier 1.

Tiers 2 and 3 Interfaces

The Tier 2 and the Tier 3 control plane interfaces consist of BGP messages previ-

ously explained in Section 9.4.2. Figure 9.18 exemplifies how the original SFPR-

RD messages [10] are changed into two new versions of SFRP-RD (Tier 2) and

SFPR-E-RD (Tier 3) messages. The SFRP-RD message contains all the SFC hops
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in the SFC and describes the inner Encryption Links as SFPR-E-RD inner hops.

Each hop consists of a Service Index (SI) that is decremented for every hop. The

Route Distinguisher (RD) globally identifies the Compute Node (AS number + IP

address) and also contains a Service Function Identifier (SFI) that defines the VNF

instance ID (i.e., AS1:82.147.36.200,3). This RD is also the global VNF iden-

tifier used for authentication (see Section 9.4.2 - Distributed Key Management

Services).

The setup of the Tier 2 and the Tier 3 peering between network controllers and

Compute Nodes are considered domain specific and assumed as manually provi-

sioned. Tiers 2 and 3 control agents on the Compute Node contain a domain spe-

cific application interface that enables the attachment and detachment of a VNF to

the network, in order to announce the presence of a VNF on the Compute Node.

The control agents on the network controller correspondingly hold an interface

that listens for incoming rendered SFCs. In summary, the interfaces to the Tier 2

and 3 services are:

- BGP speakers on Compute Nodes that announce connected VNFs (SFIR and

SFIR-E).

- A BGP speaker on the network controller that announces the SFCs (SFPR-

RD and SFPR-E-RD).

- Compute Node agent configuration interfaces for maintaining SFIRs and SFIR-

Es.

- A Network controller agent configuration interface to maintain SFPR-RDs

and SFPR-E-RDs.

- A Network controller agent interface that can transform YAML into BGP

Tiers 2 and 3 routes and vice versa.

The VPN Gateway

The VPN gateway includes network protocol interfaces as follows:

- An IPVPN BGP peering interface peering towards one or more Service Pro-

vider neighbours.

- A VPN tunnel or a direct interface to all other Service Providers.

- A BGP peering interface towards the Tier 1 route reflector that announces the

VPN links.

- A Tiers 2 and 3 BGP peering over the Transport Link.

- A configuration interface such as RESTconf or CLI to set up VPN links.

- A KMS server interface to accept VPN connections authorized by the KMS

server.
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Figure 9.18: BGP announcement Tier 3.

Key Management Service Interfaces

The KMS server implements a protocol that can provide an IPsec Security Associ-

ation (SA) between two VNFs running encrypting services. The protocol defines a

trusted KMS server with two random endpoints (instantiated encrypting VNFs) as

the client and the server, where the KMS instructs the VNFs to establish an SA. For

the initializing phase, the KMS server and VNFs utilize a Public Key Infrastructure

(PKI) to establish a connection between each other, which the Kerberized Internet

Negotiation of Keys (KINK) protocol is referring to as PKINIT [23]. Hence, cer-

tificates are issued for peers by the use of public and private keys instead of using

passwords. The public keys are distributed over BGP and secured by secure origin

BGP (soBGP) [24]. The KMS service provides services such as ticket granting to

ensure the integrity of messages to the server. To ensure a two-way authorization,

an additional Preshared Key (PSK) authentication is added (Figure 9.19) to the

protocol. The PSK is pre-provisioned by the orchestration layer. The KMS server

protocol follows the same procedure for Tier 1–3 authentications, where the “user

identity” is the only difference (see Section 9.4.2 - Distributed Key Management
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Services).

An additional feature to the authentication and key negotiation protocol is the cap-

ability to inform the endpoint about the IP-address of the remote endpoint. After

authentication of the endpoints, the remote endpoint address together with a new

dynamic shared key is offered to the endpoints by the KMS server. Next, the

endpoints establish a direct link between for the SA negotiations. Furthermore,

implementation guidelines about the KMS protocol are given in Section 9.6.

Figure 9.19: The KMS protocol (simplified).

In this architecture, the KMS server is simplified to only include one instance. In

real life deployment, the number of KMS instances should reflect the number of

control plane tiers. In summary, the KMS server holds two service interfaces:

- An authentication protocol interface used by the encryption services and the

VPN gateway,

- A management interface to maintain the “user” identities (Section 9.4.2 - Dis-

tributed Key Management Services) and their corresponding PSKs.

9.5.3 Data Plane Interfaces

The services on the data plane have almost no relevant communication interfaces

to other service components in the architecture. This reflects the clear separation

of the control plane and data plane functions. The only component that commu-

nicates with the control plane is the VNF encryption service. This functionality
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is explained in the KMS server interface Section 9.5.2 - Key Management Service

Interfaces.

9.6 Implementation Guidelines
The tiered packet forwarding model of SFCs is considered as the main contribu-

tion in this article. The first phase of a proof of concept implementation is therefore

only applied to the SFFs on the data plane, in order to verify the packet forwarding

mechanism. Hence, a full implementation of the control plane, the orchestration

plane and the encryption functionalities are omitted. However, relevant imple-

mentation guidelines are given for selected components of the architecture. This

section also presents a procedural example that highlights the underlined function-

alities.

9.6.1 Data Plane Implementation

Currently, no Virtual Infrastructure platforms support SFFs with double-tagged

SFC headers. For Virtual Infrastructure systems with Virtual Extensible Local

Area Networks (VXLANs) such as VMWare and OpenStack, the SFFs are imple-

mented as distributed switches (i.e., OVS or VPP [25]) connected to distributed

routers, where the VNF network interface is mapped to one VXLAN identifier.

These platforms are currently neither capable of SFF forwarding nor announcing

SFC headers over BGP with single or double-tagged SFCs. Therefore, it is sugges-

ted to use the RFC7665 [15] adoption principles by the use of an SFC aware SFF

proxy to map SFC headers to interfaces such as VXLAN. This paper does not fo-

cus on adaptation services such as SFF proxies, but, for proof of concept purposes,

an SFF proxy is needed to realize an SFF implementation on the Compute Nodes.

The Fast Data–Input/Output (FD.io) framework [25] is used for implementing the

SFF.

The open source FD.io framework provides fast and programmable IO services

for networking and storage, while it can also provide the SFF functionality that

is needed. A core component of FD.io is the Vector Packet Processing (VPP)

library. This library enables implementation and testing of packet forwarding. An

NSH-aware middlebox can be implemented in one (or multiple) VPP nodes, which

represents an implementation of an SFF. SDN frameworks such as OpenDayLight

(ODL) support VPP SFFs and opens up for testing the packet forwarding in further

research of SDN and NFV control plane tests. This also makes it possible to utilize

existing northbound interfaces such as the wrapper application named Honeycomb

for ODL.

Figure 9.20 shows how an NSH header is formatted in order to support inner en-

crypted SFCs. We define a new type of NSH header named MDtype=3. This
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header contains both the SPI of the outer SFC and the E-SPI for the inner SFC.

Figure 9.20: The Network Service Header structure.

Currently, the VPP FD.io framework does not support MDtype=3. However, the

current version of the NSH standard includes other extension attributes that ori-

ginally was intended to be used for passing information between VNFs. For proof

of concept purposes, these extension attributes are used in a proof of concept im-

plementation. Both NSH header types named MDtype=1 and MDtype=2 support

such additional attributes. Figure 9.21 shows how an original NSH header with

MDtype=2 and type, length, value (TLV) attribute extensions can be utilized to

simulate the transport of E-SPI values.

Figure 9.21: Packet structure in simulation.

Specifying the SFF forwarding rules for NSH are configured from the FD.io com-

mand line interface or through the APIs of the honeycomb application. For proof

of concept purposes, we use statically defined FD.io command lines to configure

the SFF to forward NSH packets.

Figure 9.22 shows examples of the CLI commands in FD.io VPP console applica-

tion that configures forwarding of NSH packets. VXLAN tunnelling simplifies the

forwarding between the SFFs and is used to interconnect SFFs within a domain.

The NSH entry commands define the content of the NSH headers, while the NSH
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map commands declare whether an NSH header is added (push), removed (pop) or

modified (swap) during SFF forwarding. For MDtype=1, the NSH context headers

are used to pass the inner SFC identifiers into NSH. MDtype=1 allows four con-

text headers, where context header 1 (c1) contains the inner Service Path ID and

context header 2 (c2) contains the inner Service Index. The nsp attribute in the

vppctl command refers to the outer SFC identifier, while the nsi refers to the outer

Service Index.

Figure 9.22: Examples of the NSH forwarding commands for Vector Packet Processing.

It is emphasised that this utilization of the context headers does not support a clear

differentiation from the normal NSH header and that the use of context headers

for transporting inner SFCs only can be used for proof of concept purposes. Fur-

thermore, analysis of a proof of concept implementation is provided in Section

9.7.

9.6.2 BGP Services

The architecture has suggested a wide range of new BGP address families and a

set of new BGP services. The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) has

to assign new Address Family Identifiers (AFI) [17] and new Subsequent Address

Family Identifiers (SAFI) [17] for the new protocol to be globally supported. For

proof of concept purposes, it is suggested to extend an open source BGP service,

such as Quagga [26], with these address family extensions and to make a wrapper

application around the service in each domain that enables extraction and injection

of BGP information. This wrapper application conforms with the virtual agents in

the architecture. We suggested using Honeycomb for the SFF configuration and

correspondingly Honeycomb can also control the BGP services on the SFFs.
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9.6.3 KMS Server

The KMS server has similarities to the KINK [23] protocol that is based on Ker-

beros [27], but the KINK protocol does not have the support of additional PSKs

and remote server connection instructions. For proof of concept purposes, it is sug-

gested to extend the KINK protocol in the Racoon application [28] to also include

a KINK-Validate-PSK() and a KINK-connect-Server() method (Figure 9.23).

Figure 9.23: The Kerberized Internet Negotiation of Keys authentication protocol exten-

sion.

9.6.4 Control Plane Application

This section gives an example of how a tiered control plane architecture can auto-

mate the set-up of isolated and encrypted VNFs and how the control plane applic-

ation can be implemented.

Figure 9.24 shows a subset of the steps in main procedure. It visualizes how a top-

level contractual agreement between a set of NFV Service Providers can derive

and set up subordinate control- and data-channels.
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Figure 9.24: A visualization of the automated procedure.

Procedure example:

Step A—A new link is established between Provider A and Provider B. A contrac-

tual peering is established on the orchestration layer and a BGP peering is made

on the control plane (Figure 9.24(1)).

Step B—The network controllers share their connection properties as Tier 1 attrib-

utes sent over BGP.

Step C—An end-user orders a set of VNFs included in an SFC. The orchestrator

instantiates the VNFs at the involved Service Providers by sending the NSDs for

the VNFs and the Transport Link. If the “Get-Capability” service does not resolve

a Transport Link, the Transport Link setup is processed first.

Step D—The network controller application updates the repository with a new

Transport Link and inserts a new row into the identity database for Transport Links

for both network controllers. Additional information such as public keys are ex-

tracted from BGP and also posted to the identity database.
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Step E—The network controller applications send configuration messages to their

VPN gateways as RESTconf or CLI. The configuration includes both the VPN

configuration and the Tier 2 BGP peering parameters.

Step F—When the VPN tunnel is up, the control plane application requests the

Tier 1 control agent to inject a Tier 1 Transport Link route. At this point, all

network controllers know about all the Transport Links, and a full mesh of BGP

peerings is up (Figure 9.24(2)).

Step G—The network orchestrator verifies that all the Transport Links are up and

that all controllers run the same protocol. It sends the NSDs about the VNFs to

every orchestrator that consecutively instantiates the VNFs and sends the VNF

IDs to the network control plane. It must be noted that the SFC NSD is sent to the

origin network controller only.

Step H—The network controller parses the SFC and stores the instantiated path

in the Rendered SFC repository. For every link that needs encryption services, it

stores an encryption identifier in the KMS identity database. This includes the Tier

3 SFIR identities only (according to Figure 9.12).

Step I—The network controller now waits for the VNFs to be provisioned by peri-

odically read the BGP Tiers 2 and 3 route tables.

Step J—The Compute Node updates its BGP agent with the VNF ID that further

injects SFIR and SFIR-E routes into BGP during VNF provisioning.

Step K—For every VNF that becomes ready, the network controller reads the SFIR

and SFIR-E routes and updates the KMS with additional identity information. It

also updates the Rendered SFC repository about the physical location of the VNFs.

Step L—The encryption VNFs connect to the KMS server and establish the SAs

according to the KMS protocol.

Step M— When the origin network controller has noticed that all the VNFs are

announced and that the KMS server has registered all encrypted links, it calculates

the SFC. The SFC is sent to the Tier 1 and the Tier 2 control agents in the network

controller. They convert the SFC into SFPR-RD and SRPR-E-RD BGP messages

and inject them into BGP. These messages are distributed to every Compute Node

and instruct them on how to route the SFC packets. These messages contain the

SFC header identities that constitute the Virtual Links and the Encryption Links

(Figure 9.24(3,4))

Step N— For an incoming packet to the Compute Node, the SFFs can now look it

up in the BGP route table and calculate the next hop for both inner and outer SFCs
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headers.

9.7 Evaluation and Discussion
This section presents a proof of concept demonstration of packet forwarding with

NSH headers. We also present an architectural analysis related to the proof of

concept demonstration, the scalability and the limitations of the architecture.

9.7.1 Proof of Concept Demonstration of Data Plane Forwarding

The proposed architecture emphasises the need for encryption automation and sug-

gests a tunnel hierarchy-model in order to overcome the SFC security problem. A

full-scale implementation requires a modification of a set of NFV components,

BGP network protocol extensions and it requires a development of a new protocol

for key exchange between VNFs. However, a simulation of the data plane for-

warding is tested in order to show the feasibility of the architecture. We state that

a proof of concept demonstration on the data plane is the most important evid-

ence that is needed before further implementations of control plane components

are executed.

The test was performed on a simple VMWare ESXi 5.1 host (In a testbed provided

by Eidsiva broadband, Olso, Norway based on Hewlett Packard DL380G7). Seven

Virtual Machines (VMs) were created to simulate NSH packet forwarding. Four of

them were running as SFFs with the VPP FD.io virtual switch software and three

VMs were set up as simple end-nodes sending and receiving ICMP packets. All

VMs ran Ubuntu 16.04 with the network interfaces connected to one single virtual

switch. The VPP FD.io software version v18.04-rc2 was installed on every VM

acting as an SFF with the NSH plugin enabled. All of the VMs were set up with

/30 interface addresses with additional VXLAN tunnels defining the links between

the SFFs.

Figure 9.25 shows the lab topology. The lab is simplified in order to show that NSH

headers with extended information about inner SFCs can be forwarded similar to

normal SFC headers. The difference from a regular SFF configurations is that this

new SFF configuration can split one outer SFC identifier into two SFC paths based

on the inner SFC identifier. Figure 9.25 shows that SFF A is classifying incoming

traffic from hosts 1 and 2 into one common outer SFC and two different inner

SFCs. SFF A is further splitting the SFC traffic into SFF B and SFF C. SFF B and

SFF C are acting as NSH proxies that simulate the role of encrypting VNFs. The

NSH proxy does in this setup swap the inner SFC IDs, while it maintains the outer

SFC IDs.
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Figure 9.25: The lab topology.

Traffic observation by using the FD.io VPP packet capture and debug feature on

every SFF verified that the NSH headers were classified and modified according to

the topology (Figure 9.26).

It must be emphasised that this proof of concept demonstration is implemented

with the current NSH standard. We have utilized the existing context header at-

tributes of NSH to be used in a new context that can conflict with other use cases

of NSH context headers. We have also utilized the outer NSH SPI and NSH SI

attributes to define the classification of incoming NSH packets for both inner and

outer SFCs. This is because classification based on context headers is not suppor-

ted in VPP v18.04-rc2. Despite these adaptations, the demonstration shows that

forwarding of NSH packets with a pair of SFC identifiers is feasible. However,

one demonstration with statically defined configurations of NSH packet forward-
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ing does not prove compatibility for all SFC topologies. It also does not verify how

other SFC technologies such as MPLS forwarding comply with the architecture.

The required SFF forwarding functionality presented in Section 9.4.3 showed that

the SFFs must be able to do forwarding based two sets of SFCs and additionally

maintain the SFC header information along the packet path. A subset of this topo-

logy was implemented to show this core functionality of the SFFs. We simulated

that SFF B and SFF C were connected E-VNFs, while SFF A and D only forward

SFCs. The core functionality is performed by SFF A that is splitting the SFF traffic

into two inner paths for encryption. The packet capture verified that this splitting

of one outer SFC is possible while maintaining the outer SFC identifier.

The demonstration also shows that the SFC headers can be maintained along the

SFC paths. It is assumed that if the inner and the outer SFC header were two dif-

ferent network protocol layers, the outer SFC header would have been lost during

packet processing. However, our implementation of the NSH header contains both

an inner and an outer SFC in one NSH network layer. This means that outer and

the inner SFC headers do not need to be separated when the packet processing

parses the different network layers. The proof of concept demonstration verifies

that the information in the SFC headers is maintained during packet processing.

Discussion of Architectural Challenges

This section discusses a subset of the most important challenges that relate to the

proposed architecture. The selected topics relate to the control plane and the ser-

vice plane implementation challenges and discuss the constraints in the architec-

ture.
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Figure 9.26: NSH packet capture.

Computational Overhead

The dynamic tunnel set-up and the data traffic encryption will increase the need for

computational power. The massive amount of encrypted channels can both slow

down the link performance and overloading data-center resources. To offload the

service plane with encryption processes, a possible solution is to utilise a common

encryption component to lower the resource consumption in a data-center. It is

expected that a programmable data plane [29] and distributed containers [30] will

be more available on enterprise switches and routers. Both of these alternatives

can possibly make encryption services run more efficiently.

An MTU Increase

Encrypting IP packets often results in exceeding the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU)

and consequently ends up with packet segmentation. This is considered normal in

many encryption set-ups. However, an introduction of another SFC layer can po-

tentially make additional computational overhead and packet segmentation, which

results in lower performance in packet forwarding. To prevent packet segmenta-

tion, it is possible to increase the MTU. However, adding the original NSH header

can alone potentially trigger packet segmentation. If the NSH header length is

constant, additional NSH attributes do not influence further packet segmentation.
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This architecture suggests putting the SFC header between the OSI layer 2 and

the layer 3. This means that it is the layer 2 or the SFC transport layer that need

an MTU increase. Hence, it is the underlying Tier 1 transport that potentially

can segment packets. General solutions to this problem are to introduce an MTU

limitation in the setup of VNF encryption services or using Ethernet jumbo frames

on the transport links.

Backup Tunnels and Resilience

The architecture opens up the use of backup tunnels in order to enable fast reroutes

and multi-path SFCs. Making backup paths of all possible combinations of SFCs

when a VNF fails creates an exponential set of extra tunnels and additional com-

putational overhead. However, a set of bypass backup tunnels are assumed to not

extensively impound computational power when they are not in use.

The size of the route tables depends on the SFC protection algorithm that is used.

A simple link protection algorithm where only one VNF is allowed to fail linearly

increases the SFC route table entries by the number of VNFs. A full mesh of

redundancy link where many VNFs are allowed to fail increases SFC routes expo-

nentially by the number of VNFs. Hence, link protection of SFC routes and SFC

multi-pathing is suggested to be handled by the control plane. This is because a

lower number of routes makes the control plane capable of scaling and to have low

failover times. A full SFC protection is suggested to be handled by the orchestra-

tion plane by using re-instantiation of VNFs and redistribution of routes. This is a

slow procedure, but it makes the solution scale better when all the possibilities of

failures do not need any pre-calculation.

Encryption Key and Backup Keys Overhead

In comparison to a regular end-to-end encryption channel that consists of a shared

key or a pair of keys, this architecture suggests using multiple encryption hops

with multiple pairs of keys. The keys are primarily associated with the Virtual

Link, where the KMS server holds the table of keys that is ready for use. Hence,

the number of keys in use is directly connected to the number of Virtual Links,

where each E-VNF that are defining the Virtual Links are associated with one key

each.

Rearranging the order of VNFs in the SFC does not require any alterations of the

distributed keys or any E-VNFs re-instantiation. The KMS server and the E-VNF

maintain their Security Association even after an E-VNF to E-VNF tunnel is torn

down. However, the Security Association between the VNFs must be re-negotiated

when the order of the VNFs is changed. Since the KMS server controls multiple

E-VNFs, it dynamically instructs the E-VNFs about where to connect.
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The main key association is between the KMS server and the E-VNFs. The SA

between the E-VNFs is dynamically created by the KMS server. Hence, the KMS

server creates SA records in its database that correspond to the number of link

protection channels (Section 9.7.1 - Backup Tunnels and Resilience). These data-

base records create additional overhead, but it is not considered as a scalability

problem. For example, an SFC that consists of four VNFs creates three additional

link protection channels that result in three additional database records of SAs.

Such additional database records are considered non-significant with respect to

performance.

In addition to rearranging the order of the SFC, backup VNFs can also exist as

redundant instantiations of the VNFs. From a control plane perspective, the beha-

viour of the KMS server is not changed, but it does consume more computational

power. Typically, a pool of instantiated VNFs is instantiated together with a pool of

E-VNFs. Both of these types of VNFs are registered at the KMS server where the

control application makes a decision about how to connect the types of VNFs to-

gether. Hence, this overhead of additional certificates and authentication keys will

have impact on the system, but it is not known how critical is for the the overall

performance. Applying encryption in general clearly increase the need for compu-

tational resources (Section 9.7.1 - Computational Overhead). However, per SFC

encryption automation has no scientific alternative and it is difficult to compare the

performance to other solutions. In addition, a measurement requires a full-scale

implementation of the system that our simulation study does not provide.

The Tier 1 encryption key is a one-time instantiation between the Service Pro-

viders are is not considered as key overhead. The Tier 2 encryption keys are only

suggested to be used if no isolation is needed, and is expected to give an equal

overhead impact to Tier 3 E-VPN.

The Dynamic Behaviour of VNFs

The architecture restricts the VNFs from altering the SFC headers in order to let

the VNFs themselves decide the next hop in the SFC. In order to enable such

functionality together with Encrypted Links, the E-VNFs must be pre-provisioned

for every alternative route. Additionally, the VNFs must have access to informa-

tion about what header attributes are available for modification, such as the next

SFC hop. This enforcement of encryption is considered as a security feature since

it restricts the VNFs from sending traffic to random VNFs. Corrupt VNFs can

possibly both inject malicious traffic into other VNFs or make Denial of Service

attacks towards other users. However, when a set of predetermined SFC paths is

set, it gives the VNF a choice of multiple next-hops that network administrators

and the network controllers have considered as secure paths. This also allows for
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multi-tenancy VNFs, where a predetermined set of multiple users can share one

single VNF. This functionality is not focused on in our work, but the architecture

is considered to be easily adaptable for such scenarios.

Legacy Infrastructure

This architecture suggests a wide set of new protocol extensions to enable SFC

isolation and automation. This requires that all involved Service Providers adapt

to this protocol. However, the automation protocols are extensions of existing

protocols, which allows the potential for old and new protocols to coexist. For

example, the next header field in the NSH Base header must be set to a new type

of NSH header in order to allow E-VNFs. In the proof of concept demonstration of

the packet forwarding, this is set to 0 × 03. This capability of the SFF forwarding

is announced by BGP Tier 1, but this Tier 1 capability information can also be

exchanged manually. Hence, it is assumed that this architecture can coexist with

legacy NSH infrastructures as long as the capabilities are announced over BGP.

With respect to non NSH networks, the Tier 1 transport tunnels ensure that un-

derlying infrastructure between NFV service providers is transparent. An overlay

network ensures that the network equipment not supporting NSH is bypassed by

tunnels.

From a hypervisor perspective, the NFV infrastructure must support hypervisors

that support the forwarding of NSH based E-VNF traffic. We believe that this

research can contribute to a standardization of both a new NSH header extension

and the corresponding BGP address families.

9.8 Future Work
For future work, we will proceed by testing the capabilities of the architecture.

We have selected three areas of focus in order to make a full-scale verification of

the architecture: the BGP control plane, the encryption services and the KMS key

distribution protocol.

A tiered control plane with BGP can potentially raise the BGP convergence time,

but since the BGP processes for Tiers 2 and 3 run in parallel, it is not known if

the additional layer of SFC will significantly decrease the computational power on

the control plane. In addition, it is not known how a full mesh of Transport Links

will scale when the number of SFC routes and the number of interconnected NFV

providers increase. Answering these questions will require a more extended test-

case based validation of the proposed solutions, which is among our immediate

plans.

Furthermore, the architecture suggests using VNFs on the data plane to enable
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encryption services. To reduce computational consumption, it is possible to run

one shared encryption application instead of multiple encryption VNF applications

such as flow-based IPsec. To enable flow-based IPsec to work, the IPsec applica-

tion must be capable of encrypting an IP packet without stripping or encrypting the

SFC header. On the contrary, this SFC header introduces additional overhead that

should be compared with the overhead of multiple encryption applications versus

one application.

Another aspect on which we intend to focus for our future work relates to the KMS

server, which is suggested to be implemented as an extended version of the KINK

protocol. The KINK protocol is limited to only support IKEv1 and has limited

support of future encryption algorithms. It is suggested to investigate protocol al-

ternatives for key exchange between two random endpoints (VNFs) with a trusted

third party KMS server.

9.9 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an NFV architecture for SFC isolation and encryption

in inter-domain NFV topologies. The architecture suggests using a tiered control

plane protocol to distribute the SFC routing information as a control plane protocol

standard between NFV domains. This is accomplished by using three tiers of BGP

that both scale the route distribution and enable network redundancy. The tiers are

reflected as Transport Links and two layers of SFC headers. The layered network

model enables the possibility of encrypting and isolating the traffic in an SFC and

ensures that encryption services must be co-located with the VNF. Furthermore,

the use of a KMS server is suggested, in order to automate the setup of the tun-

nels between the encryption services. The architecture has been presented in four

abstraction layers for completeness, namely: (i) Model; (ii) Service; (iii) Protocol

and Interface; and (iv) Implementation. The main contribution of this article is the

introduction of a new NSH extension header that enables such an architecture. A

simplified proof of concept demonstration verified that extended NSH headers can

be classified and forwarded in order to support an architecture that can isolate and

encrypt SFCs. Our immediate future plans are focusing on the implementation de-

tails for the control plane components in the architecture. This includes a full-scale

test-case based validation and verification of the proposed architecture.
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Abstract
This article describes a novel mechanism for the automated establishment

of dynamic Virtual Private Networks (VPN) in the application domain of

Network Function Virtualization (NFV). Each hop in an NFV Service

Function Chain (SFC) lacks the capability of per-flow encryption, that

makes the traffic flow in federated NFV environments vulnerable for eaves-

dropping. Due to the possible lack of bidirectional data plane communic-

ation channels between VNFs in an SFC, the Internet Security Key Ex-

change protocol (IPsec-IKE) is not applicable inside a VNF. Hence, this

article introduces an alternative to IPsec-IKE that is specifically designed

for NFV environments. This component is named Software Defined Se-

curity Associations (SD-SA), which is shown through a proof of concept

evaluation to perform better than IPsec-IKE with respect to bandwidth and
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resource consumption.

Keyworks: NFV; SFC; NSH; IPsec; IKE; SD-IKE; RESTconf

10.1 Introduction
The security mechanisms in Software Defined Networks (SDN) and NFV lack

the capability to encrypt and isolate the end-user traffic between VNFs. Figure

10.1 exemplifies the problem by describing a typical VNF Service Function Chain

(SFC), where the network traffic traverses multiple VNFs located at multiple ser-

vice providers, while earlier work [1, 2, 3] shows that the current NFV standardiz-

ation attempts from ETSI [4] and IETF [5] do not take VNF isolation into account

in the SFC design.

Accordingly, an end-user who subscribes to VNF services from multiple services

providers:

- Cannot end-to-end encrypt traffic, since the VNFs require to have access in

order to manipulate this traffic.

- Is not aware and in control of which service providers having access to the

data traffic, can potentially eavesdrop traffic and manipulate the route tables.

- Does not know if the VNFs are shared network services with other users, who

can as such access private data.

Earlier work [2], [1], showed that these problems could be resolved by introducing

hop-by-hop encryption per IP flow or per group of IP flows. This is enabled by

deploying an encryption application in front of every VNF within an SFC (Figure:

10.1). We showed that this encryption application is typically a Virtual Machine

attached to the Virtual Link [6], particularly assigned for this function. These

underlying encryption functions [1] can also be perceived as regular VNFs.

Furthermore, earlier work also showed an additional problem with such an ar-

chitecture. A service chain, following the NSH and SFC specification [6], can

have a different service path than the reverse service path. Consequently, a pair

of encrypting and decrypting VNFs in a service chain, do not necessarily have a

bidirectional communication channel on the data plane, where they can exchange

keys. Hence, there is a need for a new key exchange mechanism that is not depend-

ent on a point-to-point bidirectional communication channel. This particular lack

of a data plane communication channel and the need for flow-based encryption is

specific to the application domain of NFV.

In this article we continue this work, focusing on the authentication and key distri-

bution, seeking to automate the set up of secure channels between VNFs.
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The investigated research problem is similar in nature to the auto-configuration of

VPN setups [7], while based on the reviews of RFC 7018 [7], the earlier lack of use

cases for such a protocol might be the reason for this not being resolved. Yet, the

emergence of SDN and NFV technologies, highlight security use cases that neces-

sitate renewed effort towards this direction. Accordingly, a similar problem was

also stated in a recent Internet draft regarding the VNF registration process over

the Interface to Network Security Functions (I2NSF) [8],[9]. The draft shows that

automation of Network Security Functions such as VPNs is challenging. This is

due to the lack of a secure key distribution mechanism and the lack of support for

multi-vendor and multi-operator use cases (I2RS [10]). This problem is resolved

by the solution presented in this article, by having a separate SDN controller hand-

ling all key distributions in a multi-operator SFC.

Figure 10.1: Use case and possible adversarial placement

Figure 10.2 shows how the network topology can be simplified for the use case de-

scribed in Figure: 10.1, where it is assumed that one orchestration plane is capable

of orchestrating the distribution of tunnel connection parameters and keys. The

simplified figure shows how an IP packet from the end-user is routed through a

network, with Network Service Header (NSH) [11] transport and encryption en-

abled per flow. Accordingly, an encrypted tunnel per flow between every VNF

can ensure that end-user traffic traversing an SFC can only be accessed by the re-

lated VNFs, assuring that only these VNFs have the encryption keys to access this

component of the data-flow.
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Figure 10.2: Network topology simplification

This paper introduces a mechanism for the isolation and encryption of data traffic

between VNFs in a federated NFV environment. We introduce a method for mu-

tual and secure authentication of encryption functions in an SFC

in order to establish a secure channel between them. An architecture of a site-to-

site VPN setup with a new mechanism to distribute both initial keys and cipher

keys is presented, while in addition to the theoretical aspect of the new protocol,

the paper also presents the empirical results from experiments on the implemented

design.

The main contributions in this article are:

- A set of requirements for NFV services running isolated services.

- A new architecture of a key exchange mechanism in distributed NFV envir-

onments.

- A performance and security analysis of the security mechanism proposed.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. The most related work con-

cerning VPN authentication follows this introduction. Section 10.2 defines the

prerequisites, constraints, topology assumptions and requirements that are needed

in order to apply the new authentication mechanism. The section also correlates

the requirements with existing alternatives. The architecture in Section 10.3 sug-

gests a design for automating VPN configurations, while Section 10.4 shows how

this is implemented. Section 10.5 demonstrates a proof of concept experiment

with performance tests. An evaluation of the performance test results is presented

in Section 10.6, while Section 10.7 concludes this paper. NFV allows Internet Ser-

vice Providers to provide flexible network service deployments. However, recent

research [12] have shown that this new technology should be secured from both the
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service provider and the end-user perspective. NVF surveys [13], [14], [15] have

pointed out multiple threats and vulnerabilities in NFV, where end-user privacy is

an open issue. Due to the fact that VNFs are acting as middleboxes and require

access to the data-content, makes end-to-end encryption difficult. Multi-Context

TLS [16] was developed to solve this issue. However, the protocol is insecure [17]

and it provides neither flow-based encryption nor SFC isolation. Hence, another

approach to this problem is to enable the NFV infrastructure to provide hop by hop

encryption and automatically exchange keys and set up secure channels between

the VNFs. Our previous work [3] outlined the top-level architecture of such an

authentication and key distribution protocol, and was motivated by the lack of se-

curity features in the architectural guidelines from ETSI standardizations, IETF,

and academic research [3], since no protocol was found supporting the (1) authen-

tication of VNFs, (2) negotiation of keys and (3) dynamic setup of secure VPN

connections between VNFs. However, the principles of such requirements are

similar to the Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (from 3GPP) [18] and Kerberos

[19]. The main difference to this research problem is that it is the cryptoVNF and

not the end-user that is involved in the authentication process.

In networks controlled and provisioned by operators, it is common to use a man-

agement plane or a control plane to provision the network topology. Therefore it

is also possible to run the authentication process in a separate control plane do-

main. This is similar to the separation of the control and data plane in SDN where

SD-IKE [20] is commonly utilised. However, SD-IKE does not describe how to

securely distribute the keys between the network controller and the VNF, neither

how the VNFs can preserve SFC packet headers during encryption, nor how it

performs compared to regular IPsec setups.

This lack of SFC header preservation is also reflected through our previous work

[2], showing that in contrast to the data, the SFC headers cannot be encrypted in or-

der to enable the routers to perform SFC routing of the encrypted data. Therefore,

the SFC header must be located between layer 2 and layer 3. Hence, encryption of

layer 2.5 or layer 3 is needed in order to not interfere with the end-user data, where

layer 3 encryption by the use of IPsec [21] in transport mode is preferred. IKE [22]

and IKEv2 [23] are the main protocols used for key negotiations for IPsec, but cur-

rently, they require modifications in order to support a dynamic NFV environment

with IKE over NSH.

Due to the backbone network in the examined scenarios (Figure: 10.2), encryp-

tion should ultimately be performed on the NSH layer. However, encryption on

the NSH layer has currently no standard, except for securing the integrity of the

NSH headers [24]. Furthermore, encryption on the upper transport layer by the

use of SSL/TLS such as OpenVPN [25] is also possible. However, the end-to-end
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transport layer between VNFs is distinct from the end-user transport layer, cre-

ating additional overhead and potential packet segmentation or delay. Also, TLS

based tunnelling is often based on endpoint attributes, such as an URL identity,

something that does not fit to a site-to-site VPN setup. Similarly, the Wireguard

[26] protocol that is an alternative to OpenVPN and IPsec, also simply encapsu-

lates encrypted packets in a UDP header. Yet, Wireguard and OpenVPN have no

good solution for key distribution and key derivation, as one key pair is used in the

long-term and for all communication [27].

Furthermore, IETF proposed an Interface to Network Security Function (I2NSF)

[28], to enable the exchange of secured messages between the VNFs and a secur-

ity controller. This approach focuses on an out-of-band interface to operate the

VNF, but this interface lacks security functions for authenticating and validating

the VNFs. Hence, another key feature of our adversary model, is the character-

istics of a separate control and management plane in NFV. This article adopts

elements from authentication and key distribution in related autonomous control

plane backbone networks [29], [30] to an NFV environment. Also, principles

from distributed authentication protocols in Machine-to-Machine networks [31]

and ad-hoc networks [32] [33] can be adapted to the NFV domain. Accordingly,

the requirements both for authentication and key negotiation are defined in Sec-

tion 10.2, in order to classify how the existing authentication protocols match the

corresponding operational requirements.

Other related studies can also be identified in the literature, including Dynamic

VPN architectures [34], Distributed VPN systems over peer-to-peer networks [35]

[36] and security protocols for distributed systems [37]. All these articles refer to

similar problems, but within distinct application domains, and although relevant,

the proposed solutions are not directly applicable to the specifics of federated NFV

environments.

10.2 Extraction and discussion of requirements
The core requirement for the examined scenario is a centralised system that can

dynamically configure pairwise VPN channels between VNFs. IPsec is the most

common approach for supporting encryption, wherein other environments, the two

parties have a preshared key or a set of PKIs that is used to negotiate an encryption

key by the use of the IKE protocol. IPsec is also selected as the encryption protocol

for NFV. Yet, a mechanism is required in order to support the dynamic setup of

IPsec channels, since the nature of VNFs in an NFV environment differs from

normal endpoints in an IPsec channel. These differences are based on the following

constraints of the NFV environment:
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- It is the encrypting service function and not the end-user that act as VPN

clients. Hence, the VPN setup is perceived as a site-to-site VPN setup, where

the sites (or gateways in this case) are VNFs with encryption capabilities.

From an end-user perspective, it should be of no concern how the dynamic

VPN is provided, because neither the end-user nor the end-user device are

participating in the process.

- The VNFs dynamically change their connection topology according to the

specified SFC. At one point in time, VNF A is connected to VNF B, while

at another point in time VNF A is connected to VNF C (Figure: 10.3). Both

a network failure or a user-initiated request can trigger such a change in the

service chain, at which time a centralised service such as an Authentication

Centre (AuC) must inform the VPN gateways to reconfigure the VPN chan-

nels and derive new encryption keys.

Figure 10.3: The dynamic behaviour of VPN tunnels

- It is the orchestration system (OSS) that defines the service chain and there-

fore controls the topology. Hence, the OSS must distribute VPN tunnel prop-

erties to the VNFs (which are acting as VPN peers). Therefore, the setup

of the VPN peers must be initiated from a centralised unit such as an SDN

controller or the OSS.

- In NFV environments, VNFs are enabled by containers or virtual machines,

which operationally have a slow startup (especially a virtual machine). There-

fore, it is not preferred to boot up VNFs on demand every time a service chain

changes.

Hence, the encryption functions must be pre-initiated for every compute node

that contributes in an SFC. Also, the encrypting service function must have a

secure channel to the Authentication Centre (AuC).

- A VNF application running encryption does not have to consider routing. The

underlying NSH/MPLS layer is ensuring that the packet is routed correctly.

Hence, the VNF encryption application can route all traffic through the ap-
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plication.

These constraints and functional requirements result in a set of requirements spe-

cific to the processes of authentication and key negotiation.

- A trusted third party: The involved parties must be authenticated (VNF-

VNF and VNF-AUC), preferably with the use of a dedicated authentication

server.

- The authentication and connection properties are dependent on the SFC. Hence,

context-based authentication is required, in order to determine the physical

location and SFC belonging of the VNFs.

- The AuC must be able to authorise service requests after authentication. This

implies distinguishing and isolating service requests from different clients.

For example, if a session between the VNFs and the AuC ensures confiden-

tiality for transporting the service request, the AuC application also has to

associate the incoming service request with this session. This ensures that a

VNF cannot inject service requests for another VNF.

- Due to the SFC transport between VNFs, a dedicated control channel, typic-

ally provided by the backbone network, must be used for the authentication

protocol. This control channel is preferable since the setup of VPN tunnels

and backup tunnels should not be dependent on the NSH/MPLS tunnel, while

this communication must be carried by the IP.

- It is the VNF that has to initiate the authentication process since it must an-

nounce its presence. However, it is the AuC that must initiate the setup of

an IPsec channel between two VNFs, since the AuC is the party that knows

which VNFs that are required by the SFC. For that reason, the authentication

protocol needs to support both server-side and client-side initiated authen-
tication.

- Each VNF must be uniquely identified, with the identifier being pre-provisioned

from the orchestration system to both the AuC and the VNF. The VNF iden-
tifier and the key are considered equivalent to a username and password pair.

- Due to the dynamic topology of the VPN channels, the corresponding keys

cannot be static. This implies that in addition to the pre-provisioned static

keys, additional keys for tunnel setup between the VNFs must be dynamically

derived. After an initial authentication between the VNF and the AuC, these

derived keys must be transferred securely to the VNFs. However, the initial

keys used in the initial authentication must also be protected from eavesdrop-

ping. Hence, tickets or random numbers are needed in order to protect these

credentials with the use of confidentiality mechanisms during key deriva-
tion.

- When a VNF is authenticated by a third party, the protocol must supply the
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VNF with a remote connection gateway for VPN setup.

Table 10.1 maps these requirements to the properties and supported functions of

existing authentication protocols.
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PPP protocols � � � � � � � �
PAP[38], CHAP[39],

MSCHAP[40]

AAA protocols � � � � � � � �
RADIUS[41], TACACS[42],

DIAMETER[43]

Protocol overlays � � � � � � � �
EAP[44], PEAP[45],

PANA[45], LEAP[37]

IP layer � � � � � � � �
IKE-P1[22],

IKEV2-AUTH[23]

Transport and ses-

sion layer

� � � � � � � � TLS[46][47], DTLS[48]

Security applications � � � � � � � � SAML [49], OAuth [50]

Generic bootstrap-

ping

� � � � � � � � EAP-AKA[18]

Orchestration appl. � � � � � � � �
DMVPN[51], EAP-KMS[52],

GSAKMP[53]

SW Security fram-

works

� � � � � � � � SASL [54], GSS-API [55]

Key Management

Systems

� � � � � � � � KERBEROS[19], KINK[56]

Table 10.1: Authentication protocol

Point to Point Protocols (PPP) such as PAP [38], CHAP [39] and MSCHAP [40]

are mainly designed for link layer authentication and do not focus on key distri-

bution from a third party. These methods are also often used in AAA protocols

such as RADIUS[41] and TACACS[42], reflecting point-to-point client-server au-

thentication. Protocol overlay frameworks, such as EAP[44], have been developed

to use an underlying protocol to carry the EAP messages. This is also typically

designed to be used when IP is not available and there is a need for carrying au-

thentication messages over multiple link-layer hops. An authentication method

connected to layer 3 or layer 2.5 encryption is the main objective of this article.

IPsec authentication variants have different methods for authenticating two peers,

such as IKEv1 [22], IKEv2 [23] or KINK [56]. However, they all assume that the

peers know the address of a remote peer before the authentication method starts,

accordingly necessitating their extension in order to fully satisfy the aforemen-

tioned requirements.
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Hop-by-hop tunnelling can also be achieved by enabling tunnelling on the trans-

port or the session layer (layer 4/5). However, these hop-by-hop tunnels must not

be mixed layer 4-7 data from the end-user such as SSL/TLS [47] layers. This

implies that such tunnels must be implemented as underlying hierarchical tunnels

where IP is transported over a layer 4-7 tunnel, which would require additional

underlying hop-by-hop IP tunnels and an overlying orchestrating application. This

additional overhead makes such tunnels non-preferable. Furthermore, application-

based authentication relies on authentication messages that are encapsulated by

application plane markup languages such by XML or REST messages. Examples

of such protocols are OpenID and SAML, while these messages often rely on an

end-to-end transport mechanism, such as TLS, in order to ensure the confidential-

ity and integrity of the messages. This does not resolve the underlying identifica-

tion and authentication problem where the VNFs do not know the remote endpoint

and a URL does not exist.

Another approach for orchestrating authentication is to distribute network config-

uration through a network orchestrator, which is a common approach for many

network vendors. Cisco uses for instance Group Encrypted Transport (GET) [57]

to distribute VPN configurations from a server down to the clients, with multiple

similar protocols and standards been suggested for the distribution of such config-

urations [58],[51], [59]. Yet, these solutions only distribute the initial keys, without

having the capability of changing the configuration of the VPN topology rapidly

and dynamically. Furthermore, other IPsec extensions distribute keys more effi-

ciently [53],[60], but they can neither distribute information about the endpoints

that need to be connected, nor rely on a third party being responsible for endpoint

configuration.

The dynamic key distribution is one of the most critical features in designing auto-

mation of VPN setup for VNFs. A relevant approach is to use a dynamic key

distribution protocol such as Key Management Systems that includes two-sided

authentication such as Kerberos [19] or GPAKE [61]. However, Kerberos has se-

curity properties which impede the orchestration in a multi-domain environment

[62], especially in cases where the remote VPN peer must be received dynamically.

Also, GPAKE has similar restrictions and does not have the capability of uniquely

identifying a VNF identifier. On the other hand, Kerberos has an IPsec authentica-

tion extension named KINK [56] that makes it suitable for combining it with IPsec

with service-side authentication. However, the protocol only supports IKEv1 and

it has no distribution of remote endpoints. Accordingly, no existing protocol was

found to fully satisfy the aforementioned requirements. Yet it was identified that a

suitable solution would be a framework around IPsec, that also enables a fast, dy-

namic, and flexible key distribution. Furthermore, from the perspective of an NFV
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operator, an orchestrated solution fitting into the NFV framework is preferable,

such as an API based architecture with principles from RESTconf [63].

10.3 Architecture
Based on these results, an authentication protocol and a key distribution mechan-

ism are suggested. Figure 10.4 explains the top-level operation of the protocol

derived from the aforementioned constraints, within a simplified scenario with 2

VNFs and an Authentication Centre (AuC). The simplified process consists of

VNF instantiation, VNF authentication and VNF Configuration.

Figure 10.4: Simplified operation

We have based the proposed architecture on the principles of IPsec and RESTconf,

building the framework around RESTconf in order to enable it to configure IPsec

running inside VNFs in a dynamic manner. Our main contribution is therefore

an architecture that automates the setup of IPsec over RESTconf where the IPsec

services are running inside a VNF in an NFV environment. The proposed frame-

work consists of three main components: (1) The VNF with encryption capabilities

(VNF aka cryptoVNF), (2) an Authentication centre (AuC) and (3) an SDN con-

troller, while all the components communicate by web services using the JSON

format [63]. Figure 10.5 shows the bootstrap sequence and the communication

between the different components. The bootstrapped mechanism consists of five

steps:

0 Creation of VNFs, pre-distribution of keys, and definition of an SFC.

1 Mutual Authentication between the VNFs and the AuC.

2 Setting up configuration channels (RESTconf) between the VNF and the
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AuC.

3 Distribution of VPN configuration to the VNFs

4 Tunnel setup Local application.

Figure 10.5: Detailed sequence diagram

0 Distribution of VNFs with encryption capabilities. We assume that an

orchestration system is requested to set up a service chain and accordingly

calculates the number of VNFs and encrypted channels. The VNF manager

could then instantiate the VNFs, and pass them a globally unique VNF iden-

tifier and a preshared key. In a VMware environment, these can be set as

parameters in the VMX file, enabling the guest OS to retrieve this inform-

ation from the hypervisor during bootup. We skipped this initial step from

the implementation of the architecture (numbered as 0), since the orchestra-

tion system functionality is not the focus of our contribution, while for proof

of concept purposes the identifier and key were manually encoded into the

machine.id parameter in the VMX file together with the hardcoded address

of the AuC.

1 Authentication and registration of an encryption VNF service. After the

VNF Manager has booted the VNF services, a registration service is initi-

ated for the VNF, collecting the VNF identifier and the preshared key from

the VMX file. Accordingly, the same service authenticates itself towards

an AuC web service, where the authentication is ensured by SSL (HTTPS)

with a certificate connected with the domain name. After a successful re-

gistration, the AuC pushes the identifier and the IP address of the VNF to

a database of authenticated VNFs running on the SDN controller, while for

every DHCP change the VNF reauthenticates.
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2 Setting up RESTconf The second phase in the initialisation process is to

establish a secure connection from the SDN controller to the VNF, in order

to enable secure RESTconf messages. Because of the process in step 1, the

SDN controller now has the IP address and the certificate to establish the

TLS enabled RESTconf connection.

3 RESTconf configuration pushing. An SDN controller application is con-

figured to push VPN configuration down the VNFs when all VNFs have

booted and registered. The southbound interface of the SDN controller uses

RESTconf to send a set of standardised configuration settings defined by

NETconf YANG [64].

4 IPsec application setup The last step in the process is to configure the VPN

application, which parses the NETconf YANG configuration into the applic-

ation specific configuration settings.

This mechanism also allows the encryption application running inside the VNF

to be unaware of the remote VPN peer when it is instantiated. Furthermore, the

proposed mechanism also enables the use of Software Defined IKE (SD-IKE),

because the two peers in the VPN are already authenticated towards an SDN con-

troller, IPSec IKE becomes redundant. Accordingly, it is possible for the SDN

controller to distribute the keys instead of IKE negotiations. Hence our second

contribution in this paper is an architecture that enables automation of the setup of

SD-IKE. The current SD-IKE draft suggests to provision this over I2NSF, which

has limited features in a multivendor setup. Therefore, here we present an archi-

tecture for automating the VNF setup by the use of RESTconf and standard VNFs.

We call the proposed approach Software Defined Security Associations (SD-SA),

which is based on provisioning standard IPsec without IKE but over RESTconf.

Figures 10.6 and 10.7 show the differences between running IPsec with (existing

approach) and without (suggested approach) the IKE protocol. The main objective

of the IKE protocol is to authenticate the peers in order to populate the Peer Au-

thorization Database (PAD) and distribute symmetric keys by populating the Se-

curity Policy Database (SPD) and Security Association Database (SAD). Within

the mechanism presented earlier (Figure 10.5), the peers are already authenticated

and the centralised controller is capable of replacing the IKE protocol. Instead of

requiring IKE to populate the kernel databases, the SDN controller is populating

directly the SAD and SPD databases, in order to reduce IKE resource consumption

on the peers. In normal IKE setups, a Security Association is established between

the peers, where the keys are transmitted. When not running IKE, the SA is not

established between the peers, but the keys are distributed by the SDN controller.

Since a secure channel exists for VPNGW1-SDNContr and VPNGW2-SDNContr

(Figure: 10.7), the sum of these two channels is perceived as the aforementioned
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Software Defined Security Association (SD-SA).

Figure 10.6: Updating IPsec configuration by RESTconf and making a Security Associ-

ation (SA) by using IKE

Figure 10.7: Distributing keys directly from controller by RESTconf and making a Soft-

ware Defined Security Association (SD-SA)

In these two cases, the RESTconf API must support the distribution of 1 - REST-

conf based IKE configuration and 2 - distribution of PAD+SAD configurations of

RESTconf (SD-SA). In the first case, a REST message is sent with basic IKE pre-

shared keys and connection settings, while in the second case the REST messages

contain the same symmetric integrity key and encryption key.
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10.4 Implementation
The main objectives of the implementation were to present an instance of the pro-

posed mechanisms, to perform a proof of concept test and a performance com-

parison between IPsec/IKE and IPsec/SD-SA. Figure 10.8 shows the four main

components in the software design:

1. The registration service on the VPN peer

2. The SDN controller acting as a configuration client and AuC

3. The local configuration service on the VPN peer

4. The IPsec service

Furthermore, Figure 10.9 provides a simplified flowchart and pseudo-code based

description of the required processes.

Figure 10.8: Components in the architecture

0 The VNFManager is omitted for the implementation. That means that we

manually defined the VPN pairs in the AuC. We also created an ISO im-

age template in VMware and hardcoded the VNF-ID and the preshared key
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Figure 10.9: Flow chart and pseudo-code description of the processes

during the instantiating of the VNFs (in this case virtual machines).

1 The registration client is running in the VPN peer (the VNF) ensuring that

a secure channel is set up between the controller and the VPN peer. On the

VPN peer, the guest operating system application package OpenVMtools

provides an API to get the VNF-ID and the PSK from the hypervisor. The

application sends these credentials as an HTTP request to the AuC. This

was implemented as a Linux bash shell script running wget commands. The

service also updates the controller with the management address of the VPN

peer.

2 The Authentication centre is implemented as a web service running one

authentication service. In the proof of concept experiment, the database is

implemented as a simple text file containing all registered VNFs, their IDs,

their PSKs and their management IP addresses. The web service authentic-

ates the registration client by its ID and PSK, while the registration client

authenticates the AuC by a certificate over a standard HTTPS connection.

3 The Configuration client runs a script that reads two sets of text file data-

bases. The authenticated VPN peers and the set of defined VPN pairs. When
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a set of VPN peers is defined and both peers are registered, it sends the cor-

responding VPN configurations to the VPN peers. The configuration ap-

plication reads the databases periodically and updates the VPN peers (the

VNFs) with their configuration by RESTconf. Two versions of configura-

tion options are enabled. The SD-IKE configuration configures IKE (Figure:

10.10), while the SD-SA configuration sets up an SA without the use of IKE

(Figure: 10.11). The format of the configuration is based on the experi-

mental updates of the expired IETF IPsec YANG specification draft [64].

For experimental purposes, we used a pseudo-JSON yang format that only

contained a subset of the most important configuration parameters. For SD-

IKEc the remote gateway, the identifier, the key lifetime and a preshared

key were the most important parameters for making our proof of concept.

For the SD-SA we defined 4 basic SDP policies per connection containing

the connection id (ReqID) and the relevant IP address endpoints. Corres-

pondingly, the SD-SA SAD state configuration contained only the relevant

IP addresses of the endpoints, the IPsec header tags (SPI), the connection

IDs (ReqID), the integrity keys and the encryption keys.

Figure 10.10: RESTconf YANG JSON data IPsec configuration (Step 3 to 4)

4 The configuration service is the local configuration server that is running

on each VPN peer (VNF). The main objective for this service is to receive
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Figure 10.11: RESTconf YANG JSON data SD-SA configuration (Step 3 to 4)

the VPN configuration from the centralised configuration server. This is

implemented as an SDN controller that stores the VNF specific configura-

tion locally. The application is storing the incoming configuration in XML

files based on pseudo-RESTconf/YANG. We also simulated the notification

service in NETconf by letting the service request trigger on-demand config-

uration changes to increase the deployment speed of the configuration. That

was reflected by two different configuration web services that update the

configuration. One application (4.1) configures the IPsec application with

IKE configuration (SD-IKE) and another application (4.2) updates the ker-

nel directly with the IPsec keys (SD-SA). Figure 10.13 and Figure 10.12

shows examples of the two southbound scripts that are configuring IPsec.

4.1-4.2 IPsec application - We used Strongswan as the IPsec IKE application. The

advantages with this application are that it supports both manual IKE con-

figuration in text files, and that it has an API for controlling the IPsec config-

uration on demand. The Strongswan IPsec application has a dynamic library

that enables such an interface. However, we utilised the swanctl application

overlay in order to enable Linux bash scripting CLI commands for updating

the IPsec configuration without restarting the service. For the SD-SA ap-

plication that manipulates the kernel IPsec configuration, we utilised the IP

XFRM framework (Figure 10.13).
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Figure 10.12: Code example IKE configuration application (Step 4 to 4.1)

Figure 10.13: Code example IP XFRM config application (Step 4 to 4.2)

10.5 Verification by experiments
The implementation was tested in order to run a proof of concept for the authentic-

ation and IPsec deployment mechanism, and to make a comparison of performance

between IPsec/SD-IKE and IPsec/SD-SA. The performance test is primarily con-

ducted in order to measure how much time it takes to change the data plane keys

and how much overhead the key exchange protocol introduces with respect to re-

source consumption. Changing the data plane keys introduces a packet loss during

rekeying. In IKE version 2, the specification states that a new child SA should be

established before the existing child SA is deleted. However, our measurements
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show that, even in this case, the Strongswan implementation still loses packets dur-

ing rekeying. By sending a fixed stream of UDP packets through the VPN tunnel,

the time-gap between rekeying the two peers is calculated (Formula: 10.1).

Time gap =
packets lost per key-change

packets sent per second
(10.1)

In IKEv2 rekeying contains two major components. These are 1- Rekeying and

reauthentication of the IKE SA session (aka Phase1 in IKEv1) and 2- Rekeying

of the child SA (aka Phase2 in IKEv1) that contains the encryption and integrity

key for the data plane. Usually, IKE SA rekeying is initiated every 3 hours, while

child SA once every hour. In SD-SA, the IKE session is not established, while the

rekeying is pushed by configuration changes from the controller. Hence, both IKE

SA and child SA rekeying is compared with rekeying of SD-SA. Additionally, a

key element in the SD-SA design is to compare the reestablishment of IKE. The re-

quirement of the dynamic behaviour of reconnecting IPsec VNFs during a service

chain modification (Figure: 10.3) is a feature that IKE is not designed to handle.

However, SD-SA does not handle such configuration differences differently than

normal rekeying. In our experiment, we have omitted routing table changes in such

setups and we have also assumed that routing and key distribution is performed in

one operation. Also, all IKE experiments are performed with the IKE version 2

since this version is known to be faster than IKE version 1 [65].

The requirement section (Section: 10.2) stated that the encryption functions are

considered being pre-instanciated. In an NFV context, this implies the encrypting

functions are available from a pool of specifically assigned and pre-instanciated

VNFs outside of the regular VNF application domain. The deployment time of

using an encryption function is therefore considered as the time it takes to establish

a new VPN configuration, by sending a message from the AuC to the CrytoVNF.

Hence, we do not measure deployment time and failover time, but we perceive the

equivalent as IKE reconnection and SD-SA reconnection times.

Based on these IKE attributes we created five test scenarios in our experiment.

Three IKE scenarios and two SD-SA scenarios.

- A reference performance test for IKEv2 is defined when no key-change takes

place. This ensures that there is no packet loss without key-changes and

defines the maximum bandwidth throughput

- A reference performance test for SD-SA was also defined with no key-change.

This test case also verifies that there is no packet loss without key-changes.

- An SD-SA proof of concept implementation was tested to measure the re-

source consumption, the delay and packet loss during key-changes, and a

bandwidth test measure the overall performance of the system.
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- Running IKEv2 with child SA key-change is defined to measure and compare

the SD-SA with the regular IKE key-changes.

- Running IKEv2 with IKE SA key-changes is defined to measure and compare

these types of key-changes to SD-SA.

- The last test was IKE reconnections, to simulate VNF changes and compare

it SD-SA reconnections.

As mentioned earlier, IKE normally uses 3600 seconds as a default interval value

for rekeying. In order to calculate the time gap between the host during key-

changes, we ran the tests with high key-change rates. These tests are not relevant

in normal IPsec setups, but allow capturing the required measurements that ensure

reliable results. We ran tests with 2- and 4-second rekeying interval for packet

loss measuring, while for resource consumption measurements we used 4 and 30

seconds rekeying interval.

The test was performed in a VMware lab environment provided by Eidsiva broad-

band in Norway. 6 ESXi host based on HP Proliant DL360G9 with 24 CPUs x

2.6 GHz and 8 Gigabit Ethernet ports. 6 virtual machines were created, one per

ESXi host. Each virtual machine was allocated 4 virtual CPUs and 8 GB of RAM.

All hosts were installed with Ubuntu server 16.04 LTS and were running kernel

4.4.0-116 SMP.

All servers were installed with standard installation settings with no kernel modi-

fications.

In order to reduce the number of unknown variables in the virtual machines, no

additional services were installed. Additionally, the resources were reserved to the

virtual machines and no other virtual machines were running on each ESXi host to

ensure no resource sharing.

Figure 10.14 shows how two test agents were transmitting packets through a site-

to-site VPN topology. The router in the middle had no other purpose than ensuring

that non-encrypted traffic was able to pass the router. Each Virtual machine was

interconnected with dedicated network 1 Gbps Ethernet interfaces, while the con-

nections to the SDN controller were separated from the data plane interfaces.
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Figure 10.14: Lab topology

The VPN gateways were running Strongswan 5.5.0 git commit 8eea280, while the

test agents where running iperf 5.0.2. The web services were simulated by the

use of the socat application. This application is similar to netcat and capable of

creating TCP/IP sockets with SSL support, and was used to send pseudo REST

commands based on the Linux bash scripting that was mentioned in the imple-

mentation section 10.4.

We used iperf as the testing tool for packet loss and bandwidth tests, performing

bandwidth tests with a window size of 416K in 20 seconds. For UDP packet loss

tests we ran a UDP stream of 100Mbit with packet size 578 bytes at 173100 pps.

Additionally, a 50Mbit test with packet size 578 at 85072 pps was performed. Each

test was performed 10 times where the result is an average this. For CPU resource

consumption we took periodic measurements of the CPU usage by the nmon tool,

with a total of 60 samples in discrete time. Finally, to measure the memory con-

sumption we used the fstab tool to perform 60 discrete time measurements of the

memory consumption. The results of the measurements are shown in Table: 10.2

and Table: 10.3.

Most of the measurements presented in tables 10.2 and 10.3 are statistical averages,

where variables such as packet loss and CPU number of software interrupts can

potentially affect the outcome. Yet, the results were verified by completing the test

two times with a resulting variance of no more than 5%.
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10.6 Discussion and Evaluation
The implementation and tests of SD-SA verify that it is possible to run IPsec

without IKE in software-defined environments such as NFV. Instead of exchanging

keys directly between two peers, a third party configuration server can distribute

the keys directly to the peers. This is archived through pairs of secure config-

uration channels that are established between the VPN peers and a configuration

server and replace the IKE channel. Our proof of concept implementation has the

RESTconf configuration interface both can set up IKE configurations and SD-SA

configurations. Accordingly, the proposed mechanism satisfies the requirements

for efficient and dynamic configuration of IPsec VPNs in NFV environments. In

this section, we discuss our performance results, analyse the security of our new

mechanism and evaluate interoperability concerns.

10.6.1 The performance results

Tables 10.2 and 10.3 showed the result of our performance test. Here, we dis-

cuss these result with respect to key-changes, throughput, resource consumption,

latency and general benefits of SDN.

IKE SA key-change

A normal IKEv2 SA key-change (Phase 1 in IKEv1) runs periodically every 3-4

hours. However, this experimental setup with short key-change intervals, intends

to compare the performance of the different IPsec key-changing methods. The

results show that the initial IKE setup and periodic key-changes in IKEv2 SA

spends about the same time changing keys as with SD-SA (in average 3.6 ms vs

4.0 ms in Table: 10.2). However, IKE SA demands more computation resources

than SD-SA, such as 31,0% vs 2,5% CPU time Table: 10.3)

A consequence of this is also seen when running IKE reconnections with a 2-

second interval, where the whole process congests and measuring is not possible.

This is because the process is not finished before a new key-change thread is initi-

ated (Table: 10.2).

IKE child SA key-change

Traditional IKEv2 with child SA key-changes (Phase 2 in IKEv1) has less time

period of packet loss than non-IKE with SD-SA (1.6ms versus 4.0ms in Table:

10.2). However, this difference is not reflected in the TCP bandwidth test, where

SD-SA, in fact, performs better than IKEv2 (682 Mbps vs 702 Mbps in Table:

10.2).

A child SA key-change is more frequent than an SA key-change, but for SD-SA
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there is no difference in these type key-changes. Hence, the performance results

of child SAs are considered more important and relevant. However, in virtualised

environments with dynamic resource allocation, it is also reasonable to have many

IKE reconnections due to Virtual Machine migrations [66].

Throughput

Interestingly, the performance tests show that the throughput is not significantly

affected by the number of key-changes (Figure: 10.2). By monitoring the process

consumption, we discovered that our Ubuntu operating system automatically ded-

icated CPU resources to data plane packet-handling (processor one) and control

plane key-changes (processor two) respectively. The Linux kernel on the VPN

peers spend most of the CPU time on handling software interrupts when running

VPN data traffic through them. This causes one of the CPU to peak close to a

100% utilisation while performing packet encryption. The reduction of 168 bytes

of available packet size is another reason for the system not to be able to archive

717 Mbps with no key-change.

Resource consumption

With respect to resource consumption, we measured memory and CPU time without

running any data plane traffic. Table: 10.3 shows that IKEv2 reconnections require

a significant amount of CPU time. Both 30 and 1000 connections were not able

to finish within the time intervals of 4 and 30 seconds. Therefore these measure-

ments are not precise with respect to memory consumption per connection. The

main reason for this delay is the waiting time for network packets from the re-

mote peer. Hence, this result indicates that SD SA is a much more efficient way to

reconnect IPsec sessions.

The reason behind the significant differences in memory consumption across the

tests is that the IPsec application Strongswan prepares and installs the next keys in

advance. Therefore the memory consumption is doubled. In our simplified exper-

iment, we did not consider SA overlapping during key-changes for SD-SA. How-

ever, it is possible to have two incoming ESP packet policies that ensure that the

VPN peer receiver does not delete the old IPsec policy before a new one is active.

We chose not to implement this feature for both IPsec/SD-IKE and IPsec/SD-SA.

In respect to the measurements in the experiment, this parallelism feature would

not enable a precise measurement of the time gap for key-change delays. How-

ever, it is assumed that overlapping IPSec policies would reduce the packet loss.

The main difference between the IPsec based on IKE or SD-SA would concern the

amount of resource consumption.

Latency: Another factor that influences the performance is the distance and latency
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between the VNFs. In the presented test scenario the virtual machines are provi-

sioned in a closed environment with direct peerings between the hosts, that enables

a very low latency between the hosts. If the SDN controller is placed outside of the

data centre, or if the VPN peers exist in different data centres, this would increase

the latency between the peers and consequently affect the delay between the key-

changes on each VPN peer. However, It is expected that this delay is similar for

IPsec with IKE and for SD-SA.

This is because the SDN controller sends a similar key update to both the SD-SA

application and the IKE application and therefore the difference should be equally

linearly to the latency. Also, for this proof of concept demonstration, we primarily

aim to show that SD SA works equally or better than IKE in order to further apply

it to an NFV domain. For that reason, this latency is not highly relevant when

comparing the methods.

Communication constraints

Concerning performance, IKE and SD-SA perform relatively similar, but SD-SA

performs slightly better when the number of key-changes is high. We have shown

that both IPsec enabled with IKE and with SD-SA can ensure isolation of Virtual

Links in federated NFV environments. However, SD-SA consumes less resources

and has the advantage of not being dependent on the transport protocol on the data

plane. For example, if the data plane transport channel is based on NSH, direct

communication between the VNFs is not possible over NSH. Hence, a separate

control-channel is required in order to make the VPN peers (the VNFs) exchange

keys. This implies that, regardless of performance, IPsec with SD-SA is more suit-

able in federated NFV domains due to these communication constraints. However,

for comparison reasons, we did not use NSH on the data plane in our performance

test

Benefits of SDN

Our approach of separating IKE from packet encryption is similar to related res-

ults performed by Vajaranta et al. [67]. Their experiment was based on utilising

OpenFlow to load-balance IPsec. Their results showed that, for high bandwidths

in particular, OpenFlow enhances the IPsec availability and performance. Our ex-

periment was based on NFV with a secure distribution of keys and not based on

OpenFlow as a load-balancer. However, the distributed design and flow-based con-

trol of SDN for both experiments emphasise the scalability benefit in distributed

environments. This confirms our results, but it also indicates that our design of

secure key distribution is applicable to other application domains such as load-

balancing of IPsec.
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IKE drawbacks in Virtualised environments

The consequence of VM migration and dynamic resource allocation in virtual en-

vironments also favorises SD-SA in front of IKE. Having encryption services run-

ning as VNFs implies that the encryption services can migrate between hosts and

change virtual machines along with SFC changes. Every VM migration would re-

quire an IKE reconnection, while SD-SA only requires a key update if we follow

our suggested architecture [1]. This clearly distinguishes VPN setups in virtual

infrastructure domains and hardware-based VPN networks. If an SDN controller

is responsible for both distributing encryption keys and performing routing, it is

expected that such topologies can reduce the failover time compared to traditional

BGP routing [68] and IKE IPSec. We aim to test this in our future work (see

Section: 10.6.4).

10.6.2 Security analysis

In this Section, we analyse the security of our proposal. Due to the use of multiple

protocols, components and communication planes, a formal method or a code ana-

lysis is difficult to archive in order to analyse the level of security. Also, the oper-

ational characteristics of the key exchange mechanism are not fully specified, that

makes a formal verification difficult. However, we did analyse standard network

protocol security features and resistance against well-known attacks according to

basic security principles [69] such as confidentiality, integrity, availability.

Confidentiality

The objective of our security mechanism is to keep the encryption key and the

integrity key for the SA in IPsec private. For IKEv2, the peers derive these keys

between each other from parameters such as the preshared key, while in SD-SA

the keys are sent directly to the peers from the controller. Both methods require

that the configuration channel between the controller and the VPN peer is protec-

ted. In both scenarios, the configuration channel is protected by SSL. This means

that the underlying keys are dependent on the integrity and confidentiality of the

configuration channel. This implies both the protection of the network, such as the

quality of the ciphering algorithm, but also the protection of software components.

The system fully relies on the orchestrator in distributing the keys to the VNFs.

A compromised VNF or a compromised orchestrator therefore breaks the security

and enables the adversary to launch attacks using the keys obtained.

Both IKE v1 and IKE v2 focus on multiple iterations of key derivations to make

sure that the encryption key and the integrity keys are kept confidential. The keys

are not transferred between the peers such as we suggested for SD-SA. However,

for future extensions, the SD-SA key transfers are also possible to extend with ad-
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ditional key derivations such as Diffie-Hellman [70]. In addition to key derivations

in IKE, the keys are also kept protected inside the kernel and the IPsec applica-

tion and not shown in a configuration file. This makes the encryption key and the

integrity key less available in a system that is not fully compromised.

We have not investigated how the security mechanism can be protected from a

compromised SDN controller, authentication centre, orchestration system or VNF.

However, it is assumed that additional security features such as integrity attestation

of software packages must co-exist with the presented key exchange mechanism.

Integrity

It is not investigated how replay attacks are possible over the configurations chan-

nels. However, the NETconf protocol states that the underlying transport protocol

must handle such protection [71].

Scalability

The number of controllers and the number of virtual machines can easily be ad-

justed in a virtualised environment, However, the computational resources needed

for encryption and decryption is closely connected to how much data traffic the

end-users are consuming. Sudden changes in behavioural patterns, such as viral

videos, could potentially demand more computational power than available in the

NFV domain. Virtual environments use shared resources and often overbooked

services. In use cases where each user runs SFCs with multiple encrypted Vir-

tual Links, the computational need for performing encryption is exponential to the

bandwidth utilisation and number of Virtual Links.

Availability

Both the VPN peers and the SDN controller is vulnerable for Denial of Service

attacks. Especially, DDoS towards VPN peers can result in amplified resource

consumption as mentioned in the previous section. For DDoS towards the SDN

controller, we assume that it runs in a federated control plane domain [1] separated

for the data plane. Hence, the attack surface is considered relatively low. However,

a DDoS attack on the data plane in multiple VPN channels will increase the CPU

resource consumption for all types of encrypted topologies. Hence, this problem

will affect both IPsec/IKE, IPsec/SD-SA or other underlying IPsec channels in an

SFC with a similar amount of resource consumption.

Another aspect of availability is network attacks on the IKE UDP port 500. Half-

open IKE connection is a resource consumption problem that comes from estab-

lishing too many IKE connection. Because the IKE protocol often runs over a

network port available on the data plane, IKE is more vulnerable for such attacks
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than SD-SA. This is because SD-SA is suggested to run over a control plane net-

work that is separated from the data plane.

Reliability

Our implementation did not take into account the aforementioned scenarios where

the SDN controller or other components become unavailable. For example, if the

controller becomes unavailable, it is important that the VPN peers do not use the

cipher key after the lifetime expires. For such cases, the local configuration service

in the VPN peer has to ensure that the key expires if no key is received from the

SDN controller. We did neither consider system responses to deadlock or system

crash in any of the components.

10.6.3 Interoperability

This article suggests a new key distribution paradigm for the encryption of Virtual

Links per SFC in NFV. This raises an interoperability problem of both the VNFs

and the NFV infrastructure components. From a NFV infrastructure perspect-

ive, the suggested architecture is proposed in interconnected and federated NFV

domains. This implies that the underlying infrastructures support multi-tenant do-

mains, where each tenant, in theory, is capable of running their own customer-

specific SFC routing method, supported by a network overlay. However, VNF in-

teroperability is more challenging. According to the SFC specification, the VNFs

can be (1) SFC-aware or (2) SFC-unaware supported by an SFC aware proxy.

This implies that the SFC proxy or the VNF must be aware of the SFC routing

mechanism, such as the NSH headers. Consequently, the encrypting VNFs must

also support SFC routing. The different SFC routing methods, such as segment

routing in MPLS, IPv6 or NSH, put a burden on VNF developers in supporting

different standards. This is a general VNF problem and not specific to our applic-

ation. However, our application introduces an additional parameter for the VNF

developer to consider. It also raises a new standardisation issue of encryption ap-

plications and their programming interface towards the AuC and how to deal with

different types the SFC data forwarding standards. Hence, this proof of concept

experiment aims to contribute to the standardisation of VNF application interfaces

for enabling encrypted Virtual Links. This also indicates a need for a standardised

encryption header in the SFC protocol, such as NSH.

10.6.4 Future work

In this article, we chose to focus on the security mechanism of the key-exchange

between virtual encryption functions for providing isolated SFCs. We did not take

SFC transport mechanisms such as MPLS or NSH into account when we per-

formed our measurements. Neither did we consider topology changes and the
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effect of routing protocols delays in our design. For future work, the routing pro-

tocol of the SFCs needs to be aware of the cryptographic endpoints for every hop in

an SFC. This brings an additional cryptographic attribute the NFV routing and re-

source allocation problem [72]. This optimization problem is an NP-hard problem

that we aim to resolve by distributing the routing decisions by the use of multi-

protocol BGP [68]. Consequently, our future work relies on providing a testbed

for integrating the encryption functions and the routing mechanism into an NFV

testbed.

10.7 Conclusion
We have presented a new way of utilising SDN in NFV by automating the key

distribution in the setup of secure VPN channels between VNFs. This mechan-

ism was specifically developed in order to enable per-flow encryption in federated

NFV environments. However, it also solves the communication problem of estab-

lishing an IKE Security Association between two VNFs in an SFC. Through our

proof of concept demonstration, we have shown that the automation procedure can

be utilised to setup Security Associations between VPN peers for both IKE and

non-IKE IPsec VPN connections. However, in comparison, the proposed SD-SA

mechanism can be even more efficient and scalable than traditional IKE. The res-

ults of the performance tests show that the delay between rekeying the VPN peers

are slightly faster when running IKE, while SD-SA requires less resources. The

presented architecture can be utilised both for small and large data centre deploy-

ments. However, the automated key distribution mechanism is excepted to have

the greatest benefit in an NFV environment, with a lot of encrypted channels, such

as in a per-flow per service chain encryption. The proposed bootstrapped mechan-

ism is based on standard internet security protocols such as HTTPS and RESTconf

where the majority of the security relies on these underlying protocols. We have

seen that the most critical factor for our proposal is to have available compute

resources for encryption and decryption.
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Abstract
Contemporary Service Function Chaining (SFC), and the requirements

arising from privacy concerns, call for the increasing integration of security

features such as encryption and isolation across Network Function Virtu-

alisation (NFV) domains. Therefore, suitable adaptations of automation

and encryption concepts for the development of interconnected data centre

infrastructures are essential. Nevertheless, packet isolation constraints re-

lated to the current NFV infrastructure and SFC protocols, render current

NFV standards insecure. Accordingly, the goal of our work was an exper-

imental demonstration of a new SFC packet forwarding standard that en-

ables contemporary data centres to overcome these constraints. This article

presents a comprehensive view of the developed architecture, focusing on
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the elements that constitute a new forwarding standard of encrypted SFC

packets. Through a Proof-of-Concept demonstration, we present our clos-

ing experimental results of how the architecture fulfils the requirements

defined in our use case.

Keywords: NFV; SFC; NSH; IPsec; P4; RESTconf

11.1 Introduction
The current Service Function Chaining (SFC) architecture suggested by the European

Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) [1] lacks the capability to encrypt

and isolate end-user traffic between Service Functions (SFs) in Network Function

Virtualisation (NFV). End-to-end encryption of end-user traffic is by design im-

possible when middleboxes such as SFs require access to the data content of the

packets. This constraint in NFV questions how confidentiality can be integrated

into an SFC. The scope of our work is to cover this gap, by enabling automated

hop-by-hop encryption in an SFC. We aim for contemporary data centre networks

to support an architecture of nested SFC tunnels in order to support hop-by-hop

encryption within the current NFV [1] and SFC [2] standards. As presented in

our previous work [3, 4], the current packet forwarding standards do not support

SFC forwarding of encrypted packets because the relevant packet headers for SFC

routing are also encrypted. Accordingly, our work explicitly focused on these con-

straints, aiming initially to provide a Proof-of-Concept for the capacity to deploy

a secure architecture as an overlay to the existing NFV infrastructures.

Under this scope, our security-related studies followed five consecutive steps (Fig-

ure 11.1), following the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) defined

by Peffers et al. [5]. Initially (A), the operational constraints and the NFV for-

warding standards were surveyed [6]. Consequently (B), the security requirements

have been identified aiming to accommodate the requirements extracted from the

aforementioned studies [4]. Thirdly (C), an automated forwarding architecture has

been developed based on a web service architecture, aiming to accommodate the

requirements and the constraints [3]. The fourth step (D) in our studies was to

develop a security protocol for exchanging encryption keys between SFs [7]. This

article (E) integrates the previous results into a customised NFV environment and

combines it with SFC routing [8]. In order to overcome the network constraints,

we developed a customised virtual switch by the use of P4 [9] in order to support

a new SFC packet header based on Network Service Headers (NSH). Accord-

ingly, we aim to verify that this implementation fulfils the requirements we have

developed in our previous work.

Section 11.2 summarises the related work to this research. Section 11.3 presents
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the operational context under which the developed architecture was designed. Sec-

tions 11.4 and 11.5 present the architecture and implementation, while Section 11.6

gives a verification of the presented scenarios for a closing demonstration. Through

defining three episodes in this scenario, we seek to highlight how the elements

presented in this paper are supporting a secure SFC implementation in NFV.

Figure 11.1: Research method.

11.2 Related Work
In recent years, NFV based solutions have become a very active research area,

due to the benefits promised by cost-effective solutions when virtualising network

equipment. Within the research area of NFV, SFC forwarding protocols and their

corresponding control plane mechanisms are NFV research areas that have gained

attention [10, 11, 12]. Nevertheless, the security research on these networking

standards is limited, where none of the SFC standards are protecting the privacy

and the integrity the data plane traffic [13]. This is a complex problem that consists

of data protection problems on multiple levels; the orchestration plane, the con-

trol plane and the data plane. Hence, our work aims to cover this research gap,

by providing a new packet forwarding standard that is reflected on all these planes.

From a data plane perspective, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) work-

group NVO3 [14] have considered multiple overlay protocol for use in data centres.

Generic UDP Encapsulation [15], Geneve [14], VXLAN-GPE [16], and NSH [17]

are all protocol competing to be the next standard. They all have limitations related

to multi-vendor and multi-domain interoperability and they also have a lack of se-

curity extensions. MPLS-SR [18] does support multi-domain topologies, but, in

an SFC context, they all rely on the underlying protocol, such as IPSec tunnels,

to provide encryption. However, such a tunnel can be perceived as a wire between

data centres. Multiples of these tunnels constitute a virtual overlay network that

is unprotected from all data threats that reside within the network. Then, there is

no protection of the integrity of the headers of the data-flow across multiple do-

mains. In IPv6, Segment Routing (SR) [8] is supported; however, during encryp-

tion, the header is replaced and the segments become invisible for intermediate

routers. We aim to solve this by introducing a new overlay packet header that

supports encryption inside the overlying network protocols, such as NSH.
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With respect to interconnected control planes, we have earlier showed [6] that there

are two orchestration methods across multiple service provider domains. (1) A

top-down approach by utilising a hierarchy of orchestration planes [19] or control

planes [20] or (2) by using an east–west control plane approach such as SDNi [21]

or BGP [22]. Both interconnection methods try to overcome the problem of mul-

tiple forwarding standards and multiple types of network controllers. The industry

has responded by providing tenant-based data centres, where each tenant extends

their data centre across multiple sites and omits the need for control plane intercon-

nections. Networking by NSX-T [23] from VMWare is one example of such multi-

tenant data centre technologies where a micro-segmented infrastructure can span

over multiple sites. However, most of the underlying network protocols, such as

Geneve [14] in NSX-T, are not capable of combining SR with micro-segmentation

and flow-based encryption. Hence, we have in our previous work [3] suggested

a new SFC header, based on an NSH extension that adds more granularity to the

security aspect of an SFC. Correspondingly, we have in this paper developed a

RESTconf based control plane for distributing the forwarding decisions of this

new packet header.

Introducing a new packet header has historically been problematic with respect

to the adoption into existing hardware. When a new network protocol was sug-

gested, the network operators had to wait for a set of standardisation documents

from organisations such as IETF and ONF [24]. Furthermore, they also had to

wait for the switch vendors to develop a new software version. Sometimes, a

new network standard also required new hardware. The Programming Protocol-

independent Packet Processors (P4) [25] language aims to solve this issue by de-

fining a framework that directly programs packet parsing and packet forwarding

instructions to a switch in runtime. Then, network operators themselves can pro-

gram their switches and add new protocols and features to them. The ONF group

is currently aiming for standardising P4 as a part of SDN through the Stratum

project [24]. In this research, we run P4 inside a Virtual Machine in order to sim-

ulate a virtual switch. Due to the lack of OpenFlow implementations in our P4

framework, we used RESTconf for the control plane protocol.

From the encryption perspective, no protocols have been found for providing micro-

segmented and flow-based encryption per SFC. However, our previous work [7]

that originated from Software-Defined IPsec Flow Protection in SDN [26] and

IPsec Key Exchange using a Controller [27], showed how encryption and Software-

Defined Security Associations (SD-SA) could be adapted to an NFV domain.

In this paper, we combine this SD-SA encryption architecture [7] with our new

SFC header [3] and a new flow distribution control plane. The security features

of the architecture are verified by demonstrating how the requirements such as
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isolation and encryption comply with a use case scenario.

11.3 Operational Context of Proof-of-Concept Scenarios
This section presents a use case scenario of SFC isolation and encryption. Further-

more, we show three episodes of this scenario that are developed based on a set of

architectural security requirements.

11.3.1 Use Case

The verification scenario for our Proof-of-Concept demonstration is based on a

fictional Internet Service Provider (ISP) that wants to extend their NFV portfolio

and their data centre resources. The ISP located in country A, named ISP-A, wants

to lower their costs on their Customer Premise Equipment (CPEs) by virtualising

them and consequently more efficiently extending their service delivery. They have

limited resources in their data centre and want to offload parts of their services to

remote data centres. They have found two cooperative partners in country B (ISP-

B) and country C (ISP-C) that can provide them with data centre resources. They

want all data centres to contribute to delivering and extending their virtual CPE

(vCPE) services. They are aiming to provide this by chaining SFs across all data

centres by the use of the SFC protocol NSH.

The IETF has defined a variety of SFC use cases [28], but, for our Proof-of-

Concept demonstration, we limit the SFC use case to the following: ISP-A aims

to provide three SFs to their customers. Two of the SFs are mandatory, while one

additional SF is optional for the end-users to choose. The basic SFs are a vCPE

(SF-1) and a firewall (SF-3), while the optional SF is a video caching service (SF-

2). Due to the cost of data centre resource consumption and SF security policies,

the ISP-A policy is defined to require that the vCPE runs at ISP-A, the video cach-

ing service at ISP-B and the firewall at ISP-C. The vCPE is the first element in the

SFC. The additional video caching service is placed in the middle of the SFC in

order to let the first two services be protected by the last element in the SFC, which

is a virtual firewall (SF-3) (Figure 11.2). Hence, from a service plane perspective,

the firewall is protecting the inner SFs and the end-user from the outside world.
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Figure 11.2: Proof-of-Concept scenario.

The data centres operate with multi-tenants where ISP-A has interconnected all

their tenant instances in an overlay network. In this setup, ISP-A is concerned

about the privacy of their customers and they do not know if ISP-B is eavesdrop-

ping the end-user traffic traversing them. Neither are they sure whether ISP-B is

malicious. ISP-C is, on the other hand, a trusted partner. In order not to let ISP-B

being capable of eavesdropping all end-user traffic, all traffic that is traversing ISP-

B, except video streaming traffic, must be encrypted. Note: for Proof-of-Concept

purposes, the video caching service is categorised as a non-privacy sensitive ser-

vice.

We simplified the SFC isolation problem by omitting a full mesh topology of the

interconnected data centres in the Proof-of-Concept scenario. However, the com-

ponents in a full mesh topology are also vulnerable to eavesdropping. Corrupt

intermediate virtual switches or faulty SFs can modify, intercept and manipulate

SFC traffic inside an overlay network. Hence, the protection of the Virtual Link

(VL) [2] is relevant both between the Compute Nodes in one data centre and for

the VLs between multiple data centres.

11.3.2 Requirements

We have in our previous work presented the NFV security requirements [4] for the

encryption and the isolation of the VLs. We summarise these requirements in the

context of the aforementioned scenario:
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i. Hop by hop encryption—In order to prevent eavesdropping of the VLs,

the VLs must be encrypted per SFC.

ii. Micro-segmented isolation—The SFC specification [2] does not allow micro-

segmentation within one SFC. However, we state that the end-user requires

that they must be able to specify what data traffic the SFs are allowed to

handle on a flow-based level. Hence, it is required that the associated data

plane components are capable of isolating different packet flows with differ-

ent encryption keys within one single SFC.

iii. Header visibility—When encrypting VLs, the SFC packet header must be

non-encrypted in order to enable SFC routing of the encrypted packets. We

define that a new SFC header extension must be able to both allow and specify

when the inner data-content of an SFC packet header is encrypted.

iv. Control plane flow distribution—Multiple encryption-flows within one SFC

require that the control plane is capable of distributing route information

about each of these encrypted flows. These flow-rules must be securely dis-

tributed. Hence, secure and trusted intra- and inter-domain communication

channels from the virtual network devices to the network controllers must

be established.

v. Key distribution—Due to a non-bidirectional data plane between the SFs

in an SFC [2], a new hop-by-hop key distribution mechanism is required.

The key distribution mechanism must respond to a dynamic SFC behaviour

such as an SFC modification. It must also support future encryption stand-

ards or protocol extensions. The key distribution mechanism must ensure

confidentiality, integrity and availability of the keys.

vi. Compliance and adoption—A new SFC header and the corresponding pro-

visioning architecture must be compliant with the current NFV standards. In

addition, adding encryption to the VLs should not degrade the end-to-end

throughput performance more than traditional end-to-end encrypted chan-

nels. Another important factor for the architecture to be adopted is that the

end-users do not perceive a significant increase in service provisioning times

when they apply VL encryption.

vii. Resilience and availability—The architecture must provide resilience to-

wards components failing without reducing the level of security.

viii. Security integrity—An attacker should not be able to manipulate the routing

tables or to modify the packet headers in order to enforce access to non-

encrypted data packets.
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We aggregated these requirements and defined the following episodes from the

aforementioned scenario.

Episode 1: Packet forwarding and provisioning (Req: i, iii, iv, vi)

This episode is created from an end-user perspective. An end-user orders a new

virtual service according to our scenario. The end-user expects that his broad-

band service is not affected during service provisioning. A service provisioning

demonstration can monitor the provisioning time by measuring network outage.

However, demonstrating a full service provisioning also provides evidence of how

the architecture provides the setup of the encrypted VLs. In addition, in a fully

provisioned SFC, an end-to-end traffic test shows how the encrypted data packets

are routed and if the traffic flow is satisfying the security requirement of flow-

distribution.

Episode 2: Resilience and availability (Req: v, vii)

In this episode, we simulate hardware failure. From an availability and resilience

perspective, the architecture must be resilient to components failing without com-

promising the network encryption policy. During service recovery, this demonstra-

tion also shows the dynamic behaviour of the key distribution during failovers.

Episode 3: Security integrity (Req: ii, viii)

For our third episode, we simulate that one of our data centres (ISP-B) is attacked

and that a subset of the components is compromised. When simulating a set of

basic network attacks, the architecture must be resistant to this. This also includes

a demonstration of how flow-based encryption can protect the end-user data from

being compromised by a malicious ISP (ISP-B).

Aiming to highlight a selected subset of the functionalities supported by our de-

veloped security architecture, we next present the architecture and the implement-

ation of our Proof-of-Concept demonstration. Section 11.6 evaluates how the fol-

lowing architecture fulfils these episodes.

11.4 Encrypted SFC Architecture
In this section, we describe the architectural components and the network topology

for enabling encrypted and isolated VLs. This work follows the design guidelines

from our previous work [3] where we presented an architecture consisting of a

tiered structure of data plane and control plane components. This architectural

section summarises this work and focuses on the implementation-specific ele-
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ments of the design. The main objective of the design is to structure a layered

networking architecture into a data centre environment. Specifically, this includes

a design of interconnected Compute Node components that are capable of forward-

ing encrypted SFC packets by the use of two layers of NSH headers. Accordingly,

we have provided three data plane components running on the Compute Nodes

(Figure 11.3); a new Service Function Forwarder (SFF), a new Encryption Func-

tion (EF) and a new forwarding framework for the Service Functions (SF). These

components are based on the programmable switch language P4 [9]. Figure 11.3

shows that these data plane components also have their corresponding control

plane units, following the Software-Defined Networking paradigm of centralised

control and network programmability. We used a micro-service design principle

and implemented each of these components as Virtual Machines (VMs). Accord-

ing to our previous work [3], we used RESTConf web services to exchange mes-

sages between these components.

Figure 11.3: Top-level architecture.

The following subsections discuss the functionalities of these data plane compon-
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ents (Sections 11.4.2, 11.4.4 and 11.4.6), the infrastructure that they are connected

to (Section 11.4.1) and the control plane units they interact with (Sections 11.4.3,

11.4.5 and 11.4.7).

11.4.1 The Infrastructure

The nature of an SFC accommodates Segment Routing (SR) [29, 18, 30], which

implies that the sender of an IP packet specifies the packet path. Specifically, SR

implies that the packet header contains SFC state information of how to route a

specific packet for a selection of intermediate routers. We use NSH as a data plane

enabler for SR in order to steer the traffic in such SR paths between the SFs and the

EFs (Section 11.4.1). Two layers of NSH headers constitute two overlay networks.

One layer addressing the communication between the SFs and one additional layer

addressing the point to point communication between the EFs (Figure 11.4).

Currently, SR by NSH is not widely supported by routers and neither is the new

NSH encryption header extension that we have suggested. Therefore, in order to

ensure packet forwarding through legacy network devices, we define that the NSH

packet must be encapsulated by an outer transport network between the NSH-

aware routers. Figure 11.4 shows that we use VXLAN-GPE for this underlying

network. Each of these network layers accommodates the different communication

layers in the architecture. For example, an NSH header is only valid between two

SFs, while the new additional NSH header is only valid between two EFs. Hence,

the structured packet header (Figure 11.4) is also reflected in a structured design

of the networking components (Figure 11.3), where each data plane component is

responsible for each layer.
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Figure 11.4: The layered network architecture.

Overlay Network Topologies

This structured setup of the networking components ensures that the routing of the

data packets is not only controlled by flow-rules, but it is also controlled by how

the network topology is designed. This is the main objective behind the design

of the structured hierarchy of the NSH headers. The structured network topology

disallows unencrypted data traffic between an SF and an EF to be routed out of the

Compute Node and out on the network.

Figure 11.5 shows the main difference between using and not using an additional

NSH header. Within the current NSH RFC [17] (no additional NSH header),

the EF must be treated as a regular SF on one NSH layer (Figure 11.5 (1, 2)).

The VL is perceived as encrypted and protected if both the EF and SF is located

on the same Compute Node. However, if the EF is migrated to another host (Fig-

ure 11.5 (2)), the non-encrypted traffic (between SF-A and EF-X) is in fact allowed

to flow both between different Compute Nodes or between different infrastructure

domains. Hence, enabling the EF in a separate network layer (Figure 11.5 (3))

makes the network topology more secure. Using two NSH layers ensures that

the SF never can be distributed in a way where non-encrypted traffic can leave
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the Compute Node. The VM, such as the EF-X (Figure 11.5 (3)), is in this case

also open for VM migration, but, if the VM EF-X is migrated to another Compute

Node, the next-hop network destination is unavailable due to a header mismatch

between the two types of NSH headers. Hence, the VM’s EF-X and SF-A must be

migrated in pairs for allowing the communication between them.

Figure 11.5: An additional encryption overlay.

Dedicated networking components per Compute Node that are responsible for the

inner and the outer NSH headers logically separate the EFs and the SFs. There-

fore, we implemented two separate virtual switches on each compute node that is

responsible for the routing of the two NSH layers. This structured setup of Com-

pute Node components (Figure 11.3) ensures that the EFs must be co-located with

the SF.

Underlay Network

A threat to this structured networking model is an underlying VXLAN-GPE net-

work. In traditional data centres with no NSH overlay, VXLAN is not defined as

an underlay network, but it constitutes an overlay network by abstracting the phys-
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ical network into one big distributed virtualised switch. This implies that, if all the

components in our architecture are running as VMs on one underlying distributed

virtual switch, the overlaying NSH switches are unaware of the underlying Com-

pute Node location. This compromises the structured setup of networking com-

ponents on the Compute Node. We solved this problem by combining VXLAN

and NSH networks into one customised virtual switch. In addition, we adopted the

architectural networking principles from VMware NSX [23] and pinned the vir-

tual switch to the Compute Node and perceived it as a hypervisor component. We

simulated this structure by locking the virtual switch VM to the Compute Node

and pretending that the virtual switch was not available in the hypervisor user

space. According to the SFC RFC [2], introducing NSH/SFC-awareness to a vir-

tual switch makes it a Service Function Forwarder (SFF). Hence, we defined two

underlying SFFs to be responsible for each NSH layer respectively and let them

also to be responsible for handling the VXLAN-GPE tunnels.

11.4.2 The Service Function Forwarders

In order to support the new NSH packet header formats [3], we created a new

customised virtual switch, based on P4. The programming language P4 enables

programmers to customise packet forwarding rules in switches. We made a very

simple switch that constitutes an SFF, with VXLAN-GPE and NSH forwarding

support. The SFF has the following functionality:

- It can parse the new encryption attributes in the NSH header (MD-type = 3,

E-SPI, E-SI [3]).

- It classifies IPv4 traffic in order to apply NSH headers.

- The SFF can act as a forwarder for NSH packet destined to other SFFs.

- It can act as an NSH packet forwarder inside an SF in order to make the SF

NSH-aware.

- It can provide Layer 2 mac-address resolution based NSH packets instead of

using IP and ARP (see Section 11.4.4).

- It can provide VXLAN-GPE support.

11.4.3 The Service Function Forwarder Controller

In our previous work [3], we have suggested using BGP as a control plane mechan-

ism in order to have a standardised method of exchanging NSH routes. However,

we identified concerns related to scalability and security of using BGP. Applying

route security in BGP includes that each route has to be authorised on a per-peer

basis and all viable routes need to be pre-enumerated. In addition, with no route

aggregation, route propagation and exponential growth of BGP routes for EFs, we

question the scalability of BGP as an NSH control plane protocol. Hence, we
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changed the control plane component from our previous work [3] from BGP to

distributed RESTconf. This opened up for more efficiently giving the exact rout-

ing instructions to the specific Compute Nodes only. RESTconf also enabled a

more flexible authorisation of the NSH routes, by authenticating the RESTconf

connection by the Secure Socket Layer (SSL).

However, we also selected RESTconf as the control plane protocol due to inter-

operability reasons. In federated multi-tenant NFV environments, an overlay net-

work is created with virtual forwarding devices such as an SFF. This opens up

for customising the virtual network devices and the network controller. This en-

ables network operators to deploy customised networking software in an agile and

fast manner. By utilising P4, it is also possible to specify customised flow rules

when configuring these network devices. Hence, we utilised the feature of SDN-

based network programmability, by specifying customised network configuration

by the use of P4 flow rules over RESTconf. The need for customised flow rules is

reasoned by the new NSH header extension.

For Proof-of-Concept purposes, we created a very simple RESTconf based net-

work controller with a set of predefined P4 flow-entries. It consists of a simple

HTTP client that distributes flow rules over RESTconf by using Linux shell scripts.

11.4.4 Service Functions

The Service Functions (SFs), applied as VMs, are intended to manipulate the end-

user data packets. We simulated that we used SFs acting as a vCPE, video caching

service and a virtual firewall by using dummy services. Therefore, all SFs are

configured to simply forward all data traffic according to the flow-specification

rules we apply. The SFC RFC 7665 [2] defines that an SF has primarily two data

plane interfaces: one for incoming and one for outgoing traffic. Inside the SF,

the packet forwarding is explicitly set to follow the SFC directions and not the

standard routing table. Specifically, data traffic coming in on one interface must

go out on the other interface and vice versa. We solved this SF routing problem

by making the SF NSH-aware. This implies that the NSH header is not removed

when a packet enters an SF. Due to the lack of NSH state capabilities in operating

systems such as native Linux systems, we introduce a new virtual NSH network

stack inside the SF. This new network stack is an NSH-aware P4 switch which acts

as a front-end network stack inside the SF. This principle of NSH-awareness in the

SF is extracted from the VXLAN-tool [31] implementation and adopted to a P4

environment in order to support the new NSH header. We defined the following

features in the SF:

- One SF can appear multiple times in one single SFC. Hence, the SF is NSH-
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aware by using an underlying P4 switch in the SF. The P4 switch is connected

to two virtual veth interfaces facing the SF application and two native inter-

faces facing network interfaces of the VM.

- According to the SFC specification, the SF should be independent of the IP

subnet topology between the SFs. This means that the IP subnets connected

to VM interfaces do not follow standard IP subnetting topologies. For ex-

ample, when an SFC changes, the mac-address of the next-hop SF are also

changing. From an SF perspective, this mac-address has to correspond to the

next NSH hop. Hence, the virtual P4 switch in the SF must be able to map in-

terface mac-addresses to SFs. For outgoing traffic from an SF, we use dummy

static destination mac-addresses. For incoming traffic to an SF, it is the re-

sponsibility of the P4 switch to set the correct destination mac-address to the

IP interface of the SF. This mac-address is based on next hop in the SFC.

Hence, instead of using standard ARP as a binding between layer 2 and layer

3, we introduce a new mac-address mapping scheme between mac-addresses

and NSH Service Function Identifiers. This is implemented as P4 flow-rule

actions. A dynamic side effect of this is that the IPv4 addresses of the SF

application theoretically can be reused for each hop in an SFC.

11.4.5 Service Function Provisioner

The Service Function Provisioner component corresponds to the Virtual Infrastruc-

ture Manager (VIM) in the NFV reference model [32]. It is responsible for main-

taining the lifecycle management of all virtual network functions. We simplified

this function and used Vagrant [33] and Vagrant scripts as a provisioning tool for

all VMs per Compute Node. As an overlay to multiple Vagrant nodes, we used

RESTconf to instantiate the Vagrant scrips.

11.4.6 The Encryption Service Function

This component is responsible for both encrypting and decrypting the data traffic

in front of the SF. This functionality is realised with a data encryption application

in a customised SF that we named the Encryption Service Function (EF). From a

network infrastructure perspective, the EF is a copy of the SF, except for being

responsible for a different network layer (the additional NSH layer). In addition

to the P4 networking functionalities, the EF adopts the Software-Defined IPsec

application (SD-SA) functionality that we have presented in our previous work [7].

In summary, this application has the following features:

- We use the Linux based IP XFRM application to encrypt and decrypt IP

packets and encapsulates them with an IPsec Encapsulating Security Payload

(ESP) header.
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- The encryption application runs inside a Linux network namespace (netns)

that separates the encryption application from the P4 switch.

- IPsec Internet Key Exchange (IKE) is replaced with a new web service applic-

ation that exchanges the encryption keys and the integrity keys in a separate

control plane channel.

- The EF is instantiated with a set of preshared keys. These keys are used to

establish a secure connection to a centralised Authentication Center (AuC)

that manages the key distribution.

11.4.7 The Authentication Centre (AuC)

The EFs are controlled by an Authentication centre that distributes the encryption

keys and the integrity keys. Due to the non-bidirectional NSH communication

channel between EFs [2], an IPsec IKE channel is not possible to establish on

the data plane. Hence, we adopt the aforementioned SD-SA application from our

previous work [7] in order to replace IKE in IPsec. In summary, this application

includes the following functionality. The initial step is to pre-configure an au-

thentication key for every EF during EF instantiation. Second, all EFs establish

a secure channel to the AuC. Third, the AuC sends the integrity and confidenti-

ality key to the encryption function over the authenticated and secured RESTconf

channel. This last step is a periodic event that is repeated for every key change.

An important requirement for this concept to work is that all EFs are connected to

one common AuC. This also requires a shared control plane VPN between all data

centre tenants. This control plane VPN is established by using site-to-site IPsec

VPN tunnels between the data centres.

11.5 Implementation
Based on the aforementioned scenarios (Section 11.3), we constructed a network

topology consisting of three simple SFs and two underlying pairs of encrypted

channels. Figure 11.6 shows the components that are involved in the data plane

forwarding of the NSH packets.
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Figure 11.6: Service plane topology.

This network topology setup implements the use case scenario (Figure 11.2) and

also reflects the tiered network topology (Figure 11.3). We implemented this topo-

logy by running one Compute Node per ISP where each Compute Node had one

inner and one outer SFF. We also configured an Edge gateway per network domain

that was responsible for interconnecting the data centre domains. We used one

Compute Node per NFV domain. Correspondingly, there is one Edge gateway per

Compute Node.

Figure 11.7 shows the categorisation, the enumerations and the virtual bridge con-

nections of the VMs running on each Compute Node. The SFs, the EFs and the

classifiers are instantiated as multiple instances of VMs. These VMs are instanti-

ated per SFC during service provisioning. The SFFs are statically deployed VMs

that are pinned to the hypervisor. The control plane components are also categor-

ised as a special group of VMs. This is because they are only instantiated at one

of the Compute Nodes and because they are not connected to the data plane.

Figure 11.7: Virtual Machines and networks per Compute Node.

From a networking perspective, Figure 11.7 also shows that each VM is connec-
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ted to different Linux-bridge domains. We used virtual Linux interfaces (veth) to

interconnect VMs to virtual bridges. Furthermore, these virtual bridges are also

connected to the physical network interfaces. This network construction follows

the principle of virtual network infrastructures in Linux that is also used in, for ex-

ample, OPNFV [34] and OpenStack [35].

For local Virtual Infrastructure Management (VIM), we ran the VM provisioning

tools and the local network/bridge management as non-virtual function alongside

the Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) environment. We used Linux scripts and

Vagrant to control the instantiation of VMs and to control the mapping the virtual

network interfaces to the underlying VXLAN-GPE infrastructure. The local VIM

is orchestrated by a simple top-level RESTconf based orchestrator. Figure 11.8

shows the hierarchy of both this orchestrator and the other control plane com-

ponents. For proof-of-concept purposes, we only used one Compute Node per

domain controller.

Figure 11.8: Hierarchy of network control.

The NFV implementation is developed by the use of Vagrant, Linux bash script-

ing and the switch programming language P4. The source code, the demonstra-

tions and the test results are available at https://github.com/gunleifsen/

encNSHinP4.
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Lab Setup and Tools

We set up our experiment by using four HP Proliant DL380 G7 servers. All serv-

ers had two 3.47 GHz Intel Xeon X5690 processors with six cores each, 196 GB

of DDR3 memory and 1 Gbit network adaptors (In a testbed provided by Eid-

siva broadband, Oslo, Norway). The servers ran Ubuntu 18.04.2 LTS with kernel

4.15.0-47-generic. We used Vagrant 2.2.4 and qemu-kvm 1:2.11 with virtual net-

work adapters by libvirt. For every Compute Node, we disabled Hyper-Threading,

Turbo Boost, and power saving.

We simplified the instantiation of the VMs by only using one VM template for

every VM. This VM template was set up with Ubuntu Linux 18.04.2 LTS, 2 GB

RAM and one virtual CPU. The pre-installation of the template included the P4

framework (https://github.com/jafingerhut/p4-guide) where we used

the P4 version P4_16 with the behavioural model 2 (BMv2) from Barefoot [36].

For running the P4 code, we used the inner virtualisation software from Barefoot

named the “simple_switch”.

For all communication between the VMs, we simulated RESTconf by the use of

simple web services running over secure netcat (socat) [37].

According to the scenario and the service plane topology, we created 21 VMs for

data plane forwarding, including two endpoints (Figure 11.6). In addition, for the

federated top-level controller, we combined the network controller, the service

provisioner and the AuC in one common VM (22 VMs in total).

For end-to-end traffic testing, we used Iperf 3.0.11 for measuring the perform-

ance and provisioning time. By sending a fixed stream of packets per seconds, we

measured the network outage time by counting the packet loss. For packet injec-

tion tests, we used the Python tool scapy [38] and, for packet monitoring, we used

Tcpdump on the virtual Compute Node interfaces (veth).

11.6 Verification and Results
This section presents the results of the three verification episodes we introduced in

Section 11.3. This includes (1) a packet forwarding and provisioning episode, (2)

a resilience and availability episode and (3) a security integrity episode.

11.6.1 Episode 1: Packet Forwarding and Provisioning (req: i, iii, iv, vi)

This episode aims to provide a demonstration of the service provisioning. It also

aims to show that the data packets are routed correctly and that end-to-end traffic

tests and throughput tests are satisfying the requirements.
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Service Provisioning Times

From an end-user perspective, it is expected that their NFV ISP provides them with

on-demand service provisioning and a secure infrastructure. We developed epis-

ode 1 in order to provide a Proof-of-Concept demonstration of the implemented

architecture with respect to service provisioning. This demonstration also shows

that the layered NSH header architecture is capable of forwarding encrypted SFCs

according to a network forwarding policy in a relatively fast and reliable manner.

Specifically, we developed a test that demonstrates that the designed architecture

is able to set up an SFC according to the requirement of hop-by-hop encryption

with a new NSH header (req: i, iii) and by the use of RESTconf flow distribution

(req: iv). We provide these demonstrations by monitoring the provisioning time of

a subset of the services in the architecture.

The creation of VMs, the altering of the routing paths and the reestablishment of

the encryption keys, result in network outage from an end-user perspective. Hence,

we measured this time by monitoring network outage during service provisioning.

We set up a simple Iperf measuring test between the client and server and exper-

imented with altering the SFC. We altered the SFC from SF1 − > SF3 to SF1

− > SF2 − > SF3. This simulated turning on and off the SF located at ISP-B and

implicitly adding and removing a service from the SFC.

By sending a fixed stream of 64 packets per seconds from the client to the server,

we measured the network provisioning time by monitoring the packet loss during

these service alternations. One packet loss of 64 packets corresponds to approx-

imately 15,63 ms of a network outage. The measurements were aiming to measure

seconds. Therefore, we set the packet rate at 64 pps. This also ensured a minim-

isation of a potential packet loss due to unrelated reasons such as collisions, traffic

congestion or buffers overflows.

We differentiated the measurements (Table 11.1) in three types. Full provisioning

(1a) with no traffic flow during provisioning, Soft provisioning (1b) where the

data traffic runs while new services are instantiating and (1c) we also measured

the periodic key change provisioning times.

Setting up an additional SF with encrypted links includes; (1.a-1) instantiating

the SF VM, (1.a-2) instantiating two EF VMs, (1.a-3) authenticating the EFs and

distribute the encryption keys and (1.a-4) distribute the new flow routes. Hence,

we measured the provisioning time for each of the sub-processes and summarized

the total provisioning time (1.a).

The instantiation of the SFs (1.a-1) and the EFs (1.a-2) are the most time-consuming

processes. However, these processes can be instantiated before the traffic flows are
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redirected into the new VMs. This also includes the setup and authentication of the

EFs (1.a-3). We refer to this process as soft provisioning (1.b). It is expected that

such a planned provisioning is most common. Here, the distribution of the flow

rules is not assigned before the VMs are fully provisioned and EFs are authentic-

ated. This scheduling of network provisioning significantly decreases the network

outage time. However, for non-controlled events, such as hardware failure, the re-

provisioning time increases due to the failure detection time and due to the lack of

pre-instantiated VMs (see Section 11.6.2).

The periodic key change provisioning time is the most frequent provisioning pro-

cess. It is assumed that the encryption keys are set up to change once every hour.

However, for measurement purposes, we set the periodic key change interval to

5 s. Our previous work [7] indicated that the periodic key change provisioning

had limited effects on the network outage time. This is also confirmed by these

measurements where the network outage time for each key change is about 0.1 s

(1c).

From an end-user’s perspective, the most relevant network outage times are the

outages during the soft provisioning and during periodic key changes. It is expec-

ted that most web applications based on TCP, such as Youtube and Netflix, are

resistant to these network outage times that are less than 100 ms. Re-using an

EF in order to reconnect it to a different EF peer has a provisioning time of 1.2 s

(1.b-1). Hence, this result indicates that it is more efficient to pre-instantiate and

pre-authenticate a new pair of EFs instead of reusing any existing EFs during re-

provisioning. This pre-authentication consequently sets the soft provisioning time

and the network outage time to only include the time it takes to distribute the flow

rules. It is assumed that the network outage time caused by the re-distribution of

the flow rules is not perceived as network outage by most end-users.
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Table 11.1: Provisioning times.

Episode Test Name Packet
Rate

Packets
Lost

Outage
Time

1.a Full provisioning 64 pps 13,184 206.0 s

1.a-1 -SF instantiation 64 pps 3049 47.6 s

1.a-2 -EF instantiation 64 pps 10,176 159.0 s

1.a-3 -Auth and encr. setup 64 pps 81 1.2 s

1.a-4 -Distribution of flow rules 64 pps 0 0.0 s

1.b Soft provisioning 64 pps 154 1.2 s

1.b-1 -Auth and encr. setup 64 pps 81 1.2 s

1.b-2 -Distribution of flow rules 64 pps 0 0.0 s

1.c Periodic keychange (every 5 s) 64 pps 7 0.1 s

2.a Failover with protection 64 pps 326 5.0 s

2.a-1 -Detection time 5.0 s

2.a-2 -Distribution of flow rules 64 pps 0 0.0 s

2.b Failover without protection 64 pps 13,504 211.0 s

2.b-1 -Detection time 5.0 s

2.b-2 -Full provisioning 64 pps 13,184 206.0 s

pps = packet per second.

Throughput

According to the requirement of adoption (req: vi), we argue that the architec-

ture fulfils this requirement by using fully virtualised overlay networks. The new

NSH header only needs to be implemented in virtualised environments and there-

fore it is also easily deployed in fully isolated, autonomous and customer-specific

environments. However, other important factors for adopting the architecture are

scalability and throughput performance. The TCP throughput is a product of bit

rate, packet-size and latency. Hence, the latency factor for throughput performance

is highly dependent on the number of NSH forwarders, their latency in processing

packets and the latency between them. Hence, we measured the throughput by

varying the number of SF and EF hops (Figure 11.9). We tested the throughput

from the client to the server by using an Iperf TCP bandwidth test with window-

size 512.

The results (Figure 11.9) show a decreasing throughput when the number of SF

hops increases. The main reason behind this result is the increased latency that the

virtual machines introduce. We measured that a VM with a P4 enabled switch in

average used 6 ms to process a packet. The virtualisation software we used for P4
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is based on CPU processing without any network accelerator driver. This lack of

suitable software drivers for P4 explains this latency. However, it is expected that

new generations of OVS, IPAC and other P4 runtime environments will decrease

the packet processing latency in future releases of the P4 runtime frameworks.

However, the most important factor with respect to NFV adoptability (req: vi) is

how much degradation in throughput the encrypted links introduce. Hence, we

measured the difference between EF and SF hops, by creating multiple SFCs with

and without encrypted Virtual Links. The graphs (Figure 11.9) show that there

is no significant difference in the throughput between an SFC with EFs only and

an SFC with SFs only. This confirms that it is the P4 switch that introduces the

latency and that the performance degradation is due to the P4 hypervisor or the

effectiveness of the P4 program.
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Figure 11.9: TCP throughput per SF/EF hop.

Summary

The overall results show that the solution is fulfilling the following requirements:

Req i �: We have shown that the architecture provides hop-by-hop encryption by

monitoring the traffic flows before and after the provisioning of the EFs. In addi-

tion, small network outages during re-keying confirm that the encrypted links are

running and that the key change is working.

Req iii �: The fact that requirement i is fulfilled also confirms that the forwarding

of the new packet header is possible when the Virtual Links are encrypted. Hence,

the new SFC header is not encrypted. This is also confirmed by analysing SFC
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packets.

Req iv �: By running provisioning and alternating different network topologies,

we have shown that a RESTconf based control plane in a multi-tenant environ-

ment is capable of distributing micro-segmented flow rules according to the re-

quirements.

Req vi �: By applying the NSH header in an interconnected multi-tenant data

centre, we have shown that the new NSH header is easily adaptable (Section

11.4.1). This is because the NSH header is applied in an overlay network. Through-

put tests have shown that a single EF does not degrade the throughput performance

more than a single SF. However, due to the lack of an effective P4 virtualisation

platform in our implementation, the performance significantly degrades when the

number of SFs increase. Hence, the adoption of P4 in NFV is highly dependent on

hardware accelerators.

11.6.2 Episode 2: Resilience and Availability (req: v, vii)

The capacity of the architecture to adapt to controlled network alterations has been

demonstrated earlier with respect to the network provisioning. This episode has

been developed in order to highlight the details of the process and to show how the

architecture responds to software or hardware failures (req: vii). Hence, we simu-

lated that the intermediate ISP-B has a hardware failure and becomes unavailable.

In addition, we have also simulated the consequences of unavailable control plane

components and tested protection mechanisms in the key distribution method (req:

v).

SFC Protection

Our Proof-of-Concept implementation of the P4 data plane did not include any

event handlers of detecting network failures such as link-down or node-down (such

as LLDP discovery events in OpenFlow). However, we simulated an “NFVi fault

and management” [1] approach similar to ceilometer monitoring in OpenStack,

by monitoring the VMs instead of the virtual switch interfaces. Consequently,

we assume that the NFV infrastructure is capable of automatically migrating the

VMs to another Compute Node during hardware failures. However, this migra-

tion process results in network outage time for the end-user where network outage

time = detection time + VM provisioning + key distribution + route distribution

(Table 11.1 (2.b)). In order to reduce the network outage time, it is possible to pre-

instantiate redundant VMs. Consequently, the VM provisioning time is removed

from the equation. Hence, we simulated a protection of software and hardware

failure by duplicating the VMs running at ISP-B to also run at ISP-A. By letting

the VMs run in both domains, the VM becomes protected and, consequently, it also

creates an SFC protection. In order to simulate a hardware failure, we manually
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shut down the VMs running at ISP-B by using KVM virsh directly on the VMs.

Table 11.1 (2.a, 2.b) shows the failover time when SFC protection is enabled and

when it is not. A network topology with SFC protection enabled provides evidence

for a resilient and dynamic SFC architecture (req: vii). However, it is noted that

the SFC protection introduces an additional resource consumption for all the VMs

that are running in standby mode.

A method of reducing the resource consumption is to reduce the number of duplic-

ate EFs. The aforementioned demonstration duplicated four EFs. Consequently,

the additional pairs of EFs were already authenticated and failover is performed

by a distribution of the flow rules only. By not duplicating EF1 and EF4, these

EFs can be reused in order to reconnect to the duplicated versions of EF2 and

EF3. This adds an additional 1.2 s to failover process, but it reduces the overall

resource consumption.

Protection of Invalid VM Migration

The main objective of the architecture is to enable hop-by-hop encryption of VLs

(req: i). This includes protecting the data traffic between two SFs with a pair of

EFs. Hence, one of the most important features of the architecture is to ensure

that non-encrypted data between an SF and an EF reside on the same Compute

Node. We demonstrated the feasibility of the hop-by-hop encryption during the

provisioning in episode 1 by running end-to-end traffic tests. Here, we also verified

that the traffic was encrypted by monitoring the data traffic in the SFFs.

However, with respect to resilience, the aforementioned episode did not consider

the consequences of VM migration. A failover of the VMs implies that SFs and

their connected EFs must be migrated all together. A misconfiguration or failure

in the VM migrations can result in an irregular topology of SFs and EFs. Hence,

we aim to verify that the layered network topology introduced in Section 11.4.1 is

protecting the non-encrypted flows from entering the network. We configured an

invalid network topology by migrating one of the EFs to another Compute Node

as we showed in Figure 11.5 (2). In this case, our architecture and flow policy

disallowed the distribution of the flow rules. This result was expected. However,

we successfully managed to manually override and manipulate the flow rules in

order to allow such traffic flows. In order to accomplish this, we had to (1) ma-

nipulate the NSH packet coming from the SF and (2) define a flow rule that sets

the NSH next hop to be a remote SFF destination for an NSH packet that is tagged

for going into an EF for encryption. This is a clear flow-rule policy violation.

This policy violation is easy to detect because the SFFs are pinned to the Compute

Node. Hence, an NSH packet that is heading to an encryption function should
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never leave the outer SFF.

The demonstration confirms that the tiered SFF infrastructure and the pinned SFFs

make it easy to control the inner encryption flows. It also shows that there is a

need for providing policy rules for the P4 switches. We enforced this rule only by

implementing it in the overlay RESTconf API.

Key Distribution

Due to the lack of a direct data plane communication between two SFs, we de-

veloped a new key exchange mechanism by using centralised key distribution (req:

v). Our previous work [7] has shown that SD-IKE with a centralised key distri-

bution and Authentication centre (AuC) makes key distribution more efficient in

non-NFV environments. The SFC alternations in episode 1 and the SFC failover

protection in SFC episode 2 (Section 11.6.2) provides a Proof-of-Concept demon-

stration for integrating this concept in NFV.

Availability of Control Plane Components

The aforementioned key distribution is not only performed during provisioning,

while the encryption keys change periodically. This makes the AuC service a

critical component. Killing the AuC service does not affect the end-user traffic.

It only stops the encryption keys from being renewed. Hence, an additional key

monitoring agent must run along with the encryption and decryption services. This

monitoring agent detects if a new key is not received within a certain expire time.

If the expiry time is reached before a new key is received, the EF deletes its’

Security Association.

Instead of shutting down the AuC, we simulated this key protection feature by

manipulating the key expire time in the encryption service. We experimented with

setting the expire time to 10 s in the encryption service and the AuC re-keying time

to 20 s. Next, we ran a simple Iperf bandwidth test for 60 s and used tcpdump to

monitor if the packets traversed the intermediate SF. We confirmed the functional-

ity by observing that the EFs periodically stopped working every for 10 s.

This declarative SDN approach for the AuC also applies to the network controller.

When the SDN controller has distributed the flow rules to the SFFs, it is expected

that the SFFs continue forwarding packets even after the SDN controller becomes

unavailable. Consequently, network topology changes and VM migration together

with a non-functional SDN controller results in non-functional SFCs. We con-

firmed this behaviour by shutting down the SDN controller.
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Summary

This section has shown that the following requirements are satisfied:

Req vii �: First, the architecture opens up for enabling protection of EF and SF.

The measurements of failover times provide evidence for a resilient architecture

towards hardware or software failure. Second, we have shown that the layered net-

work infrastructure provides resilience towards misconfiguration of VMs. Third,

a security feature of protecting network security during AuC or network controller

outage have been demonstrated.

Req v �: SFC alternation in Episode 1 and the protected failovers in Episode 2

provides evidence for an effective key distribution method in NFV environments.

11.6.3 Episode 3: Security Integrity (req: ii, viii)

For this episode, we simulated that the intermediate ISP (ISP-B) is compromised.

The objective of the demonstration is to show that the integrity of the architecture

is maintained for ISP-A and ISP-C even if ISP-B is compromised. We demon-

strate this by showing that the architecture supports flow-based encryption (req: ii)

and by showing that it is resistant to manipulation of the packet headers or flow

injections (req: viii).

Eavesdropping

In order to demonstrate flow-based isolation and encryption (req: ii), we defined

one SFC with multiple inner encrypted flows. The SFC is defined as SF1 − >
SF2 − > SF3 where the flows are defined as email traffic and video traffic (over

HTTP). SF1 is a vCPE that contains multiple network services. However, in this

episode of the scenario, we define it to handle email traffic. Hence, SF1 is set

up to handle all email traffic (port 25,110), while SF2 handles video traffic over

HTTP (port 80,443). SF3 is a firewall that handles both flows. Due to the risk of

eavesdropping, we encrypt the email traffic between SF1 and SF3 and we encrypt

the HTTP traffic for SF1 − > SF2 and SF2 − > SF3.

We ran both traffic types simultaneously by running two instances of Iperf on two

different ports, namely flow 1 (port 25) and flow 2 (port 80) (Figure 11.10). Hence,

we classified the traffic into two different types, in total, three pairs of encrypted

links. Flow 1 was defined as SF1 (vCPE) − > EF1 − > EF2 − > SF3 (vFW).

Flow 2 was defined as SF1 (vCPE) − > EF3 − > EF4 − > SF2 (vVideo) − >
EF5 − > EF6 − > SF3 (vFW). By using tcpdump, we observed both encrypted

and non-encrypted traffic flows at ISP-B. This confirmed that the architecture was

supporting flow-based encryption.
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Figure 11.10: Flow-based encryption test in episode 3.

Route and Packet Injection

The main focus of our contribution was to protect the SFC from being eaves-

dropped when the data traffic is traversing ISP-B. However, another attack method

of gaining access to unauthorised traffic is to manipulate the packet forwarding ser-

vices in order to redirect the traffic path and implicitly gain access to non-encrypted

traffic. Hence, an important feature of the architecture is that it is resistant to packet

injection or route injection (req: viii).

We did not find any method to inject flow rules into the P4 switch without com-

promising the network controller. However, for test purposes, we turned off the

authentication and SSL on the RESTconf interface towards to P4 switch. This al-

lowed us to manipulate the flow rules and consequently also manipulate the SFC.

For packet injection, we simulated that SF2 is compromised in ISP-B. We used an

NSH extension in the Python based scapy tool [38] in order to inject packets into

the data plane. We successfully managed to inject packets from an SF to another

SF that was belonging to another SFC. Due to a lack of security features in the

SFF, the SFF was not able to detect the VM source of the injected packets and

simply forwarded the packet according to the packet headers. However, this was

only possible for non-encrypted data flows.

This packet injection problem is similar to spoofing the source address field in IP

packets. A possible solution to this problem is to introduce an integrity attribute

in the NSH headers. Extending the NSH integrity header RFC [39] to support

layered NSH can potentially ensure that the NSH packet originates from a valid

VM source.

Summary

The verification of the security integrity objectives is summarised as follows:

Req ii �: We confirmed that the architecture supports flow-based encryption by

observing encrypted and non-encrypted traffic traversing ISP-B. End-to-end traffic

tests also confirmed that each flow was tagged with two different types of inner

NSH encryption headers.
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Req viii �: The architecture is resistant to simple packet injections and to the

manipulation of flow rules. However, this packet integrity is established by using

IPsec over the encrypted links. Hence, it requires that every Virtual Link is en-

crypted and that the Compute Nodes are not compromised. A possible solution in

order to ensure packet integrity to non-encrypted data are to add an integrity key

to the NSH header.

11.7 Conclusions
This paper proposes an architecture for on-demand provisioning of encrypted and

isolated SFC using P4, NFV and SDN architectural principles.

A comprehensive view of the developed security framework for SFC has been

presented, according to the scenarios executed during the concluding system val-

idation demonstrations. A subset of the security-related functionalities supported

by the developed architecture has also been shown in order to highlight critical

architectural details towards its implementation.

Furthermore, this article unifies the publicly available results of our security-related

studies, by highlighting how the distinct components presented earlier interoper-

ate towards providing secure SFCs. The presented results highlight the capacity of

micro-segmented SFC in NFV, given that the corresponding security requirements

are satisfied.

The presented architecture is based on virtualised overlay networks and the up-

coming technology P4. These technologies aim to overcome network protocol

standardisation and interoperability issues. Hence, the architecture is applicable

in any IP network and any Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) platform. However,

this abstraction of physical resources raises new standardisation issues within the

virtualised environment, such as the encryption application in the service function.

This puts a burden on the SF developers and calls for a standardisation of the en-

cryption application interfaces in the SF and the AuC. Hence, this proof of concept

experiment aims to contribute to the standardisation of NFV application interfaces

for enabling encrypted Virtual Links.

Through the executed studies of encrypted SFCs, a variety of future work paths

have been identified. These include the investigation of hardware accelerators,

integrated QoS, availability and security policies, particularly for protected and

encrypted SFC. Furthermore, another potentially critical path of future work refers

to the investigation of packed injection between SFCs where encryption enabled

SF is a possible solution.
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